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A dot under a letter signifies that the letter is 
visually uncertain. Occasionally a dot is used 
without a letter to indicate an ink trace that is 
so ambiguous that no letter may confidently be 
suggested. 

I J Square brackets indicate a lacuna in the manuscript. 
When the text cannot be reconstructed, dots occa
sionally may be used to indicate the approximate 
number of letters suggested by the size of the 
lacuna. 

< > Pointed brackets indicate a correction of a scribal
omission or error. The correction may insert
letters unintentionally omitted by the scribe, or 
replace letters erroneously inserted with what the 
scribe presumably intended to write.

{ } Braces signify superfluous letters or words added
by the scribe.

( ) Parentheses indicate helpful material supplied by
the editor or translator. Although this material
may not directly reflect the text being examined,
it provides useful information for the reader.
Greek forms of the Greek loan words are included 
in the translation in parentheses.
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PREFACE TO THE PUBLISHED EDITION 
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updated when an article or book previously available only in 

typescript has now appeared, and a few new references also 

have been included. 

My thanks to the staff of Scholars Press, and particularly 

Joann Burnich, for help in the final preparation of the manu

script. 

Claremont, CA 

March, 1981 
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PREFACE 

This dissertation grew out of my participation as research 

associate in the Coptic Gnostic Library Project of the Insti

tute for Antiquity and Christianity, Claremont, California, 

from the spring of 1975 until the spring of 1978. My experi

ence on the Project piqued my interest in Gnostic studies, and 

also provided me with a unique opportunity for access to photo

graphs as well as published and unpublished materials pertain

ing to the Nag Hammadi library. Furthermore, during late 

January and early February of 1978, after the conclusion of 

the archaeological season at Nag Hammadi (Faw Qibli), I was 

able to spend valuable time at the Coptic Museum in Cairo, and 

work on the papyrus of Codex VIII. Such opportunities have 

all been very formative for the present investigation of the 

second tractate from Codex VIII, The Letter of Peter to Philip. 

I would like to acknowledge the support and assistance I 

have received from several people. To my supervisory committee, 

James Brashler, Elaine H. Pagels, and the chairman, James M. 

Robinson, I extend a hearty word of thanks, for they have pro

vided useful guidance and saved me from many a foolish blunder. 

James M. Robinson deserves a special expression of appreciation. 

He has functioned as my professor, supervisor, advisor, and 

friend, and I am indebted to him in many ways. Hans Dieter 

Betz and Kathleen O'Brien Wicker also offered helpful counsel 

during an earlier stage of the research. 

I wish to single out three other people who have been most 

influential in the production of this study. From my early 

years my mother and father instilled within me a love of learn

ing, and to them I owe a tremendous debt of gratitude. And to 

my wife Bonita I offer my most profound thanks. She not only 

endured but also typed this dissertation. 

New York, NY 

March, 1979 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The Letter of Peter to PhiLip (Ep. Pet. PhiL.) is one 

of the tractates located in the collection of codices known as 

the Nag Hammadi library.
1 

The Nag Hammadi library consists of 

twelve codices along with eight additional leaves, now desig

nated Codex XIII, which were removed from a codex in antiquity 

and slipped inside the front cover of Codex VI. These thirteen 

codices contain some fifty-two tractates, with additional 

scribal notes and colophons; in addition, tractate 2 from Codex 

XI includes five appended subtractates on sacramental matters. 

Of these tractates, forty are texts which are neither dupli

cates nor texts previously known, and of those forty texts 

about thirty have survived in rather complete condition. One 

of the well-preserved texts is the Ep. Pet. PhiL. 

The Nag Hammadi library was discovered, according to re

ports, in December of 1945 by Muhammad Ali al-Samman Muhammad 

Khalifah, the fertilizer-hunter and blood-avenger.
2 

Subsequent 

to the discovery, these codices were treated in a rather harsh 

manner. They were transported about, passed from hand to hand, 

put up for sale, apparently even partly burned in the oven of 

the widowed mother of Muhammad Ali, and taken into protective 

custody by the Egyptian Department of Antiquities. In the case 

of Codex I, the "Jung Codex," most of it was sold abroad to the 

Jung Institute, and has only recently been returned to the 

Coptic Museum in Cairo, where all the codices now reside in 

their conserved state. Although over thirty years have passed 

since this discovery, the major portion of the Nag Hammadi 

library was not made available for some time on account of 

various political and monopolistic roadblocks.
3 

However, since 

the involvement of UNESCO in the 1960s, and the appointment of 

the International Committee for the Nag Hammadi Codices at the 

end of 1970, the materials have become incr�asingly available 

to the scholarly world, and now at last the Coptic text and one 

or more modern translations of each of the tractates are at the 

disposal of the reading public.
4 

l



2 Letter of Peter to Philip 

Nag Hammadi Codex (NHC) VIII was one of the very last 

codices to be made available, and finally was published in the 

Facsimile Edition in 1976. Among the more fragmentary of the 

codices, Codex VIII has received comparatively little attention 

while some of the more complete and seemingly spectacular 

codices have attracted the interest of the scholarly world. 

This fragmentary codex is best preserved at the beginning and 

the end; the first and the last twenty or thirty pages are pre

served fairly well. In fact, the loose central portion of the 

codex was removed from the cover before the photographs by Jean 

Doresse were taken in late 1948, and in 1949 Codex VIII was 

packed in a suitcase by Doresse. In 1958 the codex was inven

toried as consisting of twenty-seven folios (or fifty-four 

pages) together with a collection of fragments in envelopes. 

In 1961 the pages of Codex VIII which were still in the cover 

(pages 1-26 and 113-40) were conserved, and labeled with num

bers 1-54.
5 

As Martin Krause and Pahor Labib report, 

Alle anderen Seiten waren, meist in mehrere Teile 
zerbrochen und nicht mehr in der richtigen Reihen
folge, von den Findern oder Handlern aus dem Leder
einband genommen und in CellophantUten gelegt 
worden .... Die Fragmente der Ubrigen Seiten 27-112, 
die ungeordnet in den CellophantUten lagen, wurden 
in der vorgefundenen Reihenfolge verglast und er
hielten die Nummern 55-128.6

Since then the pagination of the central section has been 

established, fragments have been placed, and the codex has 

been presented in facsimile edition in 1976.
7 

The cover of Codex VIII is of particular interest. Like 

the covers of most of the Nag Harnmadi codices, the cover of 

Codex VIII was made from a piece of sheepskin leather. Dark

ened on the outside, the hair side, the cover was tooled with 

various lines, some of which form a St. Andrew's cross when the 

cover is fully opened, and provided with thongs for closing and 

tying the codex.
8 

On the basis of such features as the dimen

sions of the cover, the presence or absence of a flap, the use 

of staining and tooling, the characteristics of the thongs and 

the binding, and the rigidity of the cartonnage-backed leather, 

James M. Robinson has suggested a classification of the leather 

covers of the various codices.
9 

On those bases Robinson 
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proposes that the covers of VIII and IV, and to some extent v, 

can be said to belong together. Such correlations between 

codices, like those between scribal hands, may provide valuable 

information on the production of the codices within the Nag 

Hammadi library. Furthermore, the cartonnage lining the cover 

of Codex VIII has yielded a Greek document which can be dated 

after 309 C.E. Such a date would suggest that Codex VIII was 

manufactured at a time well into the fourth century, a date 

which relates well to other datable clues for the manufacture 

of the codices in the Nag Hammadi collection.
10 

Codex VIII is dominated by the first long tractate, en

titled Zostrianos.
11 

Most of the tractates in the Nag Hammadi 

corpus are relatively short. Zost., however, like Marsanes, 

is an exception to this tendency, and occupies most of Codex 

VIII: pages 1-132. Zost. actually occupies more pages than 

any other tractate in the Nag Hammadi library, although many 

of the pages have deteriorated so badly that a clear transla

tion and comprehension of the text is often impossible. 

Zost. is provided with the subscribed title zwcTrt�Noc as 

well as an appended cryptogram which mentions both Zostrianos 

and Zoroaster. Zostrianos is also mentioned in the incipit 

(1,3), and although the reference is partially in a lacuna 

)) the restoration seems certain. Zoroaster was the 

founder of the Persian Zoroastrian religious heritage, and 

an exceedingly significant figure in late antiquity, while 

Zostrianos was said to have been a close relative of 

Zoroaster.
12 

Zost. is a Gnostic tractate which provides a series of 

revelations about the heavenly realm. Zostrianos, it seems, 

is living a life of separation in this world of darkness, and 

raises some difficult questions concerning the meaning of ex

istence and the nature of the heavenly realm. Deeply troubled 

about these questions he raises, Zostrianos finally is visited 

by the angel of the knowledge of the Light, and is given a 

guided tour of the glorious heavens. Consequently, Zostrianos 

ascends on high, is baptized in the names of powers at the 

various levels, and receives instruction about the beings and 

glories in the heavenly regions. Following those revelations, 
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Zostrianos concludes his ecstatic trip, returns back to earth, 

and records his yvwo�� on three tablets. The tractate closes 

with a stirring sermon in which Zostrianos awakens "an erring 

crowd" (130,14) by proclaiming, "Know those who are living, 

and the holy seed of Seth" (130,16-17). Continuing, Zostrianos 

cautions against a wanton participation in corporeality: "Flee 

from the madness and the bondage of femaleness, and choose for 

yourselves the salvation of maleness" (131,5-8). For "the 

gentle Father has sent you the savior, and has given you power" 

(131,14-16). 

Zost. stands as representative of a non-Christian Gnosti

cism, with notable Jewish and Neoplatonic affinities.
13 

On 

account of the several references to Seth as well as other 

names and distinctive features, Zost. is claimed by some to 

be a representative document of Sethian Gnosticism.
14 

If such is the nature of Zost., how does this tractate 

relate to the second and concluding tractate in Codex VIII, 

the Ep. Pet. Phil.? The Ep. Pet. Phil. is tucked away quite 

unobtrusively into the final eight and one-half pages of the 

codex; is there any particular reason for its inclusion with 

Zost. in Codex VIII? We do suspect that scribes may have 

selected documents for inclusion in certain codices on account 

of characteristics shared by all the tractates. Thus Codex I 

may be a collection of Valentinian tractates, and Codex V is, 

in large part, an "apocalyptic" codex. When we look for cor

responding comparisons between Zost. and the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., 

we note a few similarities in terminology, perspective, and 

revelatory concern, including some general similarities be

tween the Sophia material in Zost. and the non-Christian 

"Sophia" myth embedded within the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. Yet it is 

clear that, as they now stand, Zoat. is a non-Christian Gnostic 

tractate while the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. has a Christian Gnostic 

character. Hence it may be the case that the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

was included in Codex VIII not so much because of affinities 

with Zoat. as because of the amount of valuable space available 

to the scribe after the conclusion of Zost. The scribe appar

ently had a number of tractates and codices to copy, and the 
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Ep. Pet. Phil. was of an appropriate length to function as 

the concluding tractate to Codex vrrr.15 

For around two decades little was known or written about 

the Ep. Pet. Phil. While the attention of the scholarly 

world was riveted upon the few tractates which were coming 

to light, such as the Goa. Truth and the Goa. Thom., prac

tically the only information on the Ep. Pet. Phil. available 

to the reading public came from a couple of early inventories 

by Jean Doresse. Doresse describes his experiences in Cairo 

during the autumn of 194 8 as exciting but traumatic. He was 

asked to assist in the examination of the Nag Hammadi codices 

while war raged all around. 

I was allowed to make no more than a rapid inspection 
of them--given just time enough to identify, to my 
personal satisfaction, the principal works they con
tained and to take notes of a few characteristic 
passages. Egypt was then at war with Israel, and on 
several occasions air-raid warnings (sounded on the 
slightest justification) cut short the few evenings 
upon which I was allowed access to the documents. 16 

During the following spring, Doresse was commissioned by the 

Council of the Coptic Museum 

to draw up an expert description, more detailed than 
the first notes I had been able to make, and this 
second description remains, up to the present, the
only complete and direct inventory of the documents 
that has been made: no other title of any work has 
yet been added to the list that I then prepared.17 

5 

Just when it seemed that the documents were about to be made 

available, however, political and military chaos broke loose, 
and much of the Nag Hammadi library was inaccessible for years: 8 

In an essay by Jean Doresse and Togo Mina which was com

posed shortly before the death of Togo Mina in 1949, a very 

brief reference is made to our tractate. After mentioning the 

three (sic!) tractates of the codex,19 and providing a few

remarks on Zost. and its cryptogram, the authors finally 

mention the Ep. Pet. Phil. : "Le volume se termine en fin par 

une Epttre de Pierre a Philippe, moins chr�tienne toutefois 

que son titre ne le ferait supposer." 20 This terse reference 

passes on little information other than the title and the 

marginally Christian character of at least part of the 
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tractate. Even in 1958 Doresse had little to say about the 

Ep. Pet. l'h -· i. Al though he comments extensively on Zoe t. , 

he breezes by the Ep. Pet. Phit. by noting that just as we 

can leave aside the Apoc. Pet. from further discussion, so 

too "we can also pass by the ,:p"°s·i of Peter to Phitip (No. 

15) ."
21 

Apparently Doresse had not directed much attention, 

during his early inventories, to our tractate. Thus later, 

secondary descriptions also reflect this paucity of knowledge 

about the E.p. Pe·. PhiL In 1950 Henri-Charles Puech writes, 

"L'ignorance oil nous sommes du contenu de l'Epttre de Pierre 

a PhiZippe (36) interdit de hasarder A son propos la moindre 

hypoth�se,"
22 

and in 1957 he must be content merely to refer 

to "une lipitre de 'Pierre A Philippe, son fr�re ainli et son 

compagnon. '"
23 

In 1971 Martin Krause and Pahor Labib only 

quote the title, provide the line numbers, and add in a foot

note, "Zurn Inhalt machen weder Doresse noch Puech Angaben. "
24 

Meanwhile, exciting events were transpiring elsewhere.
25

While in attendance at the Messina Colloquium in April of 1966, 

James Robinson spoke with Martin Krause concerning the mate

rials in the Nag Hammadi library which were still unassigned. 

In particular they discussed the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. Krause indi

cated that he had made a German prlicis of the tractate for 

Wilhelm Schneemelcher, who was making plans for the third 

edition of NeuteatamentZiche Apokryphen. In addition, Krause 

mentioned that he had a transcription of the tractate in his 

notebook of transcriptions in Ml1nster, transcriptions made 

while he was working at the Coptic Museum in Cairo. Krause 

invited Robinson to come to Milnster and copy his transcription 

of the Ep. Pet. Phit. While still in Messina, however, Krause 

showed Robinson a photograph of the first page, page 132, of 

the tractate. Robinson stayed up late into the night studying 

the photograph; he prepared a preliminary transcription and 

translation, and showed it to Krause the next morning. Sub

sequently, Robinson did in fact visit Milnster, and was able 

to obtain copies of Krause's transcription of the Ep. Pet. 

PhiL 
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These copies of the tractate were carried by Robinson to 

Claremont, and were the focus of attention for some time. 

Already during the summer of 1966 Ernest Tune, Robinson, and 

several graduate students began to study the Ep. Pet. Phil. 

During this summer, too, the newspapers began to pick up the 

story of this tractate. In July the Los Angeles Times, the 

Pomona Progress-Bulletin, and other newspapers printed 

articles on the Nag Hammadi library and the Ep. Pet. Phil. 

on July 13, for example, the Times published a story which 

was entitled as follows: "Letter Tells of Risen Christ's 

unrecorded Visit: Coptic Document Found in Egypt Rivals Dead 

Sea Scrolls, Claremont Scholar Says." The Progress-Bulletin 

carried stories on both July 13 and July 14; the July 14 

account was accompanied by a photograph with a caption which 

stated that Robinson was pictured holding a letter of Peter 

in his hands, a letter which Robinson had found while in the 

Near East. Not wishing to be taken for a thief or a smuggler, 

Robinson quickly corrected this and other errors in a letter 

to the editor of the Progress-Bulletin. 

During the autumn semester of 1966-67 Ernest Tune offered 

a course at Claremont Graduate School entitled "Religion 234: 

Coptic Gnostic Literature." In this seminar various people 

from Claremont were initiated into Coptic and Gnostic studies 

through an exposure specifically to the Ep. Pet. Phil. During 

the fall of 1966 the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity 

was also being founded, and the Coptic Gnostic Library Project 

was envisaged. The Project team was even able to travel to 

Ann Arbor, Michigan, during the summer of 1967, in order to 

study with H. J. Polotsky. Members of the team took on vari

ous tasks and tractates within the Nag Hammadi corpus, and the 

Ep. Pet. Phil. was assigned to Frederik Wisse. 

Currently more attention is being shown to the Ep. Pet. 

Phil.
26 

Part of the reason for this increased attention in

volves the greater willingness of scholars to share insights 

and materials relating to the tractate. In 1972 Krause pub

lished a lengthy summation of the contents of the Ep. Pet. 

Phil. as a part of a discussion which focused upon Acts Pet. 

12 Apoat.
27 

In 1974 Pheme Perkins presented a paper at the

7 
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annual meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature on the 

place of Peter in Gnostic revelatory documents, and included a 

brief analysis of our tractate.
28 

Later, in December of 1976, several papers read at the 

Colloquium on the Future of Coptic Studies in Cairo provided 

hints of research taking place on the Ep. Pet. Phiz.
29 

On 

December 10, Jacques-E. Menard read a brief introductory paper 

entitled "La Lettre de Pierre A Philippe: sa structure." 

Later, in 1977, Menard published one of his contributions in 

the Biblioth�que copte de Nag Hammadi, La Lettre de Pierre a 

PhiZippe,30 a booklet in which he provides primarily a Coptic

text, a French translation, and notes on the transcription of 

the tractate, although he does also add (pp. 40-47) a very 

brief "Commentaire." On that same day in Cairo Gerard P. 

Luttikhuizen also read a brief paper on "The Letter of Peter 

to Philip and the New Testament." Luttikhuizen is cooperating 

with Krause and Theofried Baumeister on a German edition of 

the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., to appear as a volume in the Nag Hammadi 

Studies series.
31 

On December 12, Hans-Martin Schenke pre

sented his paper "On the Middle Egyptian Dialect of the Coptic 

Language," a paper which relates importantly to our tractate. 

Schenke is leader of the Berlin Arbeitskreis, which has pub

lished a study of the tractate under the particular leadership 

of Hans-Gebhard Bethge.
32 

This study by the members of the 

Arbeitskreis presents, in the usual fashion, a brief intro

duction, German translation, and notes for the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

Also in typical fashion, the Arbeitskreis offers some very 

engaging suggestions, particularly the thesis that the trac

tate is actually the opening of a Gnostic version of the Acts 

of PhiZip. Finally, on December 13 Frederik Wisse presented 

his paper on "Gnosticism and Early Monasticism in Egypt," a 

paper which relates to Wisse's interest in the relationship 

between the Nag Hammadi corpus and the monastic communities.
33 

Wisse has contributed the brief introduction and translation 

of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. in The Nag Hammadi Library,
34 

and cur

rently he is working with me at finalizing our analysis of 

the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. for the critical edition of Codex VIII, to 
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be published in a volume of Nag Hammadi Studies. Furthermore, 

as his Cairo paper intimated, Wisse is preparing a volume on 

Gnosticism and the Nag Hammadi codices, and an analysis of the 

Ep. Pet. PhiZ. will function as one portion of this study. 

Now that texts, translations, and studies of the Ep. Pet. 

PhiZ. are becoming available, we expect to notice an increas

ing number of references to the tractate in dissertations and 

secondary literature. Such references can already be noted. 

In his Th.D. dissertation, Klaus Koschorke has produced a 

study of Gnostic polemics with particular attention to the 

Apoc. Pet. and Testim. Truth of the Nag Hammadi library.
35 

As a part of his discussion he provides an analysis of the 

Ep. Pet. Phil., since it is clear that this tractate contrib

utes to our understanding of Christian Gnosticism in relation 

to the Great Church. On the basis of this dissertation 

Koschorke has also explored certain themes in the tractate, 

for example, the Gnostic "Pentecost" sermon in the Ep. Pet. 

PhiZ. ,
36 

and the similarities between the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

136,16-137,4 and the prologue to the Gospel of John.
37 

Again, 

Jesse Jeremiah Sell has completed a Ph.D. dissertation at 

Duke University (1976) on "A Study of the Self-Predication 

Statements Attributed to 'Jesus Christ' in the Naga-Hammadi 

Coptic 'Gnostic' Corpus," and has spent some time analyzing 

the relevant self-predication statements in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

The present volume is intended to contribute to the dis

cussion of this tractate by providing what is most needed at 

this time: a commentary on the Ep. Pet. Phil. This study 

reflects the accomplishments already made by colleagues who 

previously have turned their attention to this fascinating 

text. It is hoped that my work is inspired by their wise in

sights, and will advance our knowledge of Gnosticism and the 

Nag Harranadi library. I begin by establishing a Coptic text and 

offering an English translation. The text provided builds upon 

the pioneering works of others, particularly Frederik Wisse, 

who first turned his attention to this text over a decade ago. 

The text suggested was also established by comparison with the 

Coptic text provided by Menard, who was able to do an ultraviolet 
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collation in preparing his edition. Another (ultraviolet) 

collation was accomplished by Bentley Layton, John Sieber, and 

Frederik Wisse; and during January and February of 1978 I was 

also able to do my own ultraviolet collation at the Coptic 

Museum in Old Cairo. Indices to proper names, Greek loan words, 

and Coptic words in the text are also provided. These indices 

are more complete and helpful than previous indices compiled by 

Wisse and Menard. The grammatical discussion which follows the 

indices considers the sorts of questions which have been dis

cussed among members of the Coptic Gnostic Library Project at 

Claremont for some time, and portrays the philological side of 

our tractate. The commentary, with the conclusion, seeks to 

clarify the message of the Ep. Pet. Phil., while pointing out 

important parallels and significant allusions. Finally, a 

selected bibliography is appended to the conclusion. 

To cite the Cos. Thom.: may we find 0epHHtu11>- 11ueo1C1)>.xe!
38 



CHAPTER I 

NOTES 

1
For a general introduction to the Nag Hammadi library, 

see James M. Robinson, "Introduction," The Nag Hammadi Library 
in English (San Francisco: Harper & Row; Leiden: Brill, 1977) 
1-25; idem, The Nag Hammadi Codices (Claremont: Institute for 
Antiquity and Christianity, 1977); George MacRae, "Nag Ham
madi," IDBSup, 613-19, with additional bibliography; also 
the popular book by John Dart, The Laughing Savior (New York:
Harper & Row, 1976); or the somewhat outdated volume by Jean
Doresse, The Secret Books of the Egyptian Gnostics (New York:
Viking, 1960). A comprehensive bibliography is provided by
David M. Scholer, Nag Hammadi Bibliography 1948-1969 (NHS l;
Leiden: Brill, 1971), supplemented annually in the autumn issue
of NovT.

2
on the story of the discovery of the library, see James 

M. Robinson, "The Discovery of the Nag Hammadi Codices," BA 42
(1979) 206-24, as well as his prefaces to the volumes in The
Facsimile Edition of the Nag Hammadi Codices (Leiden: Brill,
1972-77); the introductory volume, currently in preparation,
will give a full account of the discovery. More briefly, see
his "Introduction" and his booklet published by the Institute
for Antiquity and Christianity, as cited above, n. 1.

3
see James M. Robinson's review article, "The Jung Codex: 

The Rise and Fall of a Monopoly," RelSRev 3 (1977) 17-30. 

4
The Facsimile Edition is now reaching completion. The 

photographs of the Coptic pages have all been available since 
the end of 1977, when the last of these volumes appeared; the 
cartonnage was published in 1979, and the introductory volume 
should be available in the near future. In conjunction with 
the publication of the last volume of codex pages, the one
volume edition of The Nag Hammadi Library appeared, with Eng
lish translations of all the tractates (except the duplicates) 
in the Nag Hammadi codices plus the Berlin Gnostic (BG) Codex 
8502. Furthermore, two of the eleven volumes in The Coptic 
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Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

The letter (tn.o,oAn) of Peter which he 

sent to Philip: 

"Peter the apostle (6.n6o,oAoc) of Jesus 

Christ, to Philip our beloved 

brother and our fellow apostle (-6.n6o,OAOC), 

19 

15 

16 

and the brothers who are with you: greetings (xaCpE.v) ! 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

133, l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

"Now (ot) I want you to understand, our brother, 

(that] 

we received orders (tv,oAn) from 

our Lord and the savior (ow,np) [of] 

the whole world (x6oµoc), that [we] should come 

together to teach and 

preach in the salvation 

that was promised to us by 

our Lord Jesus Christ. But (ot) as for you, 

you were separated from us; and 

you did not desire that we come together 

and learn how to orient ourselves 

that we might tell the good news. 

So (ouv) would it be agreeable to you, our brother, to 

come according to (xa,6.) the orders (tv,oAn) of our 

God Jesus?" 

When Philip had received these (words) 

9 and had read 

10 them, he went to Peter, 

11 rejoicing with gladness. 

12 Then (,6,E) Peter gathered 

13 the rest. They went upon 

14 the mountain which is called 

15 "Olivet," the place where they used to 

16 gather with the blessed (µaxap.oc) 

17 Christ when (�,av) he was in (the) body (owµa.). 

Then (,6u) 

18 when the apostles (6.n6o,oAOC) had come together, 

19 and had thrown themselves upon 

20 their knees, they prayed in this way, 
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Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

saying, "Father, Father, 

Father of the light, who 

possesses the incorruptions (a�fupoCa), 

hear us just as (Ka,a) [you] have 

taken pleasure in your holy child 

Jesus Christ. For (yap) he 

became for us an illuminator ((IX,X),np) 

in the darkness. Yea, hear us!" 

And they resumed again and 

prayed, saying, "Son 

of life, Son of 

immortality, who is in 

the light, Son, Christ of 

immortality, our redeemer, 

8 give us power, because ltnE�onl they 

9 are searching for us in order to kill us." 

Then (,6,E) 

10 a great light appeared 

11 so that (oo,E) the mountain shone 

12 from the sight of him who 

13 appeared. And a voice cried 

14 out to them, saying, 

15 "Listen to my words that I may speak 

16 to you. Why are you seeking 

17 me? I am Jesus Christ who is 

18 with you for ever." 

Then l,6,E) 

19 the apostles (an60,0Aocl answered 

20 and said, "Lord, 

21 we would like to understand the deficiency 

22 of the aeons (aCwv) and their 

21 

23 fullness (nAnpwµa)." And, "How (niiicl are we detained 

24 

25 

26 

135,1 

2 

in this dwelling place? 

Or (�), how (niiic) have we come to this place? 

Also (�), in what way 

shall we leave? Also (�), how (nwc) do we possess 

[the] authority ltEouoCa) of boldness (nappnoCa)? 

[Also (�)], why do the powers fight against us?" 
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Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

Then (,6,E) a voice came to them from 

the light, saying, 

"It is you yourselves who bear 

witness that I said all these things to you. 

But (a)..Aa) because of your unbelief 

I shall speak again. 

"To begin with (µtv), concerning 

9 [the deficiency] of the aeons (aCwv), this 

10 [is] the deficiency. Now tot) <when> the 

11 disobedience and the foolishness 

12 of the mother appeared, 

13 without the command of the majesty 

14 of the Father, she wanted to 

15 set up aeons (aCwv). And when she 

16 spoke, the Arrogant One tauMonc) followed. 

17 So tot) when she left behind a 

23 

18 portion (µtpoc), the Arrogant One tauMonc) grabbed it, 

19 and it became 

20 a deficiency. This is the deficiency 

21 of the aeons (aCwv). 

"So then, when the Arrogant One (al'.>Monc) 

22 had taken a portion (µtpoc), he sowed it. 

23 And he placed powers 

24 and authorities (tEoucrla) over it. 

25 And he confined it within the mortal aeons (aCwv). 

26 And all the powers 

27 of the world (K6oµoG) rejoiced 

28 that they had been brought forth. But tot) they 

136,1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

do not know the preexistent [Fatoer], 

since (tneLo�) they are strangers 

to him. But (a)..Aa) this one is he to whom 

power was given; and they served him 

after having praised him. 

"So tot) he, the 

6 Arrogant One tauMonc), became haughty because of 

7 the praise of the powers. He became 

8 a rival, and he wanted [to] 

9 make an image (E(Kwv) in place [of an image (E(Kwv)J, 
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and a form (µop��) in place of a form (µop��). 

So (5t) he assigned the powers within 

his authority (tfouola) to mold (nAaOoELV) 

mortal bodies (owµa); and they came 

into being from a misrepresentation of 

the semblance (Cota) that had come forth. 

"Now (50 concerning the fullness (nA�pwµa) , 

it is I. [And] 

I was sent down in the body (owµa) 

25 

18 

19 

20 

for the sake of the seed (ontpµa) that had fallen away. 

And I came down to their mortal model (nAaoµa). 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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2 

But (ot) as for them, they did not recognize 

me; they were thinking of me that I 

was a mortal person. And I spoke 

with him who is mine, and (ot) he hearkened 

to me just (Ka,a) as you 

also who hearkened today. 

And I gave him authority (tfouola) that 

he might enter into the inheritance (KA�povoµla) 

of his fatherhood. And I took 

was] filled 

J in his salvation. [So (ot)J 

since (tnELO�) 

3 he was deficiency, for this reason he 

4 became fullness (nA�pwµa). 

"Now (50 concerning this, 

5 that you are being detained; (this is) because you 

6 are mine. When you strip 

7 yourselves of that which is corruptible, then (,6,E) 

8 you will become illuminators (cpwo,�p) 

9 in the midst of mortal people. 

10 "Now (ot) (concerning) this, that it is you who 

will fight against the powers; 

11 (this is) because they do not have rest like (Ka,a) 

12 you, since (tnELO�) they do not want 

13 (Cva) you to be saved." 
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Then (i:6.-e:) the 

apostles (anooi:oAOC) worshiped again, saying, 

"Lord, tell us, how 

shall we fight against the archons (dpxwv), since 

(tnELOn) 

[the] archons (dpxwv) are over us?" 

Then (1:61:E) 

[al voice cried out unto them from 

what was appearing, saying, 

"Well (ot), you will fight 

against them in this way, for (yap) the archons 

(dpxwv) fight 

against the inner person. So (ot) you 

shall fight against them in this way: 

come together and teach in the world (K6ouoc) 

the salvation with a promise. And 

gird yourselves with the power 

of my Father, and express 

your prayer. And surely the 

Father will help taon8ECv) you, as lwc) he 

helped taon8ECv) you by sending me. 

Do not 

just as (Kai:a) I previously said [to] 

you when (l\i:av) I was in the body (oGiµa) ." 

Then (1:61:E) 

came lightning and 

thunder from heaven, and 

what appeared to them there was carried 

up to heaven. 

Then (1:61:E) 

the apostles (an601:0Aocl gave thanks to 

the Lord with every praise. And 

they returned to Jerusalem. 

27 

Now tot) as they were going up, they spoke with each 

other on the way about the light 

which had come forth. And a statement was made 

about the Lord, for it was said, 
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"If he, our [Lord], 

suffered, then how much (more are) we (to suffer)?" 

Peter answered, saying, 

"He suffered on account of [us], 

and it is necessary for us also to 

suffer on account of our smallness." 

Then (,6,c) a voice came unto them, 

saying, "I have said to you 

often: it is necessary for you 

to suffer. It is necessary 

for you to be brought to 

synagogues (ouvaywyn) and governors (�ycµwv), 

so that (wo,c) you will suffer. But (ct) the one 

who will not suffer nor (ouct) 

our] Father 

so that he 

[may J." 

And (ct) the apostles (an6o,oAo,l 

5 rejoiced [greatly], and they went up 

6 [to] Jerusalem. And they went up to the temple and 

7 taught concerning salvation in the name of 

8 [the] Lord Jesus Christ. And they healed 

9 [a] crowd. 

Now (ct) Peter opened his mouth

10 and said to his disciples (µaful,n,l, 

11 "[Indeed], our Lord Jesus, when (chav) he was in 

(the) body (o�µa), 

12 indicated everything to us. For (yap) 

13 he came down. My brothers, listen to my voice." 

14 [And] he was filled with holy spirit (nvcOµa) 

29 

15 and spoke in this way: "Our illurninator (<Puxnnp) Jesus 

16 [came] down and was crucified. And he 

17 [wore (cpopcrv) J a crown of thorns. And he put 

18 [on] a purple robe (o,oAn); and he was 

19 [crucified] upon a cross; and he was buried in 

20 a tomb; and he rose from the 

21 dead. 
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"My brothers, Jesus is a stranger to 

this suffering. But (6.>.Aa) we are the ones who 

have suffered through the transgression (na.oaaaoL,l 

of the mother. 

And for this reason he did everything 

in (xnTa) a likeness to us. For (yap) the Lord 

Jesus, the Son of the immeasurable glory of the 

Father, 

is the author (c1oxny6,l 

of our life. 

"So (ol'.iv) , my brothers, let us not 

hearken to these lawless 

ones (dvouo,l and walk in 

] ." 

Peter [gathered 

] , saying, "[Our Lord Jesus] 

Christ, author (aoxny6,l [of our] rest, 

31 
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7 

give us a spirit (nv&Oµa) of understanding (tnLaTnun), 

so that (tva) we also may 

8 

9 

perform mighty deeds." 

Then (T6TE) Peter 

and the other apostles (an6aToAo,l saw [him], 

and they were filled with holy spirit (nv&Oµa). 

10 And each one 

11 performed healings. And they parted 

12 so that they might preach the 

13 Lord Jesus. 

And they gathered with their 

14 companions and greeted (aanaC&a8o.L) them, 

15 saying, "Amen (aunv)I" 

Then (T6TE) 

16 Jesus appeared, saying 

17 to them, "Peace (doi'\vn) to [all] of you 

18 and everyone who believes in 

19 my name! Now (6t) as you go, 

20 there shall be for you joy and 

21 grace and power. So (6t) do not be 
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afraid; behold, I am with you 

for ever. 
11 

Then (,6,e) the apostles (an6o,oAoc) 

24 parted from each other 

25 with four messages, so that they 

26 might preach. And they went 

27 in the power of Jesus, in peace (eCpnvn). 

33 
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Letter of Peter to PhiZip 

Notes to the Text and Translation 

Two sets of decorative lines added by the scribe 
above the superscribed title of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ.
separate this tractate from the previous trac
tate, Zost., with its subscribed title and 
cryptogram. 

The reading R' is based on an apparent minute trace 
of ink, and provides the anticipated� for �Hep IT. 

xe seems likely, on account of the usual length of 
a line. The e appears certain under ultraviolet 
light, though part of the e is in a lacuna. 
xe[,pe] would necessitate an unusually long line, 
although the scribe does not hesitate to employ a 
longer line occasionally to avoid clumsy word 
divisions, particularly with Greek loan words (see 
133,16.18.27; 135,25; 137,16). On xe as an abbrevi
ation, among others, for the greeting in Greek 
letters, see below, p. 93. It also remains a 
distinct possibility that some sort of punctuation, 
perhaps a supralinear dot, was placed after the xe, 
although the position of the tin line 16 may have 
provided such an indication of the opening of a new 
"paragraph" or section. 

tis written noticeably to the left of the left 
margin, perhaps to emphasize the beginning of the 
body of the letter. 

A less likely translation of lines 19-21 would be 
as follows: "that [we] should come together, teach, 
and preach." The syntax of the sentence, however, 
with the two xe clauses and second future verbs, 
and the third clause containing a conjunctive form, 
substantiates the translation given above. The 
reading el e [ YH J ;i. xe , "come together , " represents a 
common verbal construction in the tractate, and thus 
is preferable to a variant restoration, el 
e [u:1.!l)]:1.xe, "come to speak." See Bethge, col. 168 
n. 1, as well as 133,3.18; 137,24.

The reading [o]y remains visually ambiguous. Under 
ultraviolet lignt ink traces or shadows are some
what clearer for y.

The restoration of the supralinear punctuation mark 
is supported by the size of the lacuna. 

Here it is most appropriate to translate TUXJ) with a 
verb like "orient." Hence Wisse suggests "locate," 
M�nard "r�partir," and Bethge "verteilen." TUXJJ can 
also be translated as "limit," "determine," 
1
1 appoint, 11 and even 11 prepare." 
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e<J>XG is here translated as an interrogative; see 
Walter C. Till, Koptische Grammatik (Saldischer 
Dialekt) (Leipzig: VEB, 1966) §434. G<J>Xe could also 
be understood in an intensive or exclamatory sense, 
and be translated "surely." Again, the clause could 
possibly be translated as follows, with xe plus the 
third future verb functioning to express a wish (see 
ibid., S361): "So if it would be agreeable to you, 
our brother, may you come." 

In OO)OY Aq•wK, the y and the q are visually certain, 
especially under ultraviolet light. Both the ink 
traces (the tip of the left stroke and the base of 
the y, and the right vertical stroke of the q) and 
the spacing contribute to this certainty. 

The Berlin Arbeitskreis suggests the possibility 
of emending the text as follows: eTe<11e><9Ay; see 
Bethge, col. 168 n. 6. This emendation to the 
preterite does not seem necessary; see the discus
sion of the temporal value of the habitude (praesens 
consuetudinis) in Till, Koptische Grammatik, §304; 
and C. C. Walters, An Elementary Coptic Grammar 
(Oxford: Blackwell, 1972) S61. 

HAKAp1oc intrudes somewhat into the right margin; 
see above, the note to 132,15. 

Here eq fl• CWHA is used without the article; the 
clause could be translated "he was embodied." See 
especially 139,11, and also 136,17; 138,3. 

Anoe- intrudes somewhat into the right margin; see 
above, the note to 132,15. 

The first perfect appended to the past temporal is 
awkward. An alternate translation would be as 
follows: "when the apostles had come together, they 
threw themselves upon their knees and prayed." In 
such a translation, however, the Ayo> in line 19 
becomes problematic. On the possibility of using a 
series of first perfect verbs without the conjunc
tion, see the Gos. Thom. II 34,3 and following, and 
the comments of Orval Wintermute ("Coptic Grammar 
to the Gospel of Thomas" [unpublished typescript 
available at the Institute for Antiquity and 
Christianity] 53). In the Ep. Pet. Phil., note 
similar constructions elsewhere, for example at 
134,2; 139,9-10; 140,13-14. 

Syntactically eTeyNTAs can modify either n1wT or 
noyoe 111; the use of nA

0

i would seem to tip the 
balance in favor of n1wT. See also 134,5, where the 
structure parallels that of the first prayer, but 
where the gender of nA

0

i makes it highly unlikely 
that it refers to HNTATHoy. 
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On the restoration of the lacunae at the end of 
line 24 and the beginning of line 25, see below, pp. 
80-81. Both of the lacunae are of such a size as 
to suggest that one Coptic letter may be restored
in each case; were two letters to be restored in
either case, these letters would have to be exceed
ingly small. Furthermore, the scribe's system of 
dividing words at the end of lines suggests the
plausibility of a pronominal prefix at the end of 
line 24. Our English translation of the clause in 
lines 24-25 could also make use of the sense of the
present tense: "just as [you] take pleasure in";
see below, pp. 103-04.

<j>wcTttF intrudes considerably into the right margin; 
see above, the note to 132,15. 

>.yKOToy is literally "they turned themselves, 
returned, repeated" (Crum, 125a). A freer transla
tion might be as follows: "they returned again to 
prayer" or "they prayed again another time" (so 
Wisse). 

See 133,22, and the relevant note. 

The G is based upon minute ink traces or shadows 
visible under ultraviolet light. 

On xe with eGiex[oc], see below, p. 75; the 
usual form for the prefix is e·ie-. The sentence 
remains difficult, and has prompted additional sug
gestions for emendation. M�nard (pp. 16-17) suggests 
e<

0i>€1 e.x.cp NHfit, "<je> viens pour vous parler. 11 

Such an emendation is not unreasonable, and the 
suggested omission by the scribe of the I in this 
context would be understandable enough. (At the 
end of line 15, I was unable to ascertain, even 
under ultraviolet light, whether or not ink traces 
are indeed visible; the rough papyrus surface, 
faded and with lacuna, is now difficult to read 
and interpret.) Bethge (cols. 166, 168 n. 12) opts 
for a reading of Wisse, x[e]NHTr1, and translates 
this as a form of x11>., "send" (Crum, 774a). We 
have opted for xo• as being most reasonable (see 
also 138,22: .. ·ixoc). A form of XJD fits the context 
well; XJD is rarely used as an intransitive verb 
(see Crum, 754a), and the space at the end of the 
line could easily accommodate [oc]. 

Note the misprint in M�nard: HinyHfi<. 

y is written in conjunction with a K on the papyrus, 
the result being�- From the regular shape of the 
K and the heavy character of its vertical stroke, it 
is apparent that the scribe first copied K; later a 
scribe or reader modestly added y over the K. Hence 
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the reading was changed from "your fullness" to 
"their fullness." See also 136,16, and the dis
cussion below, p. 113. 

37 

Although most of the Ul in IIAttrUlM,. is missing, the 
size of the space, the shape of the ink remnants, 
and the lack of the tail of a �  make Ul visually 
certain. The rather unusual translation and punc
tuation of this section are derived from the Coptic. 
,.)"Ul X6 ll(l)[c] accounts for the translation "And, 
'How .... ;,, Bethge (col. 166) suggests, parentheti
cally after "und," that "sie fuhren fort" be under
stood as providing the sense of this passage. On 
the peculiar syntax of this section, see the dis
cussion below, p. 113. The clause which opens in 
line 23 is translated as a passive; the active voice 
could also be used, although the pronominal subject 
then would have an uncertain antecedent: "How do 
they detain us in this dwelling place?" For another 
such pronominal subject with an uncertain antece
dent, see 134,8. Also note the beginning of the 
answer to this question at 137,4-5. 

tis provided for the article in the lacuna in part 
on the basis of the parallel in the same line; also 
see the discussion below, p. 70. n is certain on 
the basis of ink traces and space. 

9 [n1a)UD]T is certain on the basis of 134,21-22 and 
135,10. n1- rather than n- is suggested by 135,10. 
Between lines 9 and 10 the scribe left extra space 
on account of a bad horizontal papyrus fiber. 

10 <,.> follows the suggestion of Wisse, also adopted by 
both Bethge and Menard. The manuscript has e. 

16 It is very tempting to follow Wisse, Bethge, and 
Menard in emending ... O)"Ul2 e•OA to ... o)"Ul<t1>2 GSOA, 
"appeared." O)"Ulz G60A frequentl.y means "set down, 
bring down, pause"; see Bethge, col. 168 n. 17, 
where he maintains that the meaning of O)"Ulz with 
e&OA "hier nicht passt," and the discussion of this 
passage below, pp. 124-25. 

17 Under ultraviolet light, ink traces of a and the 
certainty of the following ,. are established. 

19 The first ,. of .. ya .. AHC is verified under ultraviolet 
light: the loop and tail are visible. 

25 The ink remnants and space for the vertical stroke 
make certain the first • in [,.]so.-.. 

26 The first o in GTMo[oJyT is verified by the pattern 
and thickness of the ink traces, which conform to 
the scribe's usual method of writing o. 
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Wisse suggests Rn[aTp), but this suggestion is 
unlikely. Not only does the probable space used 
after the n (about 2. 5-2. 8 cm.) appear sufficient 
to have contained five or six letters; but also a 
vertical stroke, most likely a 1, seems to appear 
to the right of the n. Hence we select, with 
Menard, a different emendation better suited to the 
data. 

Within this context the passive, "he to whom power 
was given," seems the most appropriate translation. 
An active construction, however, is possible, though 
vague: "they gave power." Bethge (col. 168 n. 18) 
also suggests the following as a possible text and 
translation: n [o)To>. [clt 60H, "he to whom [she] 
(viz. the mother) gave power." 

From line 8 through line 14, a bad vertical fiber 
caused the scribe to leave extra space between s and 
o in line 8, 6 and o in line 11, and T and o in line
14. Evidence of this fiber can also be seen within
the first " of ITNoy�[op)�H (line 10).

The conjecture that 1111oyfl KWN concludes line 9 is 
based on the weighty evidence of the parallel in 
line 10. On similarly long lines, see the note to 
132,15. 

Minute ink traces of� are visible under ultraviolet 
light. 

Wisse translates the difficult phrase in lines 14-15 
as follows: "from an untrue copy, from the semblance 
which had emerged." The division of the phrase into 
two parallel phrases, a la Wisse, seems to make 
matters unnecessarily complicated; see the discus
sion on this passage below, p. 128. 

The >. of >.[yw) is quite certain under ultraviolet 
light; the ink traces even hint at the curved loop 
of the >.. 

On >.yfT111ooyT ezp>.'i, "I was sent down," see Crum, 
420a and 700ab. From the context, the translation 
"down" seems much preferable to "up." On z'l1 ncWH>., 
see the slightly different construction at 133,17, 
as well as the note there. 

Instead of the�, an 9 would also be theoretically 
possible. The consistently thin character of the 
top of the stroke, however, makes a� almost cer
tain, as an examination of the scribal hand would 
seem to indicate. 

The " of >.11[0K] is certain under careful examination 
in both natural and ultraviolet light. 
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The y of Hnooy is verified by the height, thickness, 
and angle of the opening (left) stroke. 

A dot of ink (confirmed by ultraviolet light) 
appears after the XG at the end of the line; this 
could indicate a drop of ink that splashed onto the 
papyrus, or a punctuation mark of unknown purpose. 
See also Menard (pp. 20 and 34), who makes a highly 
unlikely suggestion, considering the length of the 
line: "est-ce le debut d'une autre lettre?" 

Lines 1 and 2 cannot be restored with any degree of 
confidence. Bethge (col. 168 n. 21) suggests that 
line 2 be restored with [Hne,x]wK, so that the 
clause could be translated as follows: "es [wurde] 
vollkornrnen gemacht [seine Vollendu]ng in seiner 
ErlOsung." The ink traces, however, of the two 
letters to the right of the lacuna at the beginning 
of line 2 may not suggest WK as the most likely 
restoration. (The ink traces could indicate o, e, 
or c for the first letter, and perhaps N for the 
second letter.) Menard (p. 22) is more ambitious 
in his restoration: .1.·i,, [fil eso" tH 1KJ1.IXl)T .1.]yHOYt 
eso" [e'ioy.>.z<i] eNir.1.'i fFt ne,oyx.1.·i, "je la fis passer 
[de Deficience i'Pl�nitude, l'�tablissant] dans 
son salut." While this restoration is provocative, 
one might question both the inconsistency in the 
definite article before UJWJT and the indefinite 
article before HOYt (the transcription of the 
former, however; could be modified easily enough), 
and the likelihood of using HOYt eso" practically 
as a Coptic equivalent of ""Hrwt1.1. in the tractate. 
Many restorations are possible, of course. Even if 
we retain the (JJUXl)T, a reasonable conjecture, and 
emphasize the concept of being filled, we can still 
restore the passage as follows: .1. ·;, , [ T<t e &o" ,-M 
l10JtllWT .>.]yi:,oyi ego" [(A.e) HHos] ��ir.1.'i ilt nesoyx.1.·i, 
"I took [him out of deficiency, and he] was filled 
with his salvation." The �l!n.1.'i iltwith e is quite awk
ward, however, and does not fit the apparent syntax 
and style of this tractate (cp. 137,26: li z r.1.'i fl,-). 
The juxtaposition of first perfect verbs without 
.1.yw presents no problem; see above, the note to 
133,19. More serious may be the placement of the 
A.e, which is desirable for reasons of spacing in 
the construction suggested above; this postpositive 
particle is not placed precisely where one would 
expect it, though it seems that the scribe could 
easily compromise the position in the interest of 
maintaining the unity of a phrase (see 136,16; 
137,4-5). We may also consider the following for 
137,2: [HMOS ff• (oy)HT]ON t r.1.'i tH ne,oyx.1."i, "[he] 
(was filled) [with peace] in his salvation." Yet 
another possibility for the very end of the lacuna: 
cou, "brother. 11 
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The x could conceivably be x, though the beginning 
of the bottom horizontal stroke of the x seems to 
be visible. 

A rough and imperfect vertical fiber near the left 
margin extends downward from approximately line 15. 
Hence the scribe was compelled to leave extra space 
between certain letters in order to avoid writing 
upon the rough papyrus. Space is clearly notice
able between o and c of line 15, 1 and T of line 
24, e and T of line 28, T and • of line 29, and • 
and o of line 30. 

The � of n�e1wT is verified by ultraviolet light. 
e1wT is used here, after n�-, instead of the more 
usual 1wT; a trace of ink from the e seems visible. 

Blotting from p. 136 is apparent near the right 
margin of several lines on p. 137, and creates 
difficulties in determining the text at the end of 
line 30. The o of e�• T�yoGi is quite clear, espe
cially under ultraviolet llght. The e is very 
likely, and the I and the supralinear

0

stroke are 
likewise quite certain. Images of the following 
letters from 136,28 can be discerned in the blotted 
ink on p. 137: N, T, apparently 6, T, 6, •• H, N, 
and so on, plus the tail of the • from 136,27. 
Though the blotting is certain, for some reason 
Menard suggests a curious sort of phenomenon involv
ing "une surimpression visible par transparence de 
la p. 139 sur la p. 138" (p. 35). The end of 
137,30 has created problems for some time. Wisse 
and Menard suggest that the last two letters are 27, 
and even maintain that the 2 is certain. Such a 
suggestion, however, creates problems in the transi
tion from 137,30 to 138,1, where the first few 
letters are visible. Bethge once suggested (p. 14 
n. 30 of his earlier typescript) that "vielleicht
liegt hier der Versuch einer Verbesserung und Rasur
eines versehentlich geschriebenen hitn und dem 
Anfang eines weitergehenden Wortes zu ei vor";
Bethge did not have access to the manuscript itself,
and apparently was not aware of the blotting problem.
Yet, as Stephen Emmel has suggested to me privately,
Bethge's conjecture was essentially correct, apart
from the misinterpretation of the blotted ink.
Following correspondence with Emmel, Bethge modi
fied his comment somewhat (col. 168 n. 30). When
the blotted ink traces are mentally removed, the
remaining ink traces on 137,30 include an upper and
lower arc (appropriate for a 2 but also for an 6)
and probably a supralinear dot. On the supralinear
stroke over the suffix -6 1, compare 137, 6: NOyo1 .
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In the first line H is clear; n is quite certain, 
since a T does not fit the remaining ink traces; 
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r is clear, and a minute trace of ink above the r 
(verified under ultraviolet light) must be a portion 
of a supralinear stroke; the lacuna contained one 
or two letters; the+ is very likely on the basis 
of the part of the tail that has been preserved; 
and the • is obvious. Unfortunately line 1 cannot 
be restored with confidence. It seems likely, how
ever, that 138,l begins with a negative imperative. 
Menard (pp. 24-25, 36) conjectures that the passage 
may possibly be restored with [�] (sic! He must have 
meant to place only the supralinear stroke in square 
brackets.) nr [f6 J + • [ t HT] , "Ne craignez pas," and 
also refers to 140,21-22 for a parallel construction. 
Also note Bethge, col. 168 n. 31. 

The r in 6Tl."if is very probable, since there does 
not seem to be sufficient room for the left portion 
of a s, the other possible interpretation of the 
ink traces. Likewise, the f of N��[o]� is quite 
likely from the pattern of ink traces remaining. 

On the phrase "in the body," see the note to 133,17. 

The • and r of oyeq1<6Gc are verified by the spacing 
and ink traces observed under ultraviolet light. 

The+ in +rw nearly attains visual certainty; A is 
much less likely, for the pattern of ink traces is 
not quite appropriate. The y is not certain, since 
only a trace of the ink from the tip of the right 
tail is visible. 

10 The H of eo1H� is certain enough; part of the 
horizontal stroke can be observed. In other manu
scripts, "Jerusalem" (01eroycJ.AHH) can also be 
abbreviated errii'ff; see Till, Koptische Grammatik,
§26.

14 Apparently the y of ey.xl\' has been corrected over a •· 
This correction is apparent from the increased di
mensions of the y, and the traces of the left curved 
arm and the right vertical stroke of the •· Slight 
papyrus damage may indicate an attempt to erase part 
of the •· 

16 It seems reasonable to follow Wisse's suggestion of 
[:], particularly on account of the paragraphus in 
the left margin. Line 16 also seems to be slightly 
shorter than many other lines, and thus easily could 
accommodate such a dicolon. See also 136,15; 140,15. 
An alternate English translation of the apodosis in 
line 16 is as follows: "then how much (are) we 
(to suffer)?" 
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A supralinear dot possibly may be restored after 
the I, 

The two letters o in ��rooy were written with some 
extra space between them, on account of an imperfect 
vertical papyrus fiber running down toward the 
bottom of the page. 

From about line 23 down to the last lines on the 
page some blotting is visible near the left margin. 
In this case the blotting does not interfere with 
the reading of the text of p. 138. 

The English active voice could also be used here: 
"that they bring you." 

The additional line at the top of the page seems 
likely for several reasons. Toward the end of the 
tractate (and thus also the codex) the pages tend 
to have an increasing number of lines per page. 
Thus pp. 132 and following have, successively, 22, 
27, 26, 28, 30, and 28 lines; hence it is by no 
means unlikely that p. 139 could have as many as 
30 lines. Again, it seems, on the basis of profile, 
that 138,1 begins one-half to one full line higher 
on the page than most of the other pages in the 
tractate, and even 137,1 begins slightly higher than 
most pages. Yet 138,1 is nearly a line higher than 
the line here termed 139,2, thus suggesting that a 
line once existed above 139,2. Again, as both Wisse 
and M�nard (after Wisse) rightly note, an extra 
line at the top of p. 139 would be very helpful in 
making the transition from p. 138 to p. 139 as 
smooth as possible. It may also be mentioned that 
M�nard suggests in his transcription and notes that 
he observed just a trace of ink which derived, 
perhaps, from a r, s, t, or� in 139,1; see his 
pp. 26-27, 37. 

Instead of n[sH] 1<0T we may possibly read n[�e] 1wT, 
as at 137,2,. 

· 

The trace of ink before xeK��c seems to be from a 
rather thick stroke at an angle, and could suggest 
H, �, w, �, or perhaps even H. M�nard suggests�' 
perhaps as good a judgment as can be made. 

The [el is suggested by the use of the third future 
with xsK��c. One additional letter seems probable 
in the lacuna. An apparent trace of a tail visible 
under ultraviolet light would suggest an � before 
the r, though the trace is ambiguous enough so that 
M�nard can suggest�· Following the certain r, 
the ink traces may indicate an o or e or even 2 
(so M�nard) . 
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Menard suggests [ttoy]MHH�6- Not only does the 
reconstruction suggested here fit the size of the 
lacuna better than the reconstruction of Menard, but 
f n.1.irs s- is also clearly attested (see Crum, 282b}. 

The approximate distance from the left margin (which 
can no longer be located precisely} to the extant n 
is 1.5 cm., enough space for two or more probably 
three letters, Hence o2s is a reasonable sugges
tion for the restoration. A photograph taken some 
time ago by Jean Doresse shows a clear e (before 
neNxoe1c} on a fragment of papyrus which since then 
has broken off and been lost. This Doresse photo
graph is located at the Institute for Antiquity and 
Christianity, where I examined it; it shows the 
papyrus pages when still located within their cover. 
Furthermore, it was used for Plate 6 of the Facsimile
Edition: Codex VIII, and is entitled "Codex VIII 
Open to Pages [138J-ll39J." The examination of old 
photographs may provide valuable evidence for papyrus 
fragments which have been lost over the years be
cause of the handling and examination of the manu
scripts. The pages of the Nag Hamrnadi codices in 
particular have been extensively photographed, and 
hence provide a fine opportunity for such examina
tion. Note, for example, the work already done 
by Stephen Emmel, ("Unique Photographic Evidence for 
Nag Harnrnadi Texts: CG II 2-?, III 5 and XIII 2*," 
BASP 14 [1977] 109-21 [continued]}. Earlier tran
scriptions of line 11, before the evidence of the 
Doresse photographs had come to light, suggested 
[MH] instead of [e2]o, and presented the sentence 
as a question introduced by the Greek loan wordµ�. 
Thus note Bethge's translation, as well as his 
comment (col. 169 n. 41): "Die erwartete Antwort auf 
diese Frage kann nur 'nein' lauten, und d.h.: er hat 
nicht alles gezeigt." On the phrase "in (the} body," 
see above, the note to 133,17. 

The t seems certain; the spacing is inappropriate 
for a s, and no ink traces are present for the 
loop of a r. 

The x of [no]x.1.s is certain under ultraviolet light; 
the slight loop on the right diagonal, consistent 
with the scribal hand, verifies the x. On account 
of an apparent imperfection in the papyrus, a 
slightly larger space was left between N and t• 

Literally .1.y.1.�T'I is "he was hanged"; also see line 
19. Instead of iolre1] we may prefer iolr1]; cp.
&OHOI (137,29-30), and the discussion below, p. 69.
If �o[r1l is used, then there may be enough space
for a doubled II before oy, as in line 18.
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139, 1 7 The H of the manuscript has been corrected (with 
Wisse and M�nard) to H. H and N may easily be 
confused because of their similarity in sound and 
appearance; thus whether the scribe was copying 
from dictation or from another manuscript, the 
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error was simple enough. On <JJOH Te as "three" (fem. ) , 
see Crum (566b). Bethge (cols. 168, 169 n. 43) 
prefers to emend �qt to �<y>f. This emendation, 
however, does not seem necessary; see John 19:5, 
and the discussion below, pp. 152 and 185 n. 208. 

Instead of the �y[�<JJ]f'I suggested by Wisse, M�nard 
prefers �y [oqTJ'I, "they [nailed] him." M�nard' s 
reading remains a possibility, and the occurrence 
of u,q,- with exi< is attested. Yet e l<JJG with a.xi, 
is also well attested (Crum, 88b; it is found else
where with "cross" also), and fits the context 
better. Here it may also be noted that <JJG, like 
!;uJ..ov, literally means "wood." From about line 19 
down an imperfect vertical fiber near the right 
margin caused the scribe occasionally to leave extra 
space between letters, so that he would not be 
forced to write upon a poor papyrus surface; note 
the space between � and y (of �YTOHCS) in line 19, 
q and e in line 20, 11 and o in line 22, w and g in 

line 24, n and .x in line 25, H and II in line 26, 
r and ,c as well as ,c and H in line 27, H and n in 
line 28, and II and o in line 29. In addition, the 
N of "™��Y in line 23 is written somewhat defec
tively because of this imperfect papyrus; the right 
vertical stroke is disconnected from the body of 
the 11. 

The phrase "he rose" can be understood more literally 
in two ways: "he (viz. God) raised him (viz. Jesus) 
from the dead," or "he (viz. Jesus) raised himself 
from the dead." 

Extra space was left between H[oo]yT: and 11�CNHy. 
In conjunction with the dicoZon, this space seems 
to provide an indication of something comparable to 
our paragraph. The two clauses in lines 21-23 are 
nicely constructed as a chiasm: ... ne rr· �AA� 

l..NOH ne • • • •  

23 From approximately line 23 down, some blotting from 
p. 138 occurs near the right margin of p. 139.

26 Instead of "the immeasurable glory of the Father," 
we may also translate this passage as "the glory of 
the immeasurable Father." 

27 To avoid writing upon a rough spot on an imperfect 
part of the papyrus, the scribe left a bit of extra 
space between T and f. 
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As in line 21, extra space was left after the 
supralinear dot and before N�CNHy. 

A line, of which no ink traces remain, is posited 
as line 1 of the page; see the note to 139,1. Here 
the line seems necessary for the transition from 
139,30 to 140,1. It is quite possible that TOTe 
may have existed in the lacuna of line 1, so that 
the new paragraph may begin as follows: [TOTe 
�ne]Tpoc ��[c]W9[Y2], "[Then] Peter [gathered]." 

For lines 2 and 3, Bethge (cols. 168, 169 n. 51) 
suggests �• (c]wo IY2 e 20YN H111<ecee] ne, "he [gathered 
together the rest]." Based on 133,12-13, this 
reading is appropriate to the context, and accounts 
for the ink traces as well as the space available 
in the lacunae. Ink traces, apparently of the left 
leg of the� in line 3, are clearly visible under 
ultraviolet light. It is also conceivable, though 
probably less likely, that T should be read instead 
of n, and that the ink traces derive from a letter 
just to the left of T. 

The c and the II before the lacuna are clear enough 
from the ink traces. The H is based upon ink 
traces of the right vertical stroke. The H and the 
T are obvious; and the o seems quite certain under 
ultraviolet light, which shows that the visible ink 
marks from the sides of the o appear closed at the 
top and the bottom. Menard and Bethge agree with 
this analysis of the ink traces, and suggest, very 
plausibly, the restoration of the lacunae adopted 
here. 

45 

The final � of the line is verified, under ultra
violet light, by the ink traces of the tail of the �-

The r and x of �ynwf}<. are certain on the basis of 
the ink traces which clearly outline the letters 
and the supralinear stroke under ultraviolet light. 

The scribe left some extra space after the dicolon
and before the TO[Te]; see also 139,21.28. At the 
left margin, between lines 15 and 16, the scribe 
has used a paragraphus; see 136,15; 138,16. 

From line 21 to the bottom of the page an imperfect 
vertical papyrus fiber near the left margin prompted 
the scribe to leave extra space occasionally between 
letters, thereby to avoid writing upon a rough 
surface; thus note the space between y and 2 in 
line 21, g and 2 in line 22, e and 2 in line 25, 
and e and T in line 26. In addition, the first o of 
line 27 is poorly written on account of the rough 
papyrus. 
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The <�> corrects the o of the manuscript. 

Bethge tcols. 168, 169-170 n. 58) suggests the 
possibility of dittography in order to explain the 
difficult words ent•Tooy NCl)l-xe xe. Bethge posits 
that perhaps the original text was en1•Tooy NC� xe, 
"in the four directions, so that," which through 
dittography became en1•Tooy NC� xe {xe}; this text 
could have been modified to en 1 •Tooy N<9�xe xe, "eine 
Verschlimmbesserung zum normalen Sahidisch." See 
additional discussion below, pp. 160-61. 

As is the case with many of the Nag Hammadi codices, 
blotted ink is visible at the beginning and here at 
the end of Codex VIII. The blotted ink visible on 
the verso of the front flyleaf has proved very 
helpful in reconstructing part of the text of VIII 
1,1-2. Blotted ink from p. 140 likewise is visible 
on the recto of the back flyleaf, particularly near 
the bottom of the page, but this ink does not 
influence any of the readings on p. 140. 
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Indices to the Text 

The following indices include indices of proper names, 

Greek loan words, and Coptic words. The Greek loan words are 

listed as they appear in the Coptic script, although allowances 

have been made for those unaccustomed to the peculiarities of 

the Coptic alphabet. At the left margin of the index of Coptic 

words are listed the appropriate page and column references in 

crum's Coptic Dictionary. The abbreviations used for nouns 

(Jllasc., fem., sing., pl.) are obvious. 

Proper Names 

_.ya .. Auc cp. Greek loan word 

eTiffi ('Igpouoa.>..nµJ Jerusalem 138,10; 139,6 

le ('IT)ooOi;) Jesus 139,22; 140,16.27 

Tc nexc Jesus Christ 132,12-13; 133,26; 134,17 

nGuuoyTe Tc our God Jesus 133,7-8 

neu<j>wCTHf Tc our illuminator Jesus 139,15 

neuxoe,c Tc our Lord Jesus 139,11 

nxoe1c Tc the Lord Jesus 139,25-26; 140,12-13 

ne11xoe1c Tc ne:<c our Lord Jesus Christ 133,l; 140, (3-4] 

rtxoe,c Tc nexc the Lord Jesus Christ 139,8 

11 .. 111xoe IT cp. xoe IT (Coptic word) 

ll6TfOC (Ilti;poi;) Peter 132,10.12; 133,10.12; 138,17; 139,10; 
140,1-2. 7 

cj>1>.111noc (�l>..Lnno(;) Philip 132,11.13; 133,9 

x1:" (XpLoi;6i;) Christ 133,1.17; 134,6; 139,8; 140,4 

TT nexi:- Jesus Christ 132,12-13; 133,26; 134,17 

Greek Loan Words 

a.too\) Cp. GWII 

_.,_,_.. (6.>..>..ci) but 135,7; 136,3; 139,22 

6.µn\) Cp. t .. MHJI 

_.,rnHoc (dvoµoi;) lawless 139, 29-30 

_.,,ocTo>.oc (6.n6o,;o>..oi;) masc. apostle 132,12.14-15; 133,18-19; 
134,19; 137,13-14; 138,8; 139,4; 140,8.23-24 

cp. also <J)&H f 

_.fXHroc (6.pxny6i;) masc. author 139,27; 140,4 

_.,xwu (dpxw\J) masc. archon 137,16.17.21 
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�cn�ze (6.ond�to&.L) greet 

140,14 �Yf�Cll�Z6 

�ye�AHC (auM6n,l masc. arrogant one 135,16-17.19.21; 
136,5-6 

�to�rc,� (dq,3apo(a) fern. incorruption 133,23 

&OHOI (eon8ELV) help 

137,29 qu�p&OH81 

137,29-30 

(yap) for 

6�qf&OH8 I 

133,26; 137,21; 139,12.26 

Ae (M) and, but, well, so 132,16; 133,l; 135,11.17; 
136,1.5.11.16.20.23; 137, [3] .5.10.20.23; 138,11.27; 
139,4.9; 140,19.22 

ElKwv cp. i""• KWH 

E:(pnvn Cp. e1rHt1H 

6t1TO•H (fvToAn) fern. order 132,17; 133,7 

c>ayc,� (tfouoCa) fern. authority 135,1.24; 136,12.26 

enlAH (fnEL6n) Since 134,8; 136,2; 137,2.12.16 

6111CTHMII (fnLOTnµn) fern. understanding 140,5-6 

6111CTO•H (fnLOTOAn) fern. letter 132,10 

GWtl (aCC::.v) masc. aeon 134,22; 135,9.15.21.25 

'iT (1\) or, also l34,25(bis) .26; 135, [2] 

fiyEµwv cp. tHf6MWII 

e1A6� (C6ta) fern. semblance 136,15 

l:va cp. t7 11� 

e I rHtlll (ECPnvn) fern. peace 140,27 

frHtUI 140,17 

K�T� (KaTd) according to, like, as, in 133,7.24; 136,24; 
137,11-12; 138,2; 139,25 

cp. also tG 

K•Hro110M1� (KAnpovoµCa) fern. inheritance 136,27 

KOcMoc (K6oµoc) masc. world 132,19; 135,27-28; 137,24-25 

M�OHTIIC (µa8nTn,) masc. disciple 139, 10 

M�K�r,oc (IJ(lKOPLOC) blessed 133,16 

MON (µtv) to begin with, now 135,9 

Meroc (µtpo,) masc. portion 135,18.22 

MortH (µopq>n) fern. form 136,10. [10-11] 

�hav cp. t.OT�U 

ou6t cp. 0YA6 

o�v cp. oyu 
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nArA•Ae,e (napaeaaL,l fem. transgression 139,23 

nAp2He1a (nappnola} fem. boldness 135,l 

nA&eM• (n,\.6.oua} masc. model 136, 19 

nA•eea (nA6.00ELV} mold 

136,12 eyenAaee• 

nAHPWMA (n,\.fipwµo.} masc. fullness 134 ,22-23; 136 ,16; 137 ,4 

nliI" (nvEuµo.} masc. spirit 139,14; 140,5.9 

nwc (n�} how? 134,23.25.26 

enopM• (onl:pµo.} masc. seed 136 ,18 

eTOAH (OTOAf\) fem. robe 139,18 

ey11arwrH (ouvaywyfi) fem. synagogue 138,25-26 

ewMA (owual masc. body 133,17; 136,13.17; 138,3; 139,11 

ewTHP (ow,np} masc. savior 132,18 

TOT6 (T6TE) then 133,12.17-18; 134,9.18; 135,3; 
137,7-8.13.17; 138,3.7.21; 140,7.15.23 

oyAe (ouot} nor 138,28 

OYII (ol'.iv} so 133,6; 139,29 

<j>ope, ((l)()pELv} bear, wear 

139, (16-17] asf<j>opo1 

<j>weTHp (q>wa,fip} masc. illuminator 133,27; 137,8; 139,15 

xe(1pe} (xalpELV} greet 

132, 15 X6 

WC cp. ,we 

wo,E cp. ,weTe 

2AMHII (o.µf\v) amen 140,15 

2HreMw11 (1')yEµwv} masc. governor 138,26 

,-1Kw11 (ECitwv} fem. image 136,9.[9]

27 tu. (t va.) that, so that 137, [13]; 140, 6 

20T•11 tlhav} when 133,17; 138,3; 139,11 

,we (ws) as 137,29 

2wcTo two,E} so that 134,11; 138,27 

Coptic Words 

ae-,o cp. 2•€10 

&AOY masc. child 133,25 
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(2a} 

(Sa} 

(7b} &Moy, AMH61TII (pl.} come (used as imperative of 
G7} 

AMHGITII eyM& come together 137,23-24 

cp. e-, 
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(9a) 

(10b) 

(lla) 

(19bl 

(21b) 

(22a) 

(25b) 

(29a) 

(32a) 

Letter of Peter to PhiLip 

&H&tT6 hold, detain, grab 

134,23-24 C6&H&tT6 

135,18 &q&HAtT6 

137,5 C6&HAtT6 

AH not (negative particle used with ii: ii- ud 
136,1; 137,12; 138,28 

AH& 1 be pleasing 

T AH' be agreeable to 

133,6 ACT Ul&K 

&IIOK personal pronoun 

&HOK I 134,17; 136,16.21 

t1TOK you (masc. sing.) 133,1 

NTOq he 133,26; 136,5.23; 137,28; 138,15; 
139,12 

&11011 we 138,16; 139,22; 140,6 

iiTWTil you (pl.) 135,4-5; 137,5.10.20.22.26 

iiTOOY they 135,28; 136,20; 137,11 

AIIOII personal pronoun cp. &110K 

&yw and 132,20; 133,2.4.9.19; 134,2.13.20.23; 
135,15.19.23.25.26; 136,4.8.13. [16] .19.22. 
26.28; 137,24.25.27.28; 138,5.9.13.19; 
139,5.6.8. (14] .16(bis) .17.18.19.20.24.30; 
140,9.10.11.13.26 

AOYHf cp. oyHf 

&� what? 137,15 

11&� NfHTG in what way? 134,26 

NA� iit6 how? 133,4-5 

&�T• cp. e •�e 

u-:.N-, e.,rn- without 

e.xr,- 135,13 

&WK leave, depart 

134,25 6Nl.BWK 

140,19 6T6TNl.!WK 

140, 26 &y&WK 

&WK 6 fl.T "' go to 

133,10 l.<t &WK 6 fAT'I 

gWK e.x.7,- go up upon 

133,13 AY&WK exl't-

•WA loosen, &OA masc. outside

e•OA out, forth, away cp. HOYt, nwfx, oywti"i, 

Oyu>t , UX9, 2 6 

(llb) 



(50a) 

(53b) 

(56a) 

(57a) 

(58a) 

(59a) 

(61a) 

(61a) 

(62a) 

(63b) 

(63b) 

(64b) 

(65b) 

(65b) 

(70a) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

esox 27,- cp. 271-

esox fl 11<- cp. Twpe 

e-, e po•, e rw• (with 2nd pl. suffix; once, 
139,9, with 3rd masc. sing.) 

to, for 132,19; 133,3.10.14.16.18.24; 
134,1.9.15.21.25; 135,14.25(bis); 
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136,5. [8] .9.10.21.27(bis); 137,24.29.30; 
138,19.23.24.25(bis); 139, [9] .9.12.13.27; 
140,18 

direct object indicator 134,21; 140, [8] 

ezp&1 e- cp. zr&1 
espHGec fem. lightning 138,4 

8H&T6 Cp. H&T6 

eH&y cp. H&Y 

eNe2 masc. eternity 

!1)& et<e2 for ever 134,18; 140,23 

6p&T' Cp. p&T 

epHT promise 

132,21-22 6T&y6pHT 

masc. promise 137,25 

epHy masc. companion, each other 138,12; 140,14 

eT-, eTe- who, which, that 132,10.15.21-22; 
133,14.15.22-23.24.25; 134,5.12.17; 135,5.26; 
136, [l] .3.15.18.19.23.25; 137,6. 7.10.16.19. 
22; 138,2.6.7.12-13.28; 139,20.22; 140,18 

eTae-, eTBHHT- because of, on account of, 
for the sake of, concerning, about 135,7.8; 
136,16.17-18; 137,4; 138,12.14.18.20 

eTse n&1 for this reason 137,3; 139,24 

eTse oy why? 134,16; 135,2 

eooy masc. glory 139,26 

eU)Wne cp. U)Wne 

6!1)XG interrogative, if 133,6; 138,15 

e2e indeed 139, [11] 

o.:xi1-, e.xw- upon, on, over cp. XU> 

ex7'- without cp. &xi,-

tf"l, t1NHyt (used as qualitative), &Hoy (used as 
imperative) come, go 

133, 7 8K887 

134,25 &NOi 
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( 74a) 

( 77b) 

(78b) 

(80b) 

l83a) 

(84b) 

Letter of Peter to Philip 

a, ey1-u. come together 

132, 19 6N>.61 6YH>. 

133,3 111Tr6H6l GyH>. 

133, 18 iiT6 royGl GyH>. 

137,23-24 >.HH61TH GyH>. 

€1 ezoyN e- enter into 

136,27 e•e6l e2oy11 e-

€1 ezp>.
0

i (o-) come, go down (to), up (to) 

136,19 >.
0

ie7 Gzp>.'i o-

138,10-11 eyiilrny Gt p'i 

139,5-6 >.ye7 ezp>.'i e-

139,6 >.ye-, en._·; e-

139, 13 ,. • .n en._·; 

139, [16] >.S67 6zp>.
0

i 

e , e , 2 , e then 

t 16 138,16 

GIHG, IM6 know, understand 

132,16 iiKIMO 

133,4 iiTl16 IH6 

134,21 66IM6 

e I ue, iiT"' bring 

e1ue e- bring to 

138,25 eTreylfTHYTtl e-

6 1H6 masc. likeness 139,25 

HHT>.TG1ue fem. misrepresentation 136,14 

e1ro do, perform 

139,24 >.se1re 

140,6-7 GUGGlrG 

140,10-11 ,._ e1re 

r- be tused with verbs)

Greek verbs

137,29 St<>.f80HOI 

137,29-30 G>.Sf80HOI 

139,16-17 >.•f�ore, 

140,14 >.yf>.cn>.ze 

Cp� l.tU,t, HNTre, n�tfe, oyoe1u, UJ.Ofil, Ggge 

G 1wfi , 1wfi masc. sight 

,wrz 134,12 



(85a) 

(86b) 

(88b) 

(90b) 

(92b) 

(94b) 

(100b) 

(101b) 

(104b) 

(124a) 

(132b) 

(153a) 

(156a) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

etc behold 

6lC tHT6 140,22 
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etwT, twT masc. father 133,2l(bis) .22; 135,14; 
136,(1); 137,28-29; 139,2.26 

6lWT 137,27 

HNT6lWT fern. fatherhood 136,28 

61�6, ��T' hang, crucify 

139,16 �y��T'I 

139, (18-19) �y��T'I 

KG other, rest 133,13; 140,8 

HKGcon another time, again 134,2; 135,8; 
137,14 

KOY I small 

M7rTKoy1 fern. smallness 138,20 

KW place 

KW e 2 r�·i e.xw' place over 

135,23-24 �SKW 6tf�•j 6XWS 

KWK, KAK' strip off 

KWK K�tHY strip 

137,6-7 GTGTHAKAK THtt6 KAtHY 

K&KG masc. darkness 134,l 

KXOM masc. crown 139,17 

KWTG, KOT- turn, go round 

KOT' (reflexive) resume, return, repeat 

134,2 �YKOTOY 

138, 10 �YKOTOY 

KWTG ifcw' seek 

134,8-9 C6KWT6 tlCWH 

Kw2 be envious, imitate 

fGSKWt masc. rival 136,8 

K�tHY Cp. KWK 

H� masc. place 133,15; 134,25 

H� if(Q'.One dwelling place 134,24 

e nH� ;r- in place of 136, 9 .10 

eyH� together 132, (19-20); 133,3.18; 137,24 

i'i111H� GTHM&y there 138,7 

He, Here- desire 

133,3 HR6KH6f6-

H6flT beloved 132,14 
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(159a) 

(163a) 

(166b) 

(169b) 

(170b) 

(177a) 

(189a) 

(190a) 

(190b) 

(191b) 

Letter of Peter to Philip 
I 

Moy die, MOOYTt be mortal 

135,26 8TMOOYT 

136,13 8YMOOYT 

136,19-20 6TMOOYT 

136,22 8SMOOYT 

137,9 6YMOOYT 

139,20-21 "8TM00YT 

MHT&TMOY fem. immortality 134,5.7 

R"K&2 be painful 

x1 MK&2 suffer 

138,16 &SXI MK&t 

138,18 &SXI MK&2 

138,19-20 6Tf6"XI MK&2 

138,24 8Tf8T8TIIXI MK&2 

138, 2 7 l<T6TIIX I HK& 2 

138,28 q"&XI HK&2 

139,22-23 06T6&HXI HK&2 

x1 HK&2 masc. suffering 139,22 

HH11- there is not, Htffni.• not have 

137,11 MMr<Tl>Y 

cp. also oyo11 

MN-, liMM&', H6MH' (with 2nd pl. suffix) 
and, with 132,14.15(bis) .18; 133,16; 
134,18.22; 135,2.11.24; 136,10.23; 137,10. 
16.21.22.23; 138,4.11.26; 140,8.18.20.21.22 

M&e1" masc. sign 

t Mae111 e- indicate 

139,12 ast Hl.6 I H e-

MrlTf 6 masc. witness 

f MNTf8 bear witness 

135,5-6 8Tf Mr1Tf6 

M6f6-, M6f IT cp. MG 

Hl.T6, HTWOY enjoy, take pleasure 

HTWOY 21� have, take pleasure 

133,24-25 6Tl>KHTWOY fFI-

M&Te, eMaTe greatly 

6M&T6 139, [5] 

MHTe fem. midst 137,9 

MOYTG call 

133,14 �&yMOYT6 

in 



(193b) 

(196b) 

(197a) 

(199a) 

(202a) 

(203b) 

(208a) 

(212b) 

(215a) 

(215b) 

(216a) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 55 

RT011 masc. rest 137,11; 140,4 

HTWOY cp. H.>.TG 

H.>.Y the place there (noun), RH.>.y there 

oH>-Y there 

133,16 (11H.>.) GTG eM>-y where 

entM-"Y that, there 138,7 

H-"-"Y fem. mother 135,12; 139,23 

MGGye think 

136,21 116YH6GY6 

MHH�G masc. crowd 139,9 

HOOU}G walk 

HOOU}6 2 r .i. 'i i71- walk in 

139,30 ttTIIHOOU}6 2 r,. ·.- il<-

HOY2 fill 

HOY2 6BO'-, be filled 

137,1 -"YHOY2 660" 

139, 14 ••HOY2 6601' 

140,9 -"YHOY2 0&0.). 

Hz.i.oy masc. tomb 139,20 

11-, 111- definite article cp. n

rr-, HMO- , R'H<.0111 
l

of (genitive particle) 132,10.13. [17]; 
133,5.10.11.17; 134,10.24.26; 136,2. [9]. 
10; 137,9; 138,5.23; 139,17.18.23.26.27; 
140,25 

cp. also 'fiTG 

direct object indicator 132,17.22; 133,13. 
21.23.27; 134,3.8.14.16-17.20.24; 135, [l]. 
4.15.17.18.19.22.23; 136,1.4.6.7.9.11.12. 
26; 137, [4] .5.8.11.14-15.20.25.27; 138,6. 
15.18.22; 139,17.18.24; 140, [3] .5. 7.11. 
12.14.15.16-17 

'ff-, HMO' in, on, from 133,2.4.20; 134,2.26; 
135,8; 136,3.25; 137, 7.l4.l7(bis) .21.23.26; 
138,2. 7(bis) .23; 139,15.21; 140,24 

'ff-, 11.i.•, NH' to, for 132,11.13.22; 133,27; 
134,8.16; 135,3.6; 136,4.24.26; 138, [2] .6. 
22; 139,10.12; l40,5.17(bis) .20 

1The entries for the varieties of 'ff- are listed according
to the distinctions made in Crum 215a and following. In some 
cases, however, a precise categorization is difficult. 
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(218b) 

(219a) 

(225b) 

(230a) 

(230b) 

(23lb-232b) 

(232a) 

(233b) 

(235b) 

(239b) 

(24 3b) 

(246a) 

(247a) 

(250a) 

(252a) 

(254b) 

(257b) 

Letter of Peter to Philip 

11>.-, 110•-, uey- possessive adjective cp. n>.

ra·i, 110·;- demonstrative pronoun cp. ,,..·; 

11oy• possessive pronoun cp. nw• 

11oy, 1i1111y,. {used as qualitative of e7) come, go 

lT1111y ez r>-'i go up 

138,10-11 eylflrny ez r,.·; 
111H every 138,9; 139,12.24; 140,18 

Ji'T' Cp. 81116 

li'Te of (genitive particle) 132,12. [18]; 
133,7.22; 134,4lbis).6.12.22; 135,1.9.12. 
13.14.21.27; 136,7.28; 137,27; 139,7.26.28; 
140, [4] .5.27 

cp. also 1i-

11oyTo masc. God 133,8 

li'TOK, li'TW-fi1, li'Tooy, li'To• personal pronoun 
Cp. >-IIOK 

li'fi,- 1 li'TOOT' cp. Twr 6 

ray see 

140,8 >.y11>.y 

1111y, li1111y cp. 11oy 

11ov•r be good, uoyse good 

uJrnoyse cp. 0J111e 

IIOYtH be saved 

137, 13 NTOTIIIIOyfk 

11>.zTo believe 

11>.zTe e- believe in 

140,18 6T11>-tT6 o-

HttTl.Tll>-zTO fem. unbelief 135,7 

11oyxo, 11ox• throw 

uox• ex,,- throw upon 

133, 19 >.y11oxoy exi1-

1106 great 134,10 

,m;-1106 fem. majesty 135, 13-14 

lier subject indicator 133,9.18; 134,10; 
135,16.18.27; 138,4.13-14.17; 139,9; 
140,16.20 

o>.- cp. w>. 

00)' cp. UXJJ 

oer� cry, crying (noun) 



(258b) 

(258b) 

(259a) 

(259a) 

(259a) 

(260b) 

(260b) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 57 

T>-�e oe 1 � preach 

132,20-21 lii'ttT>.�6 06 I� 

140,12 eyeT>.�e oe1� 

140,25-26 6Y6Tl.�6 061� 

n-, ne-, 111- (masc.), T-, Te-, +- (J:em.), 
11-, 11 1 - (pl.) definite article 132,10.12. 
13.15.18.19.21; 133,l.3.7.13.14.15(bis) .16. 
18.2l(bis) .22(bis) .23.24.26; 134,1.3. 
4ttris) .6(tris). 7.11.12.l?(bis) .19.20.21.22; 
135, [1] .1.2.4. (9] .9. (10] .l0(bis) .11.12. 
13(bis) .14.16.18.20(bis) .2l(bis) .25.27(bis); 
136,l.3(bis) .5. ?(bis) .9.10.ll.15.16(bis). 
17.18.23.25.27; 137,3.6.9.10.13.15.16(tris). 
[17].17.21.22.24.25.26.28; 138,2.3.5.6.7.8. 
9.12(bis) .14; 139,4.6. 7. (8] .8.20.22(bis). 
23(bis) .25.26(tris) .27(bis); 140,4(bis) .8. 
l0(bis) .12.17.23.25 

n>.- possessive adjective 

n>.-, T>--, 11>.- my 134,15; 137,27; 
139,13(bis) .21.28; 140,19 

neK- your (masc. sing.) 133,25 

nes-, Te•-, 11es- his 136,12.28; 137,2; 
139,10 

ne11-, Te11- our 132,13.14.16.18; 133,1.6.7; 
134, 7; 138,15.20; 139, [2] .11.15.28; 
140, [3]. [4] 

nei't,-, Tei't,- your (pl.) 136,24; 137,12.28 

nay-, uey- their 133,20; 134,22; 136,19; 
138,11; 140,13 

n>.- possessive article 

133,15 n>.11 1 xoe1T the (Mount) of (the) 
Olives, Olivet 

n>."i, ne·i-, n1- (masc.), +- (fem.), 1a·i, ,rn·i
(pl.) this, these (demonstrative pronoun) 
133,8.20.22; 134,5.24.25; 135,6.9.20; 
136,3.25; 137,3.7.21.23; 138,7; 139,15. 
22.24.27.29 

no fem. heaven 138,5(bis).7 

liTne ti- over, above 137,17 

JIii (masc.) that (demonstrative pronoun) 
134,12; 137,4 .10.19; 138,27 

nw• (masc.), uoy
"' (pl.) possessive pronoun 

ll(J)'i , 11oye-1 mine 136,23; 137 ,6 
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(271b) 

(273b) 

(277a) 

(282b) 

(285a) 

(288a) 

(294b) 

(297b) 

(298b) 

(302b) 

(304b) 

(308b) 

(313a) 

(319a) 

Letter of Peter to PhiZip 

nwpx separate 

nwfx G•OA (u-) part, separate (from) 

133,2 116<J)l.K11WfX GgOA HHOII 

140, 11-12 >.ynwfx e•oA 

140,24 >.ynwpx HHooy e•oA 

n>.T fem. knee 133,20 

nooy cp. 2 ooy 

11>. 2 r G masc. drug, medication 

r n>.2 r G G- heal 

139,8-9 "-Yr n>. 2 p G G-

110.x.e-, 116.X.l.* said 

139,10 116.Xl.<i 

139,15 UG.X.l.'t 

ro, rw• masc. mouth 

rw• 139 ,9 

pWHG masc. person, man 136,22; 137,9.22 

p,.u masc. name 139, 7; 140, 19 

pus masc. temple 139, 6 

p>.T masc. foot 

sr>.T' to the foot of, to cp. swK 

r11TG masc. manner, way 

""'� «rHTG cp. "'� 

r>.�e rejoice 

135,26 "-Yr"-U)G 

139, 5 >.yr>.�o 

masc. gladness, joy 133,11; 140,20 

c>. masc. side 

uc>.-, «cw• behind, after cp. KWTe, CWTH 

c>.2oy11 within, inner cp. 2oy11 

c>.•e masc. wise person, csw fem. teaching 

t csw teach 

CHH 

132,20 

137,24 

139,6-7 

Gll>.f CgUJ 

t csw 

"-Yt c•w 

fem. voice 134,13; 
139, 13 

XI CHH e- listen to 

134,15 XI CHH s-

139,13 XI CHH G-

135,3; 137,18; 138,21; (334b) 



(335a) 

(342b) 

(349b) 

(351a) 

(362a) 

(363b) 

(369b) 

(372b) 

(385b) 

(390a) 

(390a) 

(390b) 

(392a) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

cMoy praise 

136,5 e.1.ycMOY 

masc. praise 136,7; 138,9 

co", CHHY (pl.) masc. brother 132,13.15.16; 
133,6; 139,13.21.28 

co11 masc. time 

HKecon another time, again 134,2; 135,8; 
137,14 

TT2.1.2 TTcon many times, often 138,23 

ceene masc. remainder, others 133,13 

cwTo redeem 

re•cwTe masc. redeemer 134,7 

cwf"M hear, hearken 

133, 24 CWTM 

134,1 CWTM 

136,23-24 .1.•cwf"M 

136,25 GT.I.YCWT-M 

cwTM TTc.1.- hearken to, obey 

139, 28-29 Hn-rTreucwfit "ffc.1.

HNT.I.TCWfit fem. disobedience 135,10-11 

cooyN, coywu' know, recognize 

136,1 cecooy11 

136, 20-21 H11oycoywt1T 

cwoy, gather 

133,12 .1.qcwoy2 

133,15-16 �.1.ycwoy, 

140,[2] .1.•cwoy, 

140,13 .1.ycwoy, 

c.1.poe masc. provision, agreement 

oy.1.2 c.1.,ue masc. command 135,13 

c.1.,oy11 cp. 2oy" 

T-, Te-, t- definite article cp. n-

Tl.-, T6<t-, TGu-, T6Tt�- possessive adjective 
cp. 11.1.-

t- demonstrative pronoun cp. n.1."i

t give 

134,8 H.1.f 

136,26 ... ·;t 

140,5 M.1.f 
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(402a) 

(405a) 

(410a) 

(4llb) 

(413a) 

(413b) 

(416a) 

(419b) 

(4 24a) 

(425a) 

(430b) 

(440b) 

(441b) 

Letter of Peter to Philip 

t H11- fight against 

135,2 cat tlMH ... 11 

137, 10 GTtl.._f HH-

137, 16 GTIUU.i· Hl<-

137,20-21 GT6TtU.f tlMH"'Y 

137 ,21-22 eyt Hll-

137 ,23 6T6Tt16f tlMH"'Y 

t ,-tww• put on 

139, 17-18 .... t ,-,(00)'1 

f H"'Gtll Cp. H.._6ttl 

f CB<ll Cp. C.._66 

f GOH Cp. 6OH 

.._Tf (\It Cp. (\It 

TW6"""'i masc. prayer 137,28 

Tl.KO, T.._l<HOyTt be corruptible 

137,7 6TTl.KHOYT 

TGAHA rejoice 

133, 11 6<tTO>.HX 

T)..>-.60 masc. healing 140,11 

Tl.MIO make 

136,8-9 6Tl-.M 10 

Tl.MO, Tl.MO
"' tell 

137,15 Ml.T4'.MOH 

TWMC, TOMc"' bury 

139,19 "'YTOMC'I 

T7• Nooy, fit uooy"' send 

T71 uooy• e z r .._ "j i11- send down in 

136,17 "'YfirnooyT ezr.._·; fM-

rnp• whole, all 132,19; 135,6.27; 140, (17) 

TWfG fem. hand 

..-.,-.,,-, "TOOT' in, to, from 132,17; 138,8 

Cp. Xt, ZHOT 

e•o• ,-tfi,- by 132,22-133,1 

Twp,, carry 

138,5-6 "'YTWfll 

TOoy masc. mountain 133,14; 134,11 

T.._yo, T.._yo• send 

137,30 e.._,T..,yoe7 



(445a) 

( 4 4 6b) 

(449b) 

(452b) 

(467b} 

(467b) 

(469a) 

( 4 70a) 

(480a) 

(481a) 

(482a) 

( 4 82b) 

(486a) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

TWOYN, TWH- rise 

TWH "' ego). ft1- rise from 

139,20 .i.qTwti'I e•o" i1•

Toyuoc set up 

135,14-15 6TOYtlOC 

TUX!), TO<I)' orient, situate, assign 

133, 4 etaTO<Jjt1 

136,11 .i.sTUXJ) 

T.i.<lJO, T.i.�e- increase cp. oe1� 

oy-, y-, , eu- (pl.) indefinite article 
132,17. [19]; 133,3.11.18.27; 134,8.10.13; 
135,3.15.17.20.22.23.24; 136,2.8.9. [9]. 
lO(bis) .12.14.22.26; 137,3.4.8.9.11. [18]. 
24.25; 138,4(bis) .14.21.25.26; 139,7. [9]. 
14.17.18.19.20.21.25; 140,5(bis) .7.9.11. 
20.2l(bis) .27(bis) 

oy what? 

eTge oy why? 134,16; 135,2 

oy.i. masc. one 

noy.i. noy.i. each one 140,10 

oy.i..i.•, oy.i.T' -self, alone 

135,5 oy.i.TTHYT7, 

oyOGIN masc. light 133,22; 134,6.10; 135,4; 
138,12 

7 oyoe111 shine 

134,11 11Te- 7 oyoe1N 

oyoN there is, oy11T.i.• have, possess 

133,22-23 6T6Yt1T.i.s 

134,26 Oyt1T.i.U 

cp. also HH7,-

oyou someone 

oyou u,H everyone 140,18 

oywu open 

139,9 .i.qoywu 

oywtit , oyotit t reveal 

oywNz e•o" appear, express 

134,9-10 .i.soywtfi e.o" 

134,12-13 eT.i.qoywtit ego" 

135,12 eT.i.coywtit egoA 

137 ,19 uesoyot12 e,o,_ 
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(487b) 

( 4 88b) 

(500a) 

(502b) 

(504a) 

(505b) 

(511b) 

(520a) 

(525a) 

(533a) 

(541b) 

(546a) 

oyon, 

oyHr, 

Oyu.Q) 

oywaf1 

O"(W(lfT 

Letter of Peter to Philip 

137,27-28 oywrfi egOA 

138,6 IIGTl.SO)'Wtfi OIOA 

140,16 AIIOYU>tfi egoA 

oy1..1.1t be holy 

133,25-26 GTOy>.>.� 

139,14 esoy>.1.1 

140,10 esoy1.1.1 

l.OYHr how much? 

138,16 >.OyHr 

want, would like 

132,16 fo)'Ull) 

134, 21 TIIO)'Ull) 

135,14 l.CO)'Ull) 

136, [8] l. q OY'WCI) 

137,12 COO"((L(Q 

answer 

134,19 >. YO)'Ull)""l 

138,17 1.•oywaf1 

worship 

137, 14 >.- O'(WUJT 

set, put 

oyw, e1ox set down, bring down, follow 

135,16 >.•O)'Wt GIOA 

oy>.t c>.2110 cp. c>.211e 

oy.x1."i masc. salvation 132,21; 137,2.25; 139,7 

WA, ox• hold, enclose 

ox• GtOYII e- confine within 

135,25 A'IOACf OtOYII e-

wtit masc. life 134,4; 139,28 

<00), 00>' read, sound 

133,9-10 iiTere•O<J>OY 

UXI) 6&0.\ cry out 

134,13-14 l.C<UJ) 610A 

137,18 l.CWCI) OIOA 

O)l..-, CJJ>.ro• to 134 ,14; 137,18; 138,21; 140,13 

CJ)l. 6HG2 for ever 134,18; 140,23 

0)6 masc. tree, cross 139,19 



( 54 7b) 

(553a) 

(55 9a) 

(565b) 

(567a) 

(569a) 

(573a) 

(574b) 

(5 77b) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

OJI measure 

,.Tt OJI immeasurable 139,27 

OJSHr friend, fellow 

OJSHr,.nocTOAoc fellow apostle 132,14 

OJAHA pray 

133,20 ).VU)AHA 

134,2-3 "-VU)AHA 

OJHMO stranger (noun) 136,2-3; 139,21 

ajHOJG serve 

136,4 "'"({l}MOJ6 

OJIHG seek 

134,16 T6Tt10Jltl6 

OJ"- news, ajH1rnys e good news, 
fl OJHtrnyse tell good news 

133,5 eta,-, ajH11oyse 

OJOtne fem. thorn 139, <17> 

<1)'.l) n, OJ71- take 

{ijil 2MOT Cp. 2MOT 

<1)'.l)ne become, come into being, come forth, make 
U}Oont be 

133,27 "-S<1)'.l)ne 

134, 5 6TO)OOn 

134,17-18 8TO)OOn 

135,19 "-•<1)'.l)ne 

136, [7] ). SO)Jln6 

136 ,15 6T6).Cq)'.l)nG 

137,3-4 ).Sq)'.1)116 

137,8 6T6Tll"-q)'.l)n6 

138,12-13 6T6).Sq)'.l)ll6 

138,13 ).Sq)'.1)116 

140,19-20 6S6<1)'.l)n6 
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<1)'.1)116 esoA il•- come from, come into being from 

135,3-4 ,__ q)'.l)nG 6SOA iH-

136 ,13-14 >.Y<1)'.l)n6 esox .-;,-

138, 4-5 "-Cq)'.1)116 esox 271-

(1)'.l)ne OJ" ro• come unto 

138,21 ;a.- a)1)11e OJ"-rooy 

OO)U)ne when 137,6 

p OJf" HO)OO ti Cp. CJ}l.lfil 

M). HU)UJ11G Cp. M). 
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(584a) 

(586b) 

(590b) 

(612b) 

(615b) 

(616b) 

(620a) 

(625a) 

(636b) 

(637a) 

(638b) 

(643b) 

(643b) 

(645b) 

(646a) 

Letter of Peter to Phiiip 

Cl)H r 0 masc. son 134,3-4.4.6; 139,26 

U}J)flt be early, Cl)""flt first, before 

7 Cl)""flt iixoo- say previously 

138,2 en'if Cl)""flt 11xooc 

f Cl)pn 110)0011 be preexistent 

136, 1-2 6Tf <1)7'7I 110)0011 

Cl)lW)T masc. deficiency 134,21-22; 135,(9).10. 
20(bis); 137,3 

Cl)1'XG speak 

135, 8 ft11'U)1'X6 

135,15-16 6T1'CCl)1'XG 

U)1'XG M'1t- speak with

136,22-23 ,-'jCl)1'XO Mt<-

138,11 111'YCl)1'XO Ht<-

masc. word, statement, message 134,15; 
138,14; 140,25 

Cl)Oxue take counsel, consider 

MIIT1'TCl)OXt<O fem. foolishness 135, 11 

cywx-n leave behind 

135,17 GT1'CCJ}W<lt 

q1 take 

136,28 ,-'j• I 

•TOOY four 140,25

t1'.rlo, 1'G7o yea 

,-c,o 134,l 

,e fall 

,o eoo, fall away 

136,18 6TG1'•te eoo, 

,e fem. way, manner 137,16 

111'<1) 11,e how? 133,4-5 

r.t,e in this way, thus 133,20; 137,21.23; 
139,15 

KJ..Tl. 06, -,e as, just as, like 133,24; 
136,24; 137,11-12; 138 ,2 

t-•- cp. ,-, oyo 

2-,-, t7U)U)- on, in 139,(17-18) (cp. t) 

i")TOt-lH on the way 138,12 

2-, 0 cp. 0 18 

z7tt fem. road, way 

t-lTOt7H on the way 138,12 



(651b) 

(653a) 

(661b) 

(681a) 

(683a) 

(685b) 

(696a) 

(698a, 700a) 

( 704b) 

(714a) 

(719b) 

( 723b) 

(724b) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

t(IXI)' too, also, self 138,19; 140,6 

,w• 136,24-25 

2 w• masc. thing 139,12.24 

2,lOO.)K, 2wK,, gird 

tU>K' fft r,."i fi1- gird with 

137,26 2U>KTHYTtl N2 r.i.'j fi1-

2 MOT masc. grace 140,21 

aJi1 2 MOT trfi,- give thanks to 

138,8 .1.)'(1)11 2MOT NTH-

zt<-, 2 M- before n, tr2 HT' in, with, through 
133,11.17.25; 134,1.5.24; 137,9.24.25; 
138,3; 139,7.11.14.19.23; 140, [9] .27(bis) 

e•o� ,u- from, with, (out) of 134,12; 
135,3-4; 136,14.14-15; 137,18-19; 
138,5; 139,20 

, r.i.'i fii-
137 ,2; 

e,r.i.'i fi<-

in, with, within 132,21; 
138,9; 139,7.25.30 

down in 136,17 

tr, r.i.'i fi•- with 137, 26 (cp. 2(1Xl)K) 

2 oyu masc. inner 

136,11; 

G2oyu e- within, into 135,25; 136,27 

c.i.,oy" within, inner 137,22 

2 .i.fic it is necessary 138,19.23.24-25 

, r .i. ·; masc. upper part, , r .i. ·; masc. lower part 

, r.i.·; i••- cp. i••-

e 2 r .i. ·; up, over, down 

cp. 61, KU>, T74NOOY 

e,r.i.1 e- to, down to, up to 136,19; 
138,7.10; 139,5-6.6; 140,25 

e, r.i.'i e.x-..- cp . .xw 

112 r.i.'i 211- cp. 211-

2 rooy masc. voice, sound 

2 royR'ne masc. thunder 138, 5 

tHT masc. heart 

.XICG iitHT cp . .x.1 ce 

r 6ld!itHT cp. 6Sg6 

2HT6 cp. 61C 

2wfi, 20T's* kill 

134,9 8t0TSN 

27fi1- Cp. Twre 
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( 7 30a) 

(732b) 

(741b) 

(746b) 

(74 7b) 

(752a) 

(754a) 

Letter of Peter to Philip 

,ooy masc. day 

Rnooy today 136,25 

,-1 oye , 27 - throw 

27 ojtrnoyse cp. <JJIN6 

,,., many 

112>.2 11con many times, often 138,23 

xe that, so that, because; quotation indicator 
132, [16) .19.20; 133,4.5.6.15.21; 134,3. 
14.15.20.23; 135,4.6.28; 136,12.21.26; 
137,3.5(bis) .10.ll.15(bis) .20; 138,15.18. 
22.23; 139,10.15; 140, [3) .6.12.15.17.25 

x1, x1T' receive, take 

133 ,8 tlT6resXITOy 

135,22 6Tl,.<I.Xl 

XI ii'TOOT "' receive from 

132,17 l.H.XI irTOOT'f 

XI HK.l.2 cp. MKlt.2 

XI CHH cp. CHH 

.XO, .XO" SOW 

135,22 l.'I.X.Ott 

)CID. .x.e-, .x.o
"'

, .x.oo- say 

133,20-21 eyxw 

134,3 ey)CJ.1) 

134,14 8C)CJ.1) 

134,15 G6l GXOC 

134, 20 ll>.Y)CJ.1) 

135,4 8C)CJ.1) 

135,6 >.e 1xe-

137,14 ey)CJ.1) 

137,19 8C.X.W 

138,14 ey)CJ.1) 

138,17 8 S)CJ.1) 

138,22 8C)CJ.1) 

138,22 ,., 'i.x.oc 

140,3 es.xw 

140,14-15 ey.xw 

140,16 6 s.xw 

r <JJ"""fll iTxoo' cp. O}Jlfh 



( 756a) 

( 764a) 

(778b) 

(787b) 

( 788b) 

(790b) 

(793a) 

(800b) 

(802a) 

(805a) 

(815b) 

Text, Translation, Notes, Indices 

.xw' masc. head 

e.xr,-, e.xw' upon, on, over 133,13.19; 
135,24; 139,19 

e2r1.'i e.xf,-, e.xw' because of, over 136,6; 
135,23-24 (Cp. KW) 

.xeK>.>.c so that 139,3 

.xno, .xno' bring forth 

135,28 1-y.xnooy 

.xoe,c masc. lord 132,18; 133,l; 134,20-21; 
137,15; 138,9.14. [15]; 139,8.11.25; 
140, [3] .12-13 

.x1ca exalt, be high 

.XICG NtHT be high-hearted, become haughty 

136,6 1.q.x1ce NtHT 

.xoe1T masc. olive 

n>.u 1.xoe, T masc. the (Mount) of Olives, 
Olivet 133,15 

.xooy, .xooy' send 

132,10-11 eT>.q.xooyc 

X(l)(l)6e be stained 

XH6G purple 139,18 

-ee so, then 135,22; 138,16 

eooe be weak 

r 6>.6tHT be weak-hearted, afraid 

140,21-22 Hnp76>.•tHT 

GOH fem. power, mighty deed 135,2.23.27; 
136,7.11; 137,10.26; 140,7.27 

61.H 134,8; 140,21 

t 60H give power 

136,3-4 neTe>.yf 60H 

cp. also 134, 8 f NNOy6>.H 
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CHAPTER III 

GRAMMAR 

Pages 132- 40 of Codex VIII, preserved in a much better 

state than most of the pages of this fragmentary codex,
1 

pre

sent a tractate written in reasonably good Coptic. The Coptic 

may be termed Sahidic, and conforms to standard Sahidic to a 

large extent. This Coptic text, like the texts of the Nag 

Hammadi library in general, appears to be written in transla

tional Coptic. Such may be intimated by the Greek loan words, 

which include certain important technical terms {for example 

AnOCTOAOc, ewu, nm., n, and the like) ,
2 

as well as a number 

of more mundane words, such as particles {for example AG and 

Het1), prepositions {for example KATA), and conjunctions {for 

example AAAA and H). This evidence is not conclusive, however, 

since such loan words were widely used in Coptic literature.
3 

A Greek VorZage to the Coptic tractate is not extant, as far 

as we know; thus the Coptic translation of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

provides one of the many texts in the Nag Hammadi library which 

were previously unavailable in the original Greek or in some 

translation. 

The focus of this section of our study is the Coptic text 

of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. In our brief grammatical analysis
4 

we 

shall discuss nonverbal elements, the verbal system, certain 

scribal techniques, and dialectical variants. 

In general, the nonverbal elements in the Coptic text of 

the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. present few surprises. The nouns usually 

conform in spelling to standard Sahidic. An exception to this 

conformity is the noun GOH, which in two instances (134,8; 

140,21) departs from the standard Sahidic spelling and is 

copied as GAH. According to Crum {815b), GAH is the spelling 

attested in the Achmimic, Subachmimic, and Fayyumic dialects.
5 

In addition, the tractate illustrates itacism, using e instead 

of A I in ew1,. 
6 

In this connection we might also note the 

spelling of 811IAH (134,8; 136,2; 137,2.12.16), SOHO) (137,29. 

29-30) , and xe { 1 re) { 132, 15) . Special plural forms can be 

Utilized in the tractate: c1111y, plural of cou, is used at 
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132,15; 139,13.21.28. In typical Coptic fashion, neuter Greek 

nouns become masculine in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. ;
7 

for example,

cwt1� is used with the masculine definite article at 136,17 and 

138,3. 

The tractate naturally makes extensive use of both defi

nite and indefinite articles, and they are generally used in a 

regular fashion. Among the definite articles, n-, T-, and N

are the usual forms, though n1-, t-, and 111- are also attested.
8 

n 1-, t-, and 10- may be utilized instead of ne-, Te-, and us

before words beginning with double consonants,
9 

such as 111cHoy 

(136, 7) and fHTlt�TU)O.Xue (135,11); t- may also be used with 

e1fHHH, hence tfHHH (14 0,17) .10 Before fno, however, a mere

n- is used, for the f is sonant.
11 

In the other cases where 

the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. prefers 111-, t-, and u1-, it may very well 

be that the definite article has more demonstrative force.
12 

ne- is used in two cases: Tei7H (138,12) and nexc (passim). 

In the former case, Te is to be anticipated before a word be

ginning with double consonants or a consonant followed by a 

semi-consonant ( t7), though as we have seen the Ep. Pet. Phi Z. 

prefers 111-, t-, and u1- in such situations. In the latter 

case, the use of no- may have been established by the Christian 

tradition in Egypt, where ·InooOG o Xp.o,6c was translated as 

TT nexc.
13 

ne, TG, and HG are also used as copulas in non

verbal sentences;
14 

and the definite article in general func

tions in a vocative manner.
15 

A couple of times (133,17; 

139,11) the phrase fl< cuJM� is used without the definite 

article--indeed, without any article at all--and seems to 

function in an idiomatic fashion. This artikeZZos phrase may 

be contrasted with the similar phrases making use of the defi

nite article (136,17; 138,3), though no difference in nuance of 

meaning can be detected. 

The indefinite articles are used in an even more regular 

manner. Only two features deserve special mention. The singu

lar indefinite article oy contracts to y several times 

(132, [19]; 133,3.18; 134,13; 135,3; 136,12; 137, [18] .24; 

138,21; 139, [9]); in each instance the contraction takes place, 

in the usual fashion, after � or e. A few times--six to be 

precise--an initial II is doubled before the singular indefinite 
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article: NIIOY6J.H (134,8), NIIOYt7KWfl (136,9), [lf11oy27KWII] 

(136, [9], on the basis of 136,9-10), if110yHop<j>u (136,10-11), 

jf11oyG>OYCIJ. (136,26), and NIIOYCTOXH (139,18). In each case 

but one the root word before which the II is doubled is a Greek 

loan word. Each doubled II functions as a nota accusativi with 

tor TJ.H10, except for 136, [9] and 136,10-11, where the N 

functions as the genitive particle in the phrase enHJ. if-.16

Yet it should be acknowledged that more often in this tractate 

the II is not doubled before oy.17

Although the pronominal prefixes and suffixes of the Ep. 

Pet. Phil. are used in a normal manner, and present no diffi

culties, the independent pronouns merit a few additional com

ments. Sometimes a pronoun can be used as the subject of a 

nonverbal clause (134,17; 135,4-5; 136,16.21; 137,5.10; 139,22), 

with or without the copula, and often (135,4-5; 137,5.10; 

139,22) with the relative in a cleft sentence. In the case of 

lfTWfi• at 137,5, the relative uses the plural 1<-; with the J.11011 

at 139,22, the relative utilizes the masculine singular n-, 

as we have already noted; in the other instances only GT- oc

curs. When the nonverbal clause includes the personal pronoun 

J.NOK, the resultant construction is reminiscent of tyw ELUL, 

the self-declaration often termed an aretalogical statement; 

the J.ttOK can be used with (134,17; 136,16) or without (136,21) 

a copula. Often the personal pronouns of the Ep. Pet. Phil.

are used in order to emphasize the subject of the clause, fre

quently after a change in subjects or a contrast in moods. 

Occasionally it has been possible to reflect this emphasis in 

the translation itself (thus 133,1: "But as for you"; 136,20: 

"But as for them") • Usually, however, such additions to the 

translation constitute overtranslation (thus 137,26, where 

NTWTN is the emphatic subject of the imperative 2WKTHYTN). In 

three instances (136,5; 137,28; 138,15) NTO• is utilized to 
emphasize the noun functioning as subject of a clause, and 

acts practically as a pronominal demonstrative; thus at 137,28 

lhos is translated as "surely." At 138,16 the pronoun J.11011 
functions as the subject of the elliptical verb. 

The verbal system of the Ep. Pet. Phil. presents the 
translator with certain difficult problems and unusual 
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constructions. Thus we shall briefly examine the verbs of the 

tractate, and shall discuss the suffix conjugation, the infini

tive, the imperative, the present system, the future system, 

the perfect system, the habitude, the optative, the conjunc

tive, and the past temporal. We shall also add a -rew remarks 

concerning the passive voice. 

The Coptic suffix conjugation is represented in the Ep. 

Pet. Phil. by only a few verbal forms. nex.i.• is used upon two 

occasions (nex.i.s: 139,10.15), both times as part of a quotation 

formula in the context of the speech of Peter. Elsewhere in 

the tractate the use of a first perfect verb, with es/c/yxw 

MHOC xe, is a more customary quotation formula.
18 

oyu- and 

HH11- are not used in the Ep. Pet. Phil., but oyt1T.i.' and HHtlT-'' 

are; the former occurs as oyt1T.\H (134,26) and the relative 

eTGYtiT.i.s (133,22-23; the oy contracts to y after e), the latter 

occurs as HMIIT-'Y (137 ,11). 

The infinitives of the Ep. Pet. Phil. are of two types, 

simple and causative. The simple infinitives (134,9.21; 135, 

14-15; 136,8-9) are all prefixed with the customary e-,
19 

and 

complement the main verb; at 134,9 the infinitive seems to 

indicate purpose or objective. The main verb in the last three 

of these cases is a form of oywu), a verb which is complemented 

by the conjunctive at 132,16, and by n"-' with the conjunctive 

at 137,12-13. The causative infinitives (ntTre.,Ct, 133,3; 

0Tr 6t1X I, 138, 19-20; GTr 8T8TtlX I, 138, 24; GTreyliT11yfit, 138, 25) 

also are introduced with e- in all but one of the examples; in 

this case n I Tr e11e7 functions as a noun after i'inGKHG re, and con

sequently is prefixed with the masculine singular definite 

article or demonstrative n,-.
20 

The three causative infini

tives introduced with e- all function in proper Coptic fashion, 

as complements of the impersonal verbal form 2.i.r1c.
21 

The imperatives are used in a regular fashion. In most 

instances, the imperative is expressed by means of the simple 

infinitive, such as cw'fM (133,24; 134,1), xt {134,15 ; 139,13), 

t (+csw; 137,24), ,wK' {137,26), and oyw1iz (137 ,27). In a few 

cases certain of the special forms are used: H-'t (134,8; 140,5), 

the imperative prefix H.\- along with the infinitive t, which is 

used in the Ep. Pet. Phil. as well as t to express the 
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imperative of t; 22 H•T•HO' (137,15), which uses the prefix HA

to express the imperative of T•HO; and •HH6 tTII (137 ,23-24), 

which is used to express the plural imperative of et. The 

negative imperative is in evidence on one or two occasions in 

the tractate: certainly at 140,21-22 (Hn1TG••zHT), and probably 

also at 138,1 ('i:l'np[. l�• [ ] ) . 

The verbs of the present system are also regular in the 

Ep. Pet. Phil. As would be anticipated, verbs of the present 

system are frequent in the tractate, and include several con

structions. The first present indicative is used nine times 

[132,16; 134,8-9.16.21.23-24; 135,2; 136,1; 137,5.12), each 

time in a regular fashion; two of those occurrences (136,1; 

137,12) utilize the negative form of the il- prefix with .,,. 

In ten other instances the present relative23 occurs (eTOY•A•,

133,25- 26; 6T<l)OOn, 134,5; 6Til)OOn, 134,17-18; GTP, 135,5; 

6THOOYT, 135,26; GTP, 136, [1]; OTHOOyT, 136,19-20; 6TTAKH0YT, 

137,7; 11eTHOOyT, 139,20-21; 6T11•2Te, 140,18); in several of 

these cases the verb is a qualitative, and in one instance 

(139, 20-21) the relative is prefixed with the definite article 

N- and functions as the object of the preposition. The rela

tive is used adjectivally to modify definite nouns and pro

nouns, of course, and at 135,5 the relative is used with ilTWTtl 

in a cleft sentence. The present circumstantial is the most 

common of the constructions in the present system, and occurs 

some twenty times in the Ep. Pet. Phil. (esTei-11i., 133,11; eyxm, 

133,20-21; ey.xm, 134,3; ecxm, 134,14; GCXID, 135,4; GYHOOYT,

136,13; GSHOOyT, 136,22; GYHOOYT, 137,9; GYXID, 137,14; ecxm, 

137,19; eyt, 137,21; eyil1111y, 138,10-11; eyxm, 138,14; esxm,
138,17; ecxm, 138,22; esOY•••• 139,14; esxm, 140,3; esOY••••

140,10; eyxm, 140,14-15; esxm, 140,16). These circumstantials

often function like the Greek participle, modifying a noun in
the sentence; the most common example of such a construction 
utilizes a circumstantial form of xm in a quotation formula.24

A circumstantial is used instead of a relative to modify a noun
when the antecedent is indefinite; 25 thus a circumstantial form 
Of HOOyT is utilized instead of OTHOOYT after t 6IICUll-U (136, 13) ,
0YrUJHe (136,22), and ,e11rIDHe (137,9), and e•OY••• is used after
oynm;- at 139,14 and 140,10. Furthermore, eyt (137,21) has an
almost independent character,26 and seems to function with r•r
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to communicate a causal meaning, while eyif11Hy (138,10-11) has 

more of a temporal meaning.
27 

The present is converted to the imperfect by means of a 

prefixed 11e- to form NeyHeeye (136,21) and 11esoyo1fi (137,19). 

In the latter case the imperfect is constructed as a relative. 

On two occasions the verbal stem is converted with a prefixed 

,,..., to form 11.i.y.xw (134,20) and 11.>.)"0}.>..xo (138,11); a precise 

analysis of this form is difficult, since it could be described 

as either an imperfect or a second perfect form.
28 

It is true 

that ue- is used to form the imperfect in two other passages of 

the tractate, but a diversity of forms for the imperfect is not 

necessarily to be excluded in such a tractate as the Ep. Pet. 

Phil.
29 

Furthermore, it is reasonable to surmise that these 

two verbs with 11.i.- are intended to emphasize the more continu

ous action characteristic of the imperfect. In the case of 

134,20, the apostles are speaking in a manner which entails, 

literarily, the stringing together of a series of separate 

questions; and in the case of 138,11, the apostles are speaking 

as they are in the process of traveling up to Jerusalem. On 

the other hand, although ifT.>.- is the usual prefix for the sec

ond perfect in Sahidic, GT.>.- and 11.i.- are attested as dialecti

cal forms, and the prefix eT.i.- also occurs elsewhere in the 

tractate, apparently as a second perfect form replacing the 

past temporal. It is not readily apparent why a second perfect 

would be employed in 134,20, unless the scribe meant to empha

size the direct statement; in 138,11 it may be suggested that 

the scribe could have intended to emphasize the adverbial ele

ment of the sentence, the introductory temporal clause or, more 

probably, the concluding GToe phrase. Here we are suggesting 

that the two verbal forms with 1u.- be understood as imperfects, 

although the evidence is not decisive. In either interpretation 

these two verbs can be described as dialectical variants. 

The future system is represented in the Ep. Pet. Phil. by 

first, second, and third future forms. The first future occurs 

in the indicative (tu.>.oJ.>..xe, 135,8; stu.fo0Ho1, 137,29
30

), the 

relative (eTN.>.·h 137,10, with ifTwiN in a cleft sentence; eT7'uu.t, 

137,16, with .>.OJ TG ee; and in addition eTe ifq11.>..x1 .>.11, 138,28, 

with the negative prefix and particle), and the circumstantial 
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(eT6THl.Kl.K, 137,6, used with eu;wne in a temporal or conditional 

clause; 6T6TH.i.uoK, 140,19, used in a temporal clause). Here 

and elsewhere in the tractate, the scribe of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ.

shows a preference for shorter forms; the scribe chooses not to 

double the " for the second person plural, and consequently 

does not use a supralinear stroke in that connection, since the 

" is followed by a vowel. The second future occurs when the 

scribe wishes to emphasize an adverbial element in the sen

tence: the e11.>.TOO)t4 at 133,4 provides stress for il.>.OJ if2 0; the 

use of e11.i.&wK at 134,25 places stress on the concluding inter

rogative phrase; the use of eTeT11.i.u;wne at 137,8 may give added 

emphasis to the ToTe or, more plausibly, to the concluding 

prepositional phrase; and the eTeTu.i.t at 137,20 emphasizes the 

iffae. The scribe of the tractate can also utilize the second 

future with 1e in final clauses (so with eN.i.e,, 132,19; e11.i.t, 

132,20; eu.>. 27, 133,5). Such a use of the second future with 1e 

is attested in Coptic literature, although, as in this tractate, 

it is more customary to find a final clause utilizing 1e with 

the third future.
31 

The third future occurs in a final clause 

with 1s at several places in the tractate (so with eKe<!l, 133,7; 

06le1oc, 134,15; eyen>..>.cc.>., 136,12; eseel, 136,27; eyeT.>.OJG, 

140,12; eyeT.i.OJe, 140,25-26). In addition, the third future may be 

used in a final sense with 1eK.>..i.c (es[e ), 139,3) and, in one 

instance, with both 27u.i. and 1e (e11ee1pe, 140,6-7).
32 

In two 

other instances the third future is also used (eTOT11et, 137,23; 

es6(1)'.l)ne, 140,19-20); in both cases the sense of the future oc

curs in a much stronger fashion than with the first future.
33 

In the first case eTeT11et seems to strengthen the second future 

form GTGT11.i.t in 137,20, and thus places added emphasis upon the 

statement, almost to the point of making it an order: "you shall 

fight" or even "you must fight." In the second case es eaprne 

also seems to provide added emphasis for the statement, and 

gives the impression of a wish: "there shall be," even "may 

there be." 

In the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. more verbs occur in the perfect than 

in any other tense, as we would expect in a tractate dominated 

in the framework and the revelation itself by narrative con

structions. The first perfect indicative occurs some eighty 
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times in the tractate;
34 

two of these times it is used in the 

negative, which is constructed in the normal fashion in the 

tractate, with Rn(o)• prefixed to the verbal stem. When the 

subject of the first perfect verb is a noun, the noun often is 

prefixed with �-, though the verb sometimes has no prefixed 

letters (135,3; 137,13-14; 138,21; 140,10-11). More often, 

however (at 133,12; 134,13.19; 137,18; 138,8; 139, [ 4-5); 14 0, 

[1-2].7-8.23-24), both the subjects and the verbs possess all 

the appropriate prefixes. We may also note that at 134,9-10; 

135,16.18.26-27; 138,4 .13-14.17; 139,9; 14 0,16, the verbs pos

sess all the appropriate prefixes and the subjects are indi

cated by t161. In the speech of Peter at 139,11-12 and 15-16, 

on the other hand, the nouns seem to function without the first 

perfect prefixes, or t161, as subjects of the first perfect 

verbs. The perfect relative occurs in two forms: more often 

than not the prefix OT�• is attached to the verbal stem 

(GT�qxooyc, 132,10-11; 6T�yorHT, 132,21-22; GT�KRTtllOy, 133, 

24-25; 6T�qoyw1i"L 134,12-13; 6T�YCWTM, 136,25; GT�·ir, 138,2; 

neT�qoyw,�, 138,6), but on five occasions the prefix eTe�• is 

utilized (neTe�yt, 136,3-4 ; 6T6�Cu}l)ne, 136,15; eTe�qzo, 136,18; 

GTG�qUJl)116, 138,12-13; 116TO�lt.XI, 139,22-23). Both of these

forms differ from the usual Sahidic form. OT�• as a first 

perfect relative prefix is a dialectical form attested in 

Bohairic, Achmimic, and Fayyumic, and only occasionally in 

Subachmimic, and eTe�• also represents a different dialect.
35 

Finally, the first perfect circumstantial occurs three times as 

well in the tractate (e�ycHoy, 136,5; o�•r•o1101, 137,29-30;

e�qT�yoGl, 137,30); in each of these instances the perfect

circumstantial may connote a sense of time prior to that of the 

main verb. 
36 

A precise identification of the two verbal forms prefixed 

with u�- (u�y.xw, 134,20; 11�)'0)�.xo, 138,11) is, as we have seen, 

not easy to make. The forms could conceivably indicate a dia

lectical form of either the imperfect or the second perfect. 

Three verbs occur in the first habitude (praeoens coneue

tudinis) in the Ep. Pet. Phil., and these three verbal forms 

are constructed in a regular manner. uGOJJ.KOOlfx (133,2) is the 

preterite form of the habitude, OTe ��yHoyTo (133,14 ) is the 
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relative form, and GTG �.i.ycwoyi (133,15-16) is likewise the 

relative form. In each case these verbs express, though per

haps somewhat subtly, the sort of action connoted by the habi

tude: the state of affairs with or typical posture of Philip 

(133,2), or the usual or habitual action on the part of the 

people or the apostles (133,14.15-16). 

The optative is utilized only once in the tractate, and 

there it is found in the negative. HnfTreucwfH occurs at 139, 

28-29, and is constructed in the usual manner, with Hnf- pre

fixed to the causative infinitive form Tre'. 

Seven conjunctive verbal forms are observed in the Ep. 

Pet. Phil., and they are used in a regular manner. They can be 

used after the second future (t1fi1T.i.�G, 132,20-21), after the 

causative infinitive (t1T71e1He, 133,4), and after the negative 

optative (t1fi1HOOO)e, 139,30). In addition, the conjunctive is 

used twice after the Greek conjunction 2wcTG in a result clause 

(iiTo- f, 134,11; t1Tefiu:1, 138,27). Two other times the con

junctive functions as a verbal complement after oyuxiJ (ffK1He, 

132,16; tlTGTIUIOYiH, 137,13) .
37 

In the first instance the NK

is of interest, since this prefix is used frequently in Fayyu

mic, t1r- being the more usual form in Sahidic.
38 

In the second 

instance, the conjunctive is introduced by the Greek loan word 

z7tu .. 

The seven past temporal (temporalis) verbal forms deserve 

particular attention. Three times (ffTere•x1Toy, 133,8; 

ffTerG•OUJOY, 133,9-10; t1TGroys'1, 133,18) the past temporal con

forms to standard Sahidic, but on four other occasions the dia

lectical form GT.I.' is utilized (eT.i.coywti"i, 135 ,12, with the 

GT.i.- prefixing the subject partly emended at 135,10; GT.i.c�.i.xe, 

135,15-16; GT.l.CCJ}'.UXn, 135,17; GT.i.,x1, 135,22, with GT.I.- prefix

ing the subject). The context makes it clear that past tempor

al forms are desired here, and the Bohairic GT.i." is utilized in 

these four instances.
39 

A few words should be devoted to the use of the passive 

Voice in the Ep. Pet. Phil. The passive may be formed when a 

third person plural pronominal subject is utilized with a verb 

Whose object is the one acted upon. This circumlocutory con

struction is used several times in this tractate, though it is 
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not always clear whether a passive construction or a somewhat 

ambiguous subject is the intention of the author. It may be 

suggested that the passive is intended at 132,21-2 2 (6TAY6fHT 

MMOS}, 133,14 (�AYMOYTO 6fOS}, 134,23-24 (C6AMA2T6 MMOH), 

135,28 (Ayxnooy}, apparently 136,3-4 (nGTOAYt GOM tlAS), 136,17 

(Ayfi111ooyT), possibly 137 ,1 (AyMoy2 e&o� [ ] ) , most likely 

137,5 (coAMAzTe MMWTrd, 138,5-6 (AYTWf'll R-), probably 138,25 

(6Tf6YiTTHyfi<), 139,16 (AYA�fit), 139,18-19 (AYAUJT'I), and 139,19 

�YTOMC't) 

When we examine the peculiar techniques of the scribe of 

the Ep. Pet. Phil., we discover some important matters of style. 

To begin with, we should note that the scribal hand of Codex 

VIII--the so-called "majority hand 0040
--is a clear and attrac

tive hand; the letters are formed with considerable consistency 

and grace. Such a scribal hand--in contrast to the scribal 

hand of, for example, the first two tractates of Codex XI-

allows for some confidence in the restoration of letters where 

only a portion of the letter now remains.
41 

The scribe of 

Codex VIII also made use of a system of decoration and punctua

tion. Not only are the title, the opening, and the conclusion 

of the tractate set off by clear scribal marks. The scribe 

also utilized indentation or eisthesis (for the title, 132,10-

11); extra space between lines (between 132,11, the conclusion 

of the title, and 132,12, the opening of the tractate itself); 

perhaps ekthesis (132,16, a possible "paragraph" designation); 

supralinear dots (passim, used to separate sentences and sense 

units) and dicoZa (132,11, at the end of the title where it is 

followed by a dip Le obe Lismene, or "forked paragraphus"; 

136,15, at the end of the myth of the mother; probably at 

138,16, at the end of the question on suffering; 139,21, at 

the end of the traditional kerygmatic formulae; 140,15, after 

the liturgical "Amen"; and 140 ,27, at the conclusion of the 

tractate, where it is also followed by a dipLe obeLismene); 

scribal strokes like the coronis or paragraphus in the margin 

(after 132,11; 136,15; 138,16; and 140,15 --always, it seems, in 

conjunction with the dicola); and extra space on the line it

self (139,21. 28; 140,15--after the dicoLon, or after a supra

linear dot at a clear break in the text of the speech of 
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peter) .
42 

Again, the scribe also made extensive use of ab

breviations, particularly of common nomina sacra: Tc for tHcoyc, 

in:- for xptcToc, nll"I' for nHeyH>., eTITTf for 01epoyc>.�HH, and per

haps xe for x>.1pe1u. 

Furthermore, in at least two instances a scribe (or a la

ter reader) emended the text that was first written. At 134, 

22 a K apparently has been corrected to an y, and at 138,14 an 

y seemingly has been corrected over a "· In both instances the 

apparent mistake was reasonable enough, and the correction was 

accomplished by utilizing the ink already present and adding 

additional strokes for the desired emendation; in the latter 

instance some attempt may also have been made to erase part 

of the •· 

Particular mention should be made of the word divisions at 

the ends of the Coptic lines. It is obvious that the scribe 

did not divide the words in an arbitrary manner, but was care

ful to divide words in a manner approaching our division on the 

basis of syllables. A cursory examination of the text would 

suggest that the scribe preferred to end a line with a completed 

word, if possible, but also was able to divide a word between 

consonants, or after a vowel and before a consonant. In numer

ous instances it seems as if the scribe divided a word according 

to the separable components, for example by separating prefixed 

elements from the verbal or substantival base. Apparently the 

scribe felt less confident in dividing Greek words, and clearly 

wished to finish a Greek word on a line, even if it meant ex

tending the line noticeably into the right margin, Such an ob

vious tendency allows us to suggest the unusually long line at 

136,9, and could also provide an argument for xe[1re] rather 

than xe at 132,15. 

Finally, a few comments should be made on the matter of 

dialectical variants in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., a topic already 

discussed in a number of contexts in the preceding pages. As 

we have seen, in two instances the noun 6>.H does not conform to 

the standard Sahidic spelling GOH, the imperfects (or second 

Perfects) represent forms attested in dialects other than 

Sahidic, the GT>.' perfect relative and past temporal verbs are 

forms known in the dialects, and the conjunctive prefix NK- is 
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also found in Fayyumic. In addition, it may be noted that the 

interjection Ae7o (134,1) is attested in this form in Bohairic, 

and A
0

io is also to be found in Fayyumic, but the usual form in 

standard Sahidic is 2A"io or 2A<flo; the forms A610 and A"io, how

ever, are also known in Sahidic and old idiomatic Coptic.
43 

The 

interrogative pronoun Aoy11r (138,16) is to be found in Bohairic 

manuscripts, oy11r being the usual form in Sahidic; here too, 

however, the form Aoy11r is also used in both Sahidic and Bohai

ric manuscripts, and sometimes in the sense of a qal wa-homer.
44 

Again, the prepositional form ue1111• with the second plural suf

fix (140,22) is found in Fayyumic, though with the second plural 

suffix ue11e• (Achmimic and Subachmimic)
45 

ought also to lengthen 

the second e to 11. 
46 

According to Crum (169b), the form ue11e•

is also known in "s a .. 
47 

and Fayyumic. TAKHOYT (137,7) is de

scribed by Crum (405a) as the Bohairic form of the qualitative 

of TAKO, the standard Sahidic form being TAKHY(T) .
48 

THUG oc

curs at 137,7 as the pronominal suffix of the verb, in the form 

known in Achmimic and Subachmimic rather than the more usual 

Sahidic form THyfii.
49 

oyA2- (135,13) has been identified as an

Achmimic, Bohairic, and Fayyumic form of oye2- (oywz) in the 

expression OYA2 cAzNe, though OYA2 is attested in certain Sa

hidic constructions as well. 
50 

Again, 27 ,ij,moyse (133,5) makes

use of the Sahidic and Subachmimic form of ujMuoyse, the Bohairic 

and Fayyumic form being UJ6UNOys1; yet, as Crum (570a) points 

out, the Bohairic seems to prefer this expression, while the 

Sahidic often utilizes the Greek or some other Coptic expres

sion.
51 

Once again, the particle 270 (138,16) is utilized in 

the usual Subachmimic form; but although the standard Sahidic 

form is .ne, Crum (645b) cites one instance where 27e is also 

attested in Sahidic.
5 2 

Finally, the pronominal form xo• (138, 

22; probably also at 134,15) is known as a Subachmimic and Bo

hairic pronominal form of xw, the Sahidic (and also the Sub

achmimic) being attested as xoo•,
53

Furthermore, Hans-Martin Schenke and Orva l Wintermute have 

also contributed some additional observations on dialectica l 

matters. Schenke
54 

has suggested that 133,24-26 be restored as

eTA [K]HTIO[o]y fi't nGKA.\OY eTOYAA• le nexc, and thus has solved 

the dilemma of this lacuna. It has been known, of course, that 
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HAT(l)OY is the Sahidic form of the qualitative of HATG, and al

ready at the end of June of 1967, H. J. Polotsky suggested that 

he expected some form of the verb for "to be pleased" in this 

passage.
55 

In the Oxyrhynchite text of Acts 9:22 a clause oc

curs which is not to be found in either the Sahidic or the Bo

hairic: GTG ,.._niif MTooy 2rH
0

i ti.HTS, "in whom God has taken 

pleasure." This clause, which is also found in Old Latin as 

"in quo deus bene sensit," bears a striking resemblance to the 

restored passage at 133,24-26. Not only are both clauses per

fect relatives, but also both utilize a form of fl•-, ir 2 HT'. 

wolf-Peter Funk
56 

has thus suggested that MTooy is an Oxy

rhynchite and MTU>Oy a Sahidic form of the infinitive of H.>.TG. 

Orval Wintermute has provided a couple of additional sug

gestions on some constructions in our tractate. According to 

him, the difference in form between,.-.._� ir2 s (133,4-5) and,.-.._� 

NfHTe (134,26) may be due to dialectical influence, the former 

being Sahidic and the latter perhaps Bohairic.
57 

Again, 

Wintermute suggests that the use of the relative with the 

demonstrative nH (134,12; 137,19; 138,27-28) illustrates the 

Bohairic type of relative substantive, without the aspirated 

stops of true Bohairic.
58 

Indeed, as we have seen, elsewhere 

in the Ep. Pet. Phil. the relative substantive may be found 

with the definite article, for example neT.>.•oyw,n at 138, 6. 

Hence, although the Coptic of our tractate may be desig

nated as Sahidic, a considerable number of dialectical variants 

may also be noted. Besides the dialectical forms which may be 

described as Subachmimic, to which the Nag Harnmadi tractates in 

general bear ample witness, additional variants in the Ep. Pet. 

Phil. also suggest particularly Bohairic forms. How are we to 

interpret this data relating to dialectical peculiarities? 

Although our present knowledge of the character and development 

of Coptic dialects is incomplete and imperfect, we may suggest 

three possible answers. 

First of all, it could be suggested that the dialectical 

variants provide hints of sources which reflect the dialectical 

Peculiarities of the Delta (Bohairic) or some other area to the 

north of Chenoboskeia and Pabau. Such a suggestion might be 

supported by the observation that certain dialectical forms 
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occur exclusively in particular sections of the Ep. Pet. Phil. 

which on other grounds may be identified as unique units. Thus 

the Bohairic past temporal form eT�- is used four times in the 

tractate (135,12.15-16.17. 22), each time within the context of 

the Savior's first revelatory answer (135,8-136,15) ,
59 

which

constitutes a section set off from the tractate by means of its 

opening subtitle (eTge nt<l)'.lXDT Hell iTTe 11eill11, 135,8-9), its un

christianized character, and the concluding punctuation marks.60 

This source theory, however, assumes that sections of the 

tractate had an independent history as Coptic traditions, with

in areas of Egypt where certain dialects were dominant. Subse

quently, this theory suggests, dialectically divergent materials 

were brought together and combined into a single tractate, with 

their dialectical peculiarities still evident. Such a theory, 

we would judge, cannot be maintained on the basis of the evi

dence in the Ep. Pet. Phil. To begin with, this theory calls 

into question the usual assumption about the literary history 

of the Coptic materials in the Nag Hammadi library, namely that 

they "1ere initially composed in Greek and later translated into 

Coptic, with only minor editorial work being done at the Coptic

level. The dialectical evidence of the Ep. Pet. Phil. does not 

suffice to contradict this supposition. Our tractate is too

short to provide numerous examples, and the dialectical vari

ants "1hich can be observed do not usually cluster as neatly as 

the e�amples of the past temporal forms just noted.
61 

Two other possible explanations for the dialectical vari

ants are more reasonable. On the one hand, it is conceivable

that the scribe, with a native dialect other than Sahidic, was 

able to conform to standard Sahidic in only an imperfect and 

somewhat inconsistent manner. Such an explanation may be made 

more complex by the suggestion that a plurality of translators, 

scribes, and copyists may have turned their attention, at one 

time or another, to the Ep. Pet. PhiL, and may have approached 

the text with different philological standards and abilities. 

On the other hand, it may also be proposed that it is mis

leading even to suggest a truly standard Sahidic for the early 

Coptic of the Nag Hammadi library. Perhaps such early Coptic 

had not yet been sufficiently standardized and identified with 
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particular regions, but rather existed in a "mixed" state. 

According to this explanation, "standard Sahidic" is a term 

which is meaningful only at a later stage of the Coptic 
62 

language. 

Whatever may be the case with the dialectical variants, 

the philological peculiarities of our tractate remain, and 

provide a variegated texture for the Ep. Pet. Phil. 

83 





NOTES 

CHAPTER III 

1rn addition to the minor lacunae, which can be filled
with considerable confidence, the Ep. Pet. Phil. presents us 
with only four major lacunae, all at the top of the latter 
pages of the codex: 137,1-2; 138,l; 139,1-4; 140,1-2. 

2see the indices of proper names and Greek loan words 
above, pp. 47-49. These Greek loan words include terms which 
themselves have come into Greek as Semitic loan words: �µnv 
( l1,l�), 'Ie:pouoa>,.nµ (O?Wn;), ·1110001; ('!�tu.;). 

3More conclusive would be the evidence of a Greek title, 
or Greek endings, or Greek idioms translated into clumsy Coptic; 
such evidence proves helpful in the analysis of other Coptic 
tractates. In the Ep. Pet. Phil. the title utilizes Greek loan 
words, but the syntax is Coptic. Similarly, the nominal forms 
among the Greek loan words uniformly use the nominative singular 
endings, and the verbal forms imperatival endings (see Till, 
Koptische Grammatik, §280). Greek idioms (for example tv (,�) 
owµa,�) are represented in our tractate, and certain difficult 
passages could conceivably be explained by referring to a sug
gested Greek VorZage (see below, p. 188 n. 237). 

4This grammatical analysis is based, in part, on discus
sions and unpublished studies by members of the Coptic Gnostic 
Library Project of the Institute for Antiquity and Christianity. 
These studies are available in the Nag Hammadi Archive of the 
Institute; the most significant study for the following dis
cussion is the paper of Orval Wintermute ("The Verbal System of 
VIII,2"). 

5For a brief introduction (with bibliography) to the 
Coptic dialects and the Coptic language in general, see Bentley 
Layton, "Coptic Language," IDBSup, 174-79. 

6ewu occurs at 134,22; 135,9.15.21.25; ,.iw11 is never used 
in the tractate. Note also ,-1Kwu at 136,9. On the other hand, 
6lpH11H is used at 140,27, and GIAG• at 136,15. On itacism in 
the Greek of the period see BDF, SS22-25. Here it may also be 
observed that the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. tends to prefer the I alone 
instead of 01 in Coptic words. Thus 1wfl rather than e 1wr, oc
curs at 134,12. 1wT is used consistently except for 136,28; 
137,27: in the former instance the use of the abstract form may 
account for the retention of the 01, and in the latter instance 
the prefixed possessive adjective 11•- (with its concluding•) 
may account for the spelling e1wT. (Though still likely, the e 
of 01wT is visually uncertain, since only a trace of ink is 
Visible in this damaged section of papyrus.) 

7see Till, Koptische Grammatik, §76.

85 
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8
111-: 132,21; 133,3; 134,ll; 135, [9] .10.16.18.21; 136,5. 

7.16.18; 137,22.25; 138,12; 139,27; 140,25. t-: 134,4.7; 
135, [l] .l.10.11.13; 136,15.27; 137,26; 140,17. 111-: 133,15.23; 
135,2.21.25.27; 136,7.ll; 137,10.16. (17] .21; 140,8. 

9
on ne-, TG-, and 11e- before words beginning with double 

consonants, see Till (Koptische Grammatik, S88) and Crum (258b). 

10
see Till, Koptische Grammatik, S87: trH11H, when T is 

often written as t before an introductory e 1, 

11
see Walters, An ELementary Coptic Grammar (S20), where 

fn8 is cited as an example. 

12
The definite article is, after all, a demonstrative, 

albeit a weak demonstrative. Hence it becomes somewhat arbi
trary to distinguish between n,-, t-, and 111- as comparable to 
our definite article on the one hand, and to our demonstrative 
on the other. 

13
cp. Till, Koptische Grammatik, S96. 

14
Note ne as a copula at 134,17; 135, [10].20; 136,16; 

137,3; 139,22.27; T8 at 137,16; n8 at 136,3. n- is used with 
a relative clause in a cleft sentence at 136,3 and 139,22, and 
11- at 137,6; see Till, Koptische Grammatik, §247; H. J. Polotsky, 
"Norninalsatz und Cleft Sentence im Koptischen," Or 31 (1962) 
413-30; more examples above, p. 71. neT8 with .1.uo11 at 139,22 
presents no real difficulty, and is attested in Coptic (Till, 
Kop tische Grammatik, S246; Polotsky, "Nominalsatz," 419-20). 119 
can also be used with the feminine Hc1 (Isis) in line 94 of the 
great magical papyrus of Paris (Bibl. Nat. suppl. gr. 574); see 
PCM l. 70.

15
see l33,2l(bis) .22; l34,3.4.6(bis) .20; 137,15; 140,4. 

Possessive adjectives also function in a vocative fashion at 
132,16; 133,6; 134,7; 139,13.21.28; 140, [3]. 

16
see Crum, 154a. 

17
see 133,27; 135,17.19-20.22; 136,7-8; 137,4.ll; 

139, [17]; 140,5. 

18
Note the entries in the index of Coptic words, s. v. "xw." 

19
The e of eT.1.H10 at 136,8 is in a lacuna, but may be 

restored with total confidence. 

20
see Till, Koptische Grammatik, S348. 

21
crum, 69 6a. 

22
see Till, Koptische Grammatik, §298; Crum, 392b. Per

haps tis utilized as the imperative in 137,24 because of the 
idiomatic phrase t c•w; note also the opinion of Lefort cited 
in Till, Koptische Grammatik (S298 n. 11). 
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23The relative prefix can also be used in a nonverbal 
manner, as at 132,15; 136,23; 137,6.22; 138,7. 
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24The same sort of quotation formula can be used in the 
Coptic (Sahidic) NT. Note, for example, Acts 8:24: A•OVUXQ• N61 
CIHON e•.xw MMOC xe; or again, Luke 19:16: ArKQ<>rW AG 61 eq.xw 
HMOC xe. 

25see Till, Koptische Crammatik, S4 75: "Der unechte Rela
tivsatz." 

26on the independent use of such verbal forms, see ibid.,
S334. eyt could be understood as a second present form, in 
which case the MN phrase of 137,22 could be stressed. 

27on the nonverbal use of the circumstantial prefix e
with a preposition, note 133,17; 138,3; 139,11. 

28see w. Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik (Munich: Beck,
1961) §264 (uA- for second perfect in Achmimic), §270 (11A- for 
imperfect in Bohairic, Achmimic, and Fayyumic). 

29No neat pattern can be seen in the use of 11e- and ,a-
in our tractate. Although the imperfects with us- occur within 
the general context of the revelatory answers of Christ, the 
second occurrence is in the quotation formula of the additional 
revelatory answer. 11A- occurs once within the quotation for
mula introducing the questions raised by the apostles, and once 
in the description of the apostles discussing matters on the 
road to Jerusalem. 

30on the use off- with Greek verbs in Sahidic and the 
dialects, see Crum (84a) and Till (Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, 
Sl87). In the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., r- is used with a Greek verb at 
137,29.29-30; 139,16-17; 140,14; a Greek verb is used without 
r- at 136,12.

31see Marvin R. Wilson, Coptic Future Tenses: Syntactical 
Studies in Sahidic (The Hague: Mouton, 1970) 25-27, 48-51; Till, 
Koptische Crammatik, S361. In the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., xs with the 
second future occurs only at the very beginning of the tractate, 
in the letter itself. 

32
i-1t1A with the conjunctive at 137 ,13 is discussed below.

33
see Till, Koptische Crammatik, §308; Wilson, Coptic 

Future Tenses, 52-64. 

34
First perfect: 132,17; 133,6.10.12.13.19.20.27; 134,2. 

2-3.9-10.13.19.25; 135,3.6.14.16.18.19.22.23.25.26.28; 136,4.6. 
[7] .8.ll.13-14.17.19.22-23.23-24.26.28; 137,l(?) .3-4.13-14.18; 
138,4 .5-6.8.10.13.16.17.18.21.22; 139, [SJ .5.6(bis) .8.9. (12].
13.14.[16].16.16-17.17.18-19.19.20.24; 140,[2].8.9.10-11.11.
13.14.16.24.26. First perfect negative: 133,3; 136,20-21.
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35
see Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §347. For both 

eT�• and eTe�• note may be taken of the discussion and refer
ences in Wintermute ("The Verbal System of VIII,2," 8-9) where 
he attempts to suggest a possible Middle Egyptian origin of the 
form eTe�•, in a setting where the 2�- prefix was utilized to 
form the perfect and €Te 2�- was used for the relative; see 
also the example above, p. 81. In this connection, note Till 
(Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §262) on the Subachmimic and Fay
yumic forms. 

36
In the case of e�ycMoy at 136,5 it is also possible that 

the circumstantial functions in a manner analogous to the con
junctive (see Till, Koptische Crammatik, §331), and could be 
understood as a coordinate clause parallel to �YtQH�e HMos. In 
this interpretation the two clauses could be translated as 
follows: "they served him and praised him." Cp. the similar 
use of the Greek participle (BDF, §§419-20). Our interpreta
tion, however, an interpretation which fits very well the use 
of the Coptic circumstantial as well as the Greek participle, 
seems to function better in the context: after the powers 
praised the Arrogant One (cp. also 135,26-28), they assumed 
their stance as his servants. Other adverbial ideas than the 
temporal are also possible, for example the instrumental: "they 
served him by praising him." 

37
on OY<OO) with the conjunctive, see Crum (500b). As we 

have seen, O)'UX!) may be complemented by the infinitive elsewhere 
in the tractate. Wintermute ( "The Verbal System of VIII, 2," 

4-5) may be consulted for his suggestions concerning the use of 
the conjunctive after OYoXI)· Among other things, he suggests 
that the conjunctive is used with oyun) much more frequently in 
Bohairic than in Sahidic. Such a tendency is also apparent 
from the few examples cited by Crum. 

38
see Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §267; Koptische 

Grammatik, §321. 

39
As Till claims (Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §265) with 

regard to the temporaZis, "Im 8 ( ist es) durch Perf. II (= eT�-) 
ersetzt" (parenthetical insertions mine) . 

40
cp. James M. Robinson, "On the Codicology of the Nag 

Hammadi Codices," pp. 17-18 in Les textes de Nag Hammadi 
(NHS 7; ed. J.-E. Menard; Leiden: Brill, 1975). 

41
For example, the mere presence of the tail of a letter 

at 138,1 makes � a very likely restoration, for the scribe 
writes �•s in a consistent way. 

42
For a discussion of these scribal conventions, see Eric 

Turner, Greek Manuscripts of the Ancient World (London: Oxford 
University, 1971) 9-15. 

43
see Crum, 2a, 636b. 
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44
see Crum, 21b, 488b. In both Matt 7:11 and Heb 9:14, a 

qai wa-homer is utilized. In both instances the Bohairic has
1e •Y"P H���ou, but the Sahidic uses the Greek loan words 
nocw Hl-.AXOU . 

45
so with Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §153. 

46
so also 11-, MHO', at 137,5: i'iHU>fll; 11-, 1, •• , at 134,16: 

1rnfl1; e-, epo•, at 138,23: epwfl1 (also consider 6pw• at 139,9). 

47
"Sa'idic with Achmimic tendency (mostly Theban) "; Crum, 

xiii b. 

48
see also Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §218. 

49
Ibid., §120. Elsewhere, the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. can make use 

of THyfl1, for example at 137, 26. 

50
According to Crum (505b), oy.2 occurs as a standard 

spelling in several dialects, Sahidic included, of the pro
nominal form and conjunctive participle of O)"U>t, Also see 
Crum, 385b, s.v. 11 c.>r.2Ne." 

51
consider, for example, Acts 8:4, where the Bohairic has 

ey2, OJGtrnoy•, i'in ,c • .x I and the Sahidic eyT�OJG oe IOJ i'i110J�.X6; or 
1 Cor 15:2, where the Bohairic reads �·i 2 , OJGtrnoysi and the 
Sahidic iiT�·iey.rre�1ze. Also see Crum, 257b, s.v. "T�U)O 0610)." 

52
Also note Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §§322, 341. 

53
see Crum, 754a; Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, §§193, 

200. Till classifies .xoo• as a Sahidic, Achmimic, and Sub
achmimic form, and .xo• as a Bohairic form. The sole example
of .xoo• in the Ep. Pet. Phil. occurs at 138,2, where there is
considerable uncertainty about the restoration.

54
schenke, "On the Middle Egyptian Dialect of the 

Coptic Language," 58*(104); also see Bethge, col. 168 n. 8, 
Schenke has advised me privately, in letters of 11 May and 
21 September 1978, of an additional occurrence of the verb 
i'iTwoy in a Coptic fragment (to be published by Dr. Bernd Jorg 
Diebner). 

55
Notes of Frederik Wisse's consultation with Prof. 

Polotsky, on file at the Institute for Antiquity and Chris
tianity (p. 1). 

56
w.-P. Funk, "Zur Syntax des koptischen Qualitativs," 

Zei tschrift fur Agyptiache Sprache und AZ tertumskunde 104 (1977) 
31-32.

5 7
wintermute, "The Verbal System of VIII, 2, " 3. Note the 

examples cited by Crum at 305a; (t1)•0J 11pHTG is often used in 
Bohairic, and a construction utilizing 26 or the Greek in
Sahidic. 
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58
wintermute, "The Verbal System of VIII,2," 14-15, where 

an additional example from the Gospel of John is given. See 
also Till, Koptische DiaZektgrammatik, SS358-60. 

59
Note also the use of GT<�>ttffiT�TcwfH, 135,10-11. This 

section is discussed below, pp. 121-28. 

60
rn three other instances (133,8.9-10.18) the past tem

poral conforms to standard Sahidic, and these three forms occur 
in the narrative framework of the tractate. 

61
aere we may also note that the evidence of the grammati

cal peculiarities is similarly inconclusive as evidence for the 
independent transmission of particular Coptic sections of the 
Ep. Pet. PhiZ. In most cases where certain sections show 
grammatical peculiarities, this situation may be traced to the 
character of the Greek VorZage; see below, p. 190 (with the 
notes}. But also see the use of xe with the second future in a 
final clause, discussed above, p. 75, and esp. n. 31. 

62
For a general discussion of these issues, see Layton, 

"Coptic Language," IDBSup, 175-77. 



Title (132,10-11) 

CHAPTER IV 

COMMENTARY 

The Ep. Pet. Phil. opens with a superscribed title: 

TGOICTO>.H FinGTfOC eT>.q.xooyc Ficj>n1nnoc, "The letter of Peter 

which he sent to Philip," usually shortened and simplified in 

the secondary literature to "The Letter of Peter to Philip." That 

these two lines are intended to designate the tractate title 

cannot be doubted. The use of eisthesis, the extra space be

tween 132,11 and 132,12, the dicolon and diple obelismene at 

the end of 132,11, and the marginal punctuation after 132,11 

and decoration at 132,13 all point to the fact that the scribe 

considered 132,10-11 to function as the tractate title. The 

superscription is the only indication of a title for the Ep. 

Pet. Phil., for no titular incipit and no subscription appear.
1 

According to its title, then, the Ep. Pet. Phil. is an 

en1cTo .. H, and like a few other tractates in the Nag Hammadi 

library the Ep. Pet. Phil. has some relationship to this popu

lar Gattung of the letter.
2 

The Ap. Jas. takes the form of a 

letter from James to a certain unknown addressee ([ ... ]ooc, 

I 1,2); James claims that he has written this work fi1 t6HCtGe1 

HHH-Tt6&f>.101c, "in Hebrew characters" (1,15-16), and can use 

the terms >.nOKfycj,011 (1,10.30-31) and >.oroc (1,28) to describe 

his letter. Again, the Treat. Res. claims to be written by 

some teacher to a certain Rheginos, and although no opening of 

the letter is given, a closing is provided at 50,11-16. 

Eugnostos, too, is in the form of a letter, apparently with the 

appropriate opening and closing elements.
3 

In addition to 

these letters in the Nag Hammadi library, we know of other let

ters which were in use among the Gnostics; besides Ptolemy's 

Letter to Flora, we can cite letters of Valentinus, Monoimus 

the Arabian, and Marcion. 

Furthermore, just as a magnificent epistolary tradition 

developed around Paul and the Pauline school, so also a more 

modest collection of letters came to be ascribed to Peter. 

These Petrine or pseudo-Petrine letters include, in addition to 

91 
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the Ep. Pet. Phii., the two catholic letters of Peter in the 

NT, the Epistuia Petri at the opening of the Pseudo-Clementines, 

and perhaps another letter of Peter known only from a brief 

quotation in Optatus.
4 

Of these letters the Epistuia Petri is 

of particular interest, since it shares a number of features 

with our tractate. Not only is it prefixed to the beginning of 

a collection of materials relating to Peter; it also is intended 

to attest the authority of Peter, and as it concludes the Con

testatio begins by referring to the recipient--here James the 

Just--reading and responding to the letter in a manner reminis

cent of 133,8-11 in our tractate.
5 

The Ep. Pet. Phii., how

ever, is not identical with any of these letters of Peter. It 

must represent a newly discovered work in the Petrine corpus, 

and it constitutes an additional witness to the popularity of 

the epistolary genre in the early church.
6 

A problem emerges, however, when we compare the title of 

this tractate with the actual contents. Though the tractate is 

entitled TentcTo�H i'1neTpoc, this letter of Peter actually con

stitutes only a small part of the entire tractate; clearly the 

letter itself concludes at 133,8, and the remainder of the trac

tate is of a genre quite different from that of the letter. 

Much of the balance of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. may be described, with 

certain qualifications, as a "dialogue" between the resurrected 

Christ and the apostles, and thus may represent yet another ex

ample of the use of this famous and popular Gattung among Gnos

tic Christians.
7 

In the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., however, the setting 

provided and the questions presented bring some unique features 

to the tractate, and should caution us against a facile classi

fication of the Ep. Pet. Phii. 

What is the relationship, then, between the title and the 

letter, on the one hand, and the nonepistolary remainder of the 

tractate on the other hand? Though for the scribe of the Ep. 

Pet. Phii., 132,10-11 functions as the tractate title, we may 

assume that at some prior point in the literary history of the 

materials in our tractate the situation may have been quite 

different. It seems probable that something similar to 132,10-

11 once functioned as an incipit or title for only the letter 

itself. As the literary materials were reworked, however, the 
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title was utilized not only for the letter but also for addi

tional materials from the traditions relating to Peter. In 

this way a somewhat misleading title was appropriated for the 

tractate. 

Letter ll32,12-133,B) 

93 

Following the tractate title, the tractate begins with the 

prefixed letter of Peter. The letter opens (132,12-15) in 

typical Greek epistolary fashion, and provides an identification 

of the sender (by name and description), an identification of 

the principal addressee (by name and twofold description) as 

well as his companions, and a typical greeting. Unfortunately, 

the greeting cannot be restored with complete confidence. 

clearly a form of the Greek xalpELV is utilized, but the lacuna 

at 132,15 does not allow us to ascertain precisely which form 

it is. The extraordinary length required for the line if 

xe[1rel is to be read would suggest that an abbreviated greet

ing, perhaps followed by a punctuation mark, is to be pre

ferred; extant Greek letters illustrate that the greeting can 

be abbreviated as x, xa, xaL, or xaLp.8 On the other hand,

unusually long lines, particularly with Greek loan words, are 

by no means unknown in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., so that xo[(1lrl and 

xe[(1lrel must remain at least possible readings. After the 

greeting, the body of the letter begins, in good epistolary 

fashion, with fo)'IJXl).
9 

At the conclusion of the body of the 

letter, however, no closing elements are to be found; except 

for this lack the letter of Peter resembles private Hellenistic 

letters in form and content.10 

The descriptions of Peter and Philip deserve special men

tion. 11 Peter is described as n.i. nocT0A0C ifTe Tc nexc, a de

scription which is in no way a surprise, considering the uni

versal testimony in early Christian literature that Peter is 

not only an apostle but often the first of the apostles. 

The depiction of Philip is somewhat more problematic. He is 

termed neNcou HH6 r IT, a common and appropriate enough phrase 

for Philip,12 but he is also described as neuaJ•11r.1.nocT0Aoc.

When we note that the particular Philip here addressed seems to 
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be none other than the Philip of Acts 6:5, 8:4-40, and 21:8, 

we may be surprised by the title �sHp�nocTo�oc. After all, in 

the NT Acts this Philip is described as one of the seven "dea

cons," and is called 6 E0ayyElLOT�C (21:8). Philip the apostle 

is one of the Twelve, and is also listed as one of this group 

in Acts (1:13). For the author of Acts, who goes to such 

lengths to provide apostolic sanction for the Hellenistic mis

sion of Philip in Samaria, there is a clear distinction between 

these two Philips. Furthermore, Luke is somewhat jealous in 

his use of the term an6oToloc in Acts; in general it is re

served for the exclusive group of the Twelve, though in at 

least two instances (14:4, 14} Paul and Barnabas can be de

scribed as at an6oToloL, Christian missionaries in a rather 

wide sense.
13 Other sources, however, some as early as the

second century C.E., tend to identify these two Philips; such 

seems to be the case with the Bishop Polycrates of Ephesus as 

well as Clement of Alexandria,
14 

and may also be the case in 

our tractate. In other words, just as the various women named 

Mary may merge at times into a "universal Mary," particularly 

in certain tractates within the Nag Hammadi corpus, so also 

Philip the apostle and Philip the evangelist may no longer be 

distinguished in certain documents from the second century and 

on. 

The body of the letter of Peter presents the request of 

Peter that Philip join the gathering of the apostles. Peter 

begins with a reminder of the previous instructions from 

neNXO6 IC MIi nCWTH p 1TT6 0KOCHOC TH fq (132, 18-19) , whom Peter can 

also identify as neNHOYT6 Tc (133,7-8) .
15 

In a manner reminis

cent of the end of Luke and the beginning of Acts, the apostles 

have been instructed to come together before going forth to 

preach. In Luke 24:49 Jesus issues the command, "uµECC at 

Ka8loaTE tv Tf,I n61E L fwc all tvo00T)o8E tE u(j,ouc ouvaµL v," a com

mand also mentioned in Acts 1:4, where Jesus alludes to the 

tnayyElCa TOO naTp6c. Similarly in the letter of Peter, the 

promise is mentioned as characteristic of the salvation to be 

preached and taught.
16 

Philip, however, had kept himself sep

arate from the apostles, and was unwilling to participate in 

the apostolic gathering. Hence Peter now reiterates the re

quest that Philip and the others come together. 
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The theme of the separation of Philip is also to be found 

in Acts 8:4-40, and especially the account of the mission to

the Samaritans in 8:4-25. According to Luke, Philip the evan

gelist, one of the Seven, flees from Jerusalem on account of 

the persecution, and in Samaria preaches the gospel to the 

people there. The official ministry to the Gentiles has not 

yet begun. That ministry is to begin through the apostles, 

especially Peter (Acts 10: 1-11:18) and Paul (Acts 9:1-31; chap

ters 13 and following, and especially 15:1-35). Apparently, 

Luke suggests later (Acts 11:19), this mission abroad was re

stricted to Jews; but Luke must qualify this statement by ac

knowledging that ,�v&c tE au,wv dvop&c KunpLoL xat KupnvaLOL 

did indeed speak to Gentiles as well (11:20)--hence the origin 

of the church at Antioch. In other words, Luke wishes to em

phasize the primary role and authority of the apostles: it is 

from the apostles that the ministry to the Gentiles must begin. 

While Philip, then, is a successful preacher and magician, and 

even moves Simon Magus to belief and baptism, he cannot confer 

the crucial gift of the Holy Spirit. That gift requires the 

attention of ot tv ·I&pocroAuµoLc dn6o,OAOL (8:14). Thus Peter 

and John travel to Samaria so that the believers there might 

receive the Spirit; ouotnw yap �v tn· ouo&vt au,wv tnLn&n,wx6c, 

µ6vov ct �&�an,Loutvo� unnpxov &Cc ,o 6voua ,oO xupCou 'InooO 

(8: 16). In this way Luke portrays the mission of Philip as 

subordinate to the central authority of the apostles: his 

separation is due to persecution, and his mission is dependent 

on that of the apostles. 

In this connection we must remember that Luke's portrayal 

of life in the early church is, as Ernst Haenchen has convinc

ingly demonstrated, a portrayal characterized by specific theo

logical, historical, apologetic, and dramatic concerns.
17 

Luke 

as historian traces the "ideal curve 0018 
of the primitive Chris

tian mission: "Everything that might interfere with its 

straightforward movement is smoothed out or omitted. 00
19 

As a 

result, the prominent place of Peter and the apostles in the 

first half of Acts, and the development of the Christian mis

sion from Jerusalem with the apostles to the ends of the earth 

With Paul, leave little room for a dynamic and autonomous 
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mission on the part of missionaries like Philip. On the one 

hand, Philip must be subservient to the apostles, and particu

larly Peter; on the other hand, any real friction or disagree

ment between Philip and Peter must be smoothed over. Thus Luke 

provides a placid portrayal of the innovative mission of the 

pre-Pauline Hellenistic Christians, and presents us with rather 

domesticated pictures of Stephen, Philip, and Nicolaus.
20 

The opening letter of Peter in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., however, 

acknowledges the separation and disagreement between Peter and 

Philip. As Peter writes, Philip not only remained separated 

from the apostolic group, but also was initially unwilling to 

join the others (133,1-5). Thus, whether through insight into 

the text of Acts, or through exposure to additional sources of 

information, the author of this pseudo-apostolic letter indi

cates more clearly than Luke the independence of Philip and his 

mission. It is tantalizing to speculate that perhaps the au

thor of this letter of Peter was aware of additional traditions 

regarding Philip and the emergence of Samaritan Christianity. 

Even in Acts, the positive association between Philip and Simon 

Magus in Samaria, along with the character of Philip himself, 

may suggest that the historical Philip was involved in some way 

with an esoteric and perhaps proto-Gnostic Samaritan Christian 

movement. Yet it must also be admitted that the place of 

Philip in our tractate is less that of the assertive founder of 

a religious movement than that of the repentant and submissive 

apostle. As in Acts, so also here Philip ultimately is sub

missive to the will of the apostle Peter; he returns from his 

separation, and gathers with the other apostles. Hence in the 

Ep. Pet. PhiZ., as in Acts, the day belongs to Peter. His is 

the preeminent authority, and the letter and tractate champion 

his cause. 

Our tractate, then, opens with a pseudonymous letter at

tributed to Peter. Philip occupies a place in the plot only at 

the very opening of the tractate. In fact, after the reference 

to his willing submission to the authority of Peter at 133,9, 

Philip disappears from the scene, and is only implicitly pres

ent as an anonymous member of the apostolic group. Thus Philip 

provides the occasion for the manifestation of the authority of 
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peter, and the letter of Peter bears witness to that authority 

in a manner not unlike the Epistula Petri at the beginning of 

the Kerygmata Petrou.
21

Hans-Gebhard Bethge has suggested that the curious role of 

Philip, limited as it is to the first part of the Ep. Pet.

phil., reflects the nature of the tractate. The Ep. Pet. Phil., 

he proposes, "ist gar kein Text, sondern nur ein Textfragment 

und 'Buchf\iller.' "
22 Bethge entitled the earlier typescript of 

his article "Der sogenannte 'Brief des Petrus an Philippus,' 

oder: Die Einleitung gnostischer Acta Philippi." For, Bethge 

suggests, 

Es ist nur der Anfang einer Schrift. Und da, wo der 
Codex VIII zu Ende ist, musste man sich vorstellen, 
dass diese Schrift weiterging etwa mit den Worten: 
"Philippus aber wurde ausgesandt und ging in das Land 
der Phrygier." Kurz um, wir Mitten hier eine Art 
erst,� Kapitel von gnostischen Philippus-Akten vor 
uns. 

Bethge's theory is an exciting hypothesis. The evidence 

of the apocryphal Acts of the Apostles indicates that portions 

of these works were frequently copied in the form of a single 

Act; even the manuscript BG 8502 contains, as its fourth and 

final tractate, a work with the subscribed title Tenrl.i 1c 

HneTroc (141,7). Yet this theory seems too clever and too in

genious. If we accept this proposal, we must be willing to 

assume that this "Textfragment" just happens not to mention 

Philip except at the beginning, and is about to turn back to 

Philip again as the Act conveniently comes to a close. In 

other words, Bethge's suggestion is certainly not impossible, 

but requires the supposition of an extremely interesting co
incidence. Furthermore, Bethge's hypothesis implies that 

Philip is the leading actor in the tractate, or at least in the 

document of which the tractate is only the first part, or intro

duction. Our analysis of the tractate, however, leads us to 

conclude that Peter is clearly the protagonist throughout the 
document, even at the very beginning. 

Hence we prefer to think of the Ep. Pet. Phil. as a com
plete document in its own right, with an integrity of its own. 
Indeed, it has a rather definite focus: a Christian Gnostic 
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interpretation of traditional Christian and Gnostic materials, 

particularly materials resembling those in the NT Acts and the 

Gnostic Sophia myths. 

Account of the Gathering (133,8-17) 

Peter the chief apostle gathers the apostles together. 

After receiving the letter, Philip becomes properly submissive 

to the authority of Peter and the orders of Jesus, and gladly 

joins in the gathering. In fact, 133,8-11 functions as the 

conclusion of the Philip scene; we may even detect a seam at 

this point in the tractate, as the author resets the stage by 

having Peter gather the rest of the apostles as well (133,12-

13). In any event, with the TOT6 of 133,12 the focus turns to 

Peter and the anonymous apostolic group gathering together.
24 

This motif of gathering together, reminiscent of the closing 

verses of Luke 24 and the opening verses of Acts 1,
25 

occurs a 

number of times in the Ep. Pet. Phil., and constitutes a major 

theme in the tractate. Thus the verb cwoy2 is utilized four 

times in our tractate (133,12.15-16; 140, [2) .13), while the 

similar phrase e1 eyH� occurs an additional four times (132, 

19-20; 133,3.18; 137,23-24).

The first meeting takes place on the Mount of Olives, de

picted as a customary place for gathering.
26 

Acts 1:12 pro

vides a close parallel for this scene and its conclusion; the 

apostles return to Jerusalem ano 6pou� ,oO KaAouµcvou tAa�w-
27 

vo,. In addition, as the Ep. Pet. Phil. intimates in 133, 

15-17, the Mount of Olives is described in the NT and early

Christian literature as a favorite gathering place for Jesus 

and the disciples. Thus elsewhere the Mount of Olives is 

designated as the place where Jesus and his followers gather 

for the sake of apocalyptic revelations (Mark 13:3; Matt 24:3), 

prophetic utterances (Mark 14:26 par. Matt 26:30, also Luke 

22:39), perhaps prayer and solace (Luke 21:37; John 8:1), and 

the final revelatory dialogue with the risen Christ before the 

ascension (Acts 1:12). In other Christian literature, too, the 

Mount of Olives is noted as a place of revelatory utterances, 

dialogue, and marvelous disclosures,
28 

a place appropriate for 
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ap0calyptic revelations.
29 

To be sure, in the ancient world in 

general, mountains figure as holy places, perfectly fitting for 

the disclosure of divinity in hierophanies. The sacred becomes 

manifest on the holy mountain, whether that be Fuji, Olympus, 

saphon, Sinai, Carmel, Zion, or Olivet.
30 

Prophecy, prayer, 

sacrifice, and cultic activities are most appropriate on a 

mountain, for there God is present. Hence the mountain becomes 

the scene, in the OT, NT, and especially apocryphal and pseude

pigraphal literature, for prophetic and apocalyptic disclosures 

of various sorts; and Jesus is depicted as withdrawing, praying, 

preaching his so-called "Sermon on the Mount," teaching his 

disciples, and appearing in transfigured glory upon one moun

tain or another.
31 

It is hardly surprising, then, that Gnostic documents 

which include revelatory dialogues and disclosures of the 

resurrected Christ frequently take place, as with the Ep. Pet. 

Phii., on mountains. Pis tis Sophia describes the disciples and 

a glorious Jesus upon the Mount of Olives. The Soph. Jes. Chr. 

depicts a gathering of the twelve disciples and the seven women 

on a mountain in Galilee called "Place of Harvesttirne (and) Joy" 

(III 91,1-2), where the resurrected Savior appears in glorious 

light; reference is also made to teachings on Olivet, which is 

said to be in Galilee. The Apoc. Paui has Paul standing on 

"the mountain of Jericho" (V 19,12-13), perhaps the Mount of 

Olives, about to learn of hidden mysteries.
32 

And thus the Ep. 

Pet. Phii., reflecting the Christian traditions and anticipat

ing the revelation which is to follow, also has the apostles 

assembled on that favorite mountain, Olivet. 

The locale is described as the place where the apostles 

used to assemble when "the blessed Christ"
33 

was in the body. 

Such a statement is important for its reference back to the 

bodily life of Jesus before his death. Indeed, the Ep. Pet. 

Phii. provides a positive evaluation of previous traditions 

regarding Jesus, and consciously seeks to build upon and rein

terpret these traditions. Also interesting in this present 

context is the phrase ••• CUJH.>.. This phrase is utilized in two 

forms in our tractate: with the definite article (136,17; • 

138, 3) and without any article (133,17; 139,11) .
34 

Obviously 
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a Greek phrase lies behind the Coptic of our tractate, but the 

precise meaning of this phrase is not immediately apparent. 

How docetic is this phrase, and how literally are we to under

stand 271 ( n) cwM.\? 

Greek phrases of a very similar sort are well attested, 

and provide some aid in clarifying the meaning of our text. 

The phrase tv owua,L and similar phrases are used in the NT 

upon several occasions. In 2 Corinthians 5, where Paul speaks 

about the nature of ,o oCxn,nPLOv ,o tE oupavoO (5:2), he de

clares that now our life is lived tv ,Q owua,L (5:6), and we 

are responsible for what we do 6La ,oO owua,oc (5:10); yet he 

admits to a desire to be away tx ,oO owua,oc t5:8). Later, in 

the section depicting the ecstatic experience, Paul states that 

he was not sure whether he was tv owua,L or tx,oc ,oO owua,o,-

oux oroa, o 3EOG oCoEv tl2:2). Again, the author of Hebrews 

recommends compassion, W!; xat au,ot (viz. uuEtG) 6v,EG tv 

owua,L (13:3). In the Acts of Thomas, too, the apostle Thomas 

states that certain things cannot be declared t�· 6aov tv 

owua,l touEv (36). Later, in chapter 66, Thomas expresses the 

same thought a bit differently when he emphasizes that he also 

is a man owua tvoEouutvo,. Near the end of the Acts, in the 

section on the uaP,UPLOV of the apostle, Thomas realizes that 

henceforth he will speak no more tv owua,L (159); soon he will 

experience an apparent death which is actually release from 

,oo owua,oc (160). 

The examples could be multiplied,
35 

but the matter has by 

now become clear. The phrases tv owua,L and tv ,Q owua,L seem 

to refer most often to mortal life, earthly existence in a 

mortal body. This existence tv (,Q) owua,L can be transcended, 

however, in ecstacy and death, when one may experience a reality 

tx,o, ,oO owua,o,. This new reality may be described as a dis

embodied existence, at least in the sense of no longer being in 

this mortal body. 

In such a manner the Ep. Pet. Phil. can also utilize the 

phrases 27, cwM.\ and fl-1 ncWM.\. The references back to the time 

when Jesus was ,7, ( n) cw.,,. refer to his life in relation to an 

earthly body. The precise relationship between the heavenly 

Christ and the earthly body is not made clear by the phrase 
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ti< (n)cwH�; the author will attempt to clarify this matter 

later in the tractate (136,16-137,4; 139,15-28). It is obvious

from the parallels cited, however, that this phrase need not be

taken in a docetic sense, but simply may refer to the time when 

Jesus was alive on the earth, and subject to a physical body. 

Account of the Two Prayers (133,17-134,9) 

Introduced by TOTe, the account of the two prayers opens 

(133,17-21) with a reiteration of the gathering theme and pro

ceeds to offer a brief description of the preparation of the 

apostles for prayer. Their posture for prayer is the well

known, respectful posture of genuflection. This posture of 

humility in the presence of an honorable person or a divine be

ing has been utilized from ancient times, particularly in the 

Near East, and was a significant part of Jewish and Christian 

piety. Such a posture must have been used in the church from 

the earliest days, since even the NT reflects such genuflection. 

Thus not only does the NT present scenes where genuflection 

suggests homage to a worthy person, especially Jesus (for ex

ample Mark 1:40, Matt 17:14, and the like); frequently genu

flection also accompanies prayer and thus reflects the emerging 

custom in the early church. Such a description of the appro

priate posture for prayer is especially common in Luke-Acts 

(Luke 22:41; Acts 9:40, 20:36, 21:5, and apparently 7:60), and 

is also used rather extensively in the later Christian sources.36 

The Ep. Pet. Phii. reflects such a Christian custom, and may 

suggest that some Christian Gnostic believers also practiced 

genuflection in their communal prayers.37

Two prayers are presented by the kneeling apostles. In 

structure these two prayers are remarkably similar, and may re

flect the prayers in use among the Christians behind the trac

tate. The first prayer (133,21-134,1) is directed to the 

Father, the second (134,3-9) to the Son; their similar struc

ture and complementary forms would suggest that they may also 

have had a complementary function in a Christian community. 

Both prayers open with a compound statement of address, utiliz

ing appropriate vocatives and descriptive clauses.38 In the
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first case a triple vocative is used; the third vocative in the 

series is expanded, and a descriptive clause is appended. In 

the second case more vocatives are used, and the third element 

functions as a descriptive clause; the vocatives in this case 

seem to reflect some of the favorite titles in use for Christ. 

Following the statement of address, both prayers present a pe

tition;
39 

in each case the request itself is simple, consisting

of a very short imperatival clause, with additional elements 

added for the sake of substantiation or reiteration. In the 

first case reference is made to Tc ne�, and the petition is 

reiterated at the conclusion of the prayer. The emphasis upon 

Tc no� in the first prayer not only suggests that Jesus func

tioned in a mediatorial role, but also indicates that the first 

prayer could lead quite naturally into the second. In the sec

ond case the en1AH clause attached to the petition provides the 

grounds for the request, and suggests that the prayer is liter

ally a matter of life and death;
40 

the theme of suffering and

persecution, so prevalent particularly near the conclusion of 

the Ep. Pet. Phil., thus plays a significant role in the prayer 

as well. 

The themes and terms utilized in the two prayers provide 

important hints for our understanding of the origin and func

tion of the prayers. "Father" ( n 1wT, na:rcp) is such a common 

term used to describe and address God in Jewish and Christian 

prayers that it serves practically as a universal term of ad

dress; it is to be found in the so-called Lord's Prayer, but it 

is also used in numerous other early Christian prayers. "Father 

of the light" is a more specific phrase. It is reminiscent of 

Johannine themes, and reminds us of the statement that O 8£0� 

(l)W� to,Lv xal =o,Ca tv au,� oux fo,Lv ouocµCa (1 John 1:5) .
41 

Furthermore, ,0 � ,0 6.J,,n8Lv6v is now shining in the world 

(1 John 2:8; John 1:9), and that light is Christ (John 3:19 ; 

8:12); hence God is ,0 � and the Father of ,0 �- John ap

parently reflects Gnostic usage of "light," a term which is 

dearly loved by most Gnostics and is used to designate what is 

characteristic of �nd derived from the heavenly realm: God is 

light, his world is light, his Christ is light, his seeds are 

light. 
42
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This Father, the apostles in the Ep. Pet. Phil. confess, 

possesses 111.>.cJ,e.>.pc1.>.. Elsewhere God can be called d�p-roc 

(Rom 1:23; l Tim 1:17; Kerygma Petrou 2), and it can be said 

that ��8apola is characteristic of the new life of the future 

(for example, l Cor 15:42-54); in 2 Clem. 20.5 Jesus can even 

be termed �Pxnyoc T�C ��polac. In the Epistola Apostolorum 

Jesus also speaks in a similar manner of "the incorruptibility 

of my Father." 4 3 In the Gnostic sources 111.>.cJ,e.>. pc 1.>. functions

particularly as a descriptive term for the powers, the glories, 

and the aeons of heaven. The Gos. Eg., for example, depicts 

heaven filled with the pleroma of the glories, the lights, the 

thrones, and 111.>.cJ,e.>.pc1.>.; included in the description is a dis

cussion of how 111.>.cJ,e.>.pc1.>. are established (III 55,1) and how 

the praise of 111.>.cJ,e.>.pc1.>. is offered (III 50,8 ) .
44 

The first prayer in the Ep. Pet. PhiJ.proceeds to refer to 

Jesus as neKl.XOY 8TOYl.l.8 IT nexc (o 6.yLOC natc oou 'InooOc 6 

XpLo-r6c) .45 
This phrase was a primitive element in Christian 

confession and prayer; it occurs in similar form and in the 

context of prayer in Acts 4:27 and 4:30, as well as Did. 9.2, 

9.3, 10.2, and 10.3.
46 

It is derived from OT discussions on 

the natc &EoO (for example in Deutero-Isaiah) and was apparent

ly utilized in the earliest Palestinian Christian community as 

a Christological title. The meaning of natc &EoO seems to have 

shifted, however, from "servant of God" to "child of God," par

ticularly in Gentile communities; we can see this latter mean

ing clearly reflected in the Coptic .>.xoy.
47 

It should be noted 

that the relevant phrases in Acts 4:27 and 4:30, utilizing 

forms of 6 6.yLOC natc oou "InooOc, come extremely close to the 

phrase in the Ep. Pet. Phil.; the Sahidic NT uses neK�Hpe in 

both instances, but the Bohairic resembles our tractate in us

ing neK.>.xoy. Furthermore, it is said that the Father takes 

Pleasure in or is well pleased with (HTUlOY iti; EUOOKEtv fv)48 

Jesus Christ. Such a statement recalls the declaration of God 
on the occasion of the baptism or transfiguration of Jesus. In 
Mark 1:11, Matt 3:17, and Luke 3:22 the heavenly QlWV� of God 
Utters the decree of election at the time of the baptism of 

Jesus; in Matt 17:5 and 2 Pet 1:17 the heavenly voice makes a 
Similar utterance on the occasion of the transfiguration.

49
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The Gos. Eb. fragment 3 also uses an EuooxECv clause in its 

account of Jesus' baptism, and adds that a great light accom

panied this marvelous occurrence. In addition, in Isa 42:1-4, 

quoted in Matt 12:18-20, use is made of naCc in conjunction 

with an EUOOKECv clause, as apparently was also the case in the 

Greek VorZage to the Coptic Ep. Pet. PhiZ. It may also be 

noted that in each of these instances EUOOKECv is used in the 

aorist, and the sense is comparable to the English present per

fect; these aorist verbs may account for the first perfect 

verbs utilized in the Coptic NT as well as in our tractate. To 

complete the picture we should also recall that in some Latin 

and Coptic (Oxyrhynchite) texts of Acts 9:22 a similar phrase 

is introduced, and forms of sentio bene and HTOOY are employed. 

Several additional terms and phrases are used to describe 

Christ. He is called <j><oCTHr, a term used occasionally in the 

NT (Phil 2:15; 50 Rev 21:11), but never to depict Christ-

although, as we have seen, NT traditions can indeed link Christ 

and i:o <PW{;. <j><ocTHr and qx,xnnP are commonly utilized within 

Gnosticism, however, where these terms can function in a dual

istic way, just as (l)W!; can function over against <Jl<o,Ca in John; 

hence in our tractate, at 133,27-134,1 the <j><ocn,r is contrasted 

with the K>.Ke. In Gnostic documents <j><ocTHr can be used to de

scribe the heavenly lights, as in the Ap. John, or the Gnostic 

illuminator or revealer, whether that be Christ or some other 

illuminator. 
51 

Certain other titles and epithets are provided for Christ 

in the second prayer. Some of these titles are very familiar 

from the NT and other early Christian literature, titles such 

as 'IOJ"ro (6 ut6c) and ne'xc (o Xpcoi:6c). These titles, however, 

are qualified by such terms as nw,12 and fMT-r>.TMoy; in addition, 

the descriptive clause makes mention of noyoc,11. Roughly 

similar phrases can be found in the NT, to be sure. We need 

only think of utoc ECpnvnc (Luke 10 :6), utol (i:oG) (jX.ol,6c (Luke 

16:8; John 12:36; 1 Thess 5:5), i:txva (jX.ol,6c (Eph 5:8), utot ,iii::: 

avaoi:aoEW!: (Luke 20:36), uloc napa><Anotwc (Acts 4:36), and the 

like, which may be Hebraisms.
52 Furthermore, they are not used 

to depict Jesus, who is more frequently described in the NT as 

uloi:; 6auCo, utoc (i:oG) 3EoG, or utoc (i:oG) av3pwnou. Such 
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phrases as are used in the Ep. Pet. Phii. are also to be found 

in other Gnostic sources, which can use these titles indepen

dently or with abstract qualifiers; and the particular qualify

ing terms utilized in the Ep. Pet. PhiL--nm1ii, ftfiiT>.n,oy, 

110yoe 11<--constitute some of the favorite terms of the 

Gnostics.
53 

A final title depicting Christ is rescmTG (Au,pw,�,l, a 

term which is employed only once in the NT, at Acts 7:35, where 

it is used of Moses. The term cmTo, however, is more common in 

the NT, and can be utilized as both a noun and a verb. In the 

Nag Harnrnadi corpus rescmTe is to be found in several other con

texts. In the Tri. Trac., for example, rescmTe is used as a 

title of Christ the Logos at I 81,17 and particularly 87,7.
54 

The two prayers of 133,17-134,9 thus are complementary 

prayers preserving primitive Christian elements. The terms 

employed and the perspective taken are not indisputably Gnos

tic, to be sure. In fact, as we have seen, the prayers illus

trate traditional Christian features to be found in a number of 

diverse sources. Yet it cannot be denied that the particular 

constellation of terms in these prayers is especially appropri

ate for Christian Gnostics, who frequently emphasize the glori

ous and luminous nature of God and Christ. This observation 

suggests that the various elements within the prayers may have 

been selected and shaped by such Christian Gnostics. They pray 

in a more general manner to the glorious Father to be heard, 

and in a more specific manner to the glorious Son to be given 

power in the midst of adversity. The request for power is 

especially important in the Ep. Pet. PhiL., for such power will 

enable the believers to combat the archons (137,25-28) by going 

forth to preach (140,19-21.26-27). It is in response to these 

prayers, then, that Christ comes forth to speak. 

Account of the First Appearance (134,9-18) 

After the two prayers have been offered, then (TOTO: 134,9) 

a theophany occurs: oyuoe T,"oyoe,u and oycHH come in answer to 

the prayers of the apostles. This theophany constitutes the

first appearance of the resurrected Christ recorded in our
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tractate, though the oblique references to the orders received 

from Christ (132,17-133,l; 133,7-8) could conceivably refer to 

some earlier appearance or appearances of the resurrected 

Christ.
55 

The appearance of the resurrected Christ as a light and a 

voice represents a common way of speaking about the resurrection 

appearances in Gnostic circles. Such a portrayal of a glorious 

resurrection appearance constitutes an extremely early portray

al, apparently going back to the very early days of the primi

tive church. Paul, after all, uses similar terms to present 

his understanding of the resurrection of believers and, by 

analogy, the resurrection of Christ in 1 Corinthians 15; Christ 

has risen from the dead, anapx� ,wv KEKOLµnutvwv (15:20). On 

the question of the nature of the resurrected owµa, Paul empha

sizes that it is a owµa nvEuµa,LK6v (15:44), raised in cicpfupola 

(15:42), 66Ea, and 6uvauL, (15:43). Indeed, ,o �8o.p,6v must be 

clothed with a�&:,.pola, and ,o 8vn,6v with afuvaola (15:54). The 

last Adam, the tnoupavLo, Man, became a nvEOµa CwonoLoOv (15: 45); 

for oapf xat a!µa �aoLAElav aEoO xAnpovoµ�oaL ou 6uva,aL, ouot 

� �pa .�v a�polav xAnpovoµE� (15:50). Hence the resurrected 

person must be changed; and the resurrected owµa, the new form, 

self, personality, or individuality,56 is described by Paul as

something heavenly, spiritual, glorious, bright. Paul even en

ters into an appropriate discussion of the varieties of 66Ea 

(15: 41). 
57 

Elsewhere in the NT glorious resurrection appearances can 

be described in a similar fashion. In Rev 1:12-16 John hears a 

CllWVn and sees the resurrected, exalted Christ, who appears as a 

glorious and luminous being with a pure white head and pure 

white hair, fiery eyes, and a face shining like o �ALO' tv ,� 

6uvaµEL au,ou (1:16), shining as his face shone on the occasion 

of the so-called transfiguration. This portrait of the resur

rected Christ is painted with the colors prescribed by passages 

dealing with apocalyptic materials and the heavenly n•�?B 
(Daniel, Ezekiel), and the brightness, glory, and transcendent 

nature of the portrait cannot be missed. Likewise the face of 

the transfigured Christ can be described as shining� o �ALO' 

(Matt 17:2)--and just as the face of Moses shone after he had 
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spoken with God on Mount Sinai (Exod 34:29 -35), so that 

tnt3T)KEv tnt ,6 np6ownov au,oO K<iAuuµa (34:33). 
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The transfiguration story (Mark 9 :2-8; Matt 17:1-8; Luke 

9:28-36) has frequently been recognized as a narrative which 

originally may have been a resurrection story.
58 

Like a resur

rection account, it functions as an epiphany story on a moun

tain, it discloses the divine 66fa of Christ, it has a heavenly 

q,WV� declare that Jesus is God's Son, and in general it re

flects the triumph of faith in the crucified one who becomes 

the glorious one. In fact, the commands to secrecy at the con

clusions of the accounts and the additional references to the 

coming resurrection of Christ further suggest that belief in 

this transfigured Christ was closely linked to the resurrec

tion;
59 

after the resurrection the earthly Jesus could be pro

claimed from the viewpoint of post-resurrection faith. Further

more, 2 Pet 1:16-19 describes an epiphany scene very similar to 

the transfiguration accounts. It makes no mention of the trans

figuration, however, and seems to function as an account of a 

resurrection appearance.
60 

Peter states that when he and the 

others were on the holy mountain, they were tn6n,aL ,�, lKElvou 

(viz • .  IDOOO XPL0,00) UEYUAEL6TDTO' (1:16); Christ received 

,LU� and 66Ea from God, and the (l)WV� spoke out from heaven. 

Hence, it is said, take heed to this� AUXV� (j)ULV OVTL tv 

auxUDP� ,6n� (1:19) .
61 Thus, whether we consider the trans

figuration accounts to function as narratives proclaiming the 

glory revealed in the life of the earthly Jesus, or as resur

rection stories placed back into the lifetime of Jesus, it is 

clear that these accounts anticipate the exaltation of Jesus 

in the post-Easter faith of the believers. 

Glorious resurrection appearances of Christ are also in

cluded in the Lucan Acts. As we shall see, Luke polemicizes 

extensively against docetic accounts of the risen Christ; but 

in his depictions of the appearance of the risen Christ to 

Paul, he allows the glorious light and the heavenly voice to 

describe the resurrected Christ. This appearance, however, in 

the Lucan scenario, occurs after the ascension, and thus does 
not need to have the same emphasis as the appearances which 

t ook place between the resurrection and the ascension. In Acts 
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9:1-9, 22:4-11, and 26:9-18, Luke provides similar accounts of 

this appearance. In all three accounts a heavenly�� flashes 

forth from heaven; in 22:6 it is designated a� tKav6v, and 

in 26:13 it is described as being even brighter than the sun. 

Along with the heavenly� comes a q,wv�, which identifies the 

source of this glorious vision (.tyw £tin "InooOc, with varia

tions) and orders Paul to respond with obedience. In the ac

counts of the appearance of the risen Christ to Paul, then, 

Luke is willing to include a description of a glory appearance 

after the ascension.62

These accounts of glorious appearances of the resurrected 

Christ, commonly with a light and a voice, mean to display the 
divine majesty of the exalted Jesus before mortals. Hence it 

is not at all surprising that they resemble the accounts of 

theophanies in various religious sources, and especially the OT. 

Phenomenologically, the appearance of the divine as light and 

voice is closely related to the experience of lightning and 

thunder, as is clear even from the OT and NT.63 Like sky and 

storm gods such as Baal, Hadad, and Zeus, the OT God also can 

become manifest in a glorious and awesome manner, flashing forth 

in the lightning and uttering his voice in the thunder. Thus, 

for example, at Mount Sinai the revelation of the Torah is given 

in the context of thunder and lightning {Exod 19:16, 20:18); 

Moses speaks to God, and God answers him q,wvfj, �ip� {19:19). In 

Deuteronomy the numinous character of the theophany is even more 

striking. Yahweh speaks from the middle of the fire with a q,wvn 

µ£yd.An, �-,"!� �·,p {5:22); though the sound of words (q,wvi') pnµci'twv, 

O'��} �ip) was heard, no form could be observed, OAA 0 n qiwv�v, 

�ip 'D1�• {4:12). The voice, then, functions in a central way 

in the theophany, though other developments in the religion of 

Israel also brought an emphasis upon the revealing presence of 

God in qiwvn aupac AETI,�C (1 Kgs 19:12), the quiet inspiration 

in contrast to the roaring thunder. Along with the voice of GOd 

on Sinai there is also the smoke, fire, and cloud--the 66Ea, the 

'1
°

1:i:p of God which came down upon the mountain {Exod 24: 15) and 
looked like a roaring fire. Moses asked to see God's 66Ea {Exod 

33:18); and though he only caught a glimpse of God from behind, 

still Moses' face was aglow with a holy luminosity from this 

mountaintop experience. 
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To return, then, to the Ep. Pet. PhiZ.: it is to this 

theophany tradition that the account of the glorious appear

ances of the resurrected Christ, often as� and q)O)V�, belongs. 

As we have seen, this tradition is an exceedingly old tradition, 

and appears very early within Christian circles. This early 

tradition is preferred by the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., and indeed by many 

Gnostic Christians, who in general emphasize the heavenly light 

and the revelatory divine voice.
64 

Christ appears gloriously, 

for example, in the Gos. Truth, where Jesus the heavenly re

vealer comes to reveal the Father to the world; as the believ

ers can confess, using parallelism, 6>-•�•xe >-•>-• ,,, rw• ""' 

noy>-6, 11 oy>-fl• +cttH flTOOT" flT>.CH, c6 Hn ,w,.02, "Light spoke through 

his mouth, and his voice brought forth life" (I 31,13-16). In 

the Ap. John, a divine light shines, and the resurrected Christ 

appears
65 

fl't noyoe,u, "in the light" (II 2,1-2.7), in a variety 

of forms, as a youth, an old man, and a servant. As the risen 

Christ, he reveals to John that he is indeed the light: >.110K nG 

noy061H 6TU)OOll 2M noyoe1u ).UOK ne nfllM66Y6 ifTllfOUOI ... , "I am 

the light which is in the light; I am the remembrance of the 

forethought" (II 30,33-35)--the light which speaks out to call 

the forgetful to remembrance. In the Soph. Jes. Chr. the 

resurrected Christ also appears in glory on a mountain; he ap

pears not in "his first form" (To•�orn MHOf<j>H), but rather in 

"invisible spirit" (n6nIT,;" ll>-zof>-To11), thus resembling "a great 

angel of light" (oy110G Jl>.rre,oc 1TTG noyoe 111; III 91,10-13). In 

this glorious form he proceeds to provide revelatory answers to 

the queries of the twelve disciples and the seven women. Again, 

in the Apoc. Pet. the heavenly Savior shows and tells Peter that 

the living, laughing Jesus is a being of light, with a cwt1>- flTG 

nfoyo6 "' (VII 71, 32-33) , a CWHl. fll.TCWHl. ( 83, 7-8) . For, the 

Savior declares, >-IWK n1u0Gpo11 J:iniTI n,_·; GTHe 2 eso, llOY06111 

6"'rj>s1woy sso,, "I am the noetic spirit, he who is full of 

radiating light" (83,8-10). We might also observe that in the 

Trim. Prot. the heavenly redeemer Protennoia reveals itself as 

Father, or voice ( 2 rooy), as Mother, or sound (cttH), and as 

Son, or word (,oroc). Perhaps anticipating the Logos hymn in 

John 1,66 
where Christ the Son is depicted as A6yo� and <P<7>!;;, 

this tractate describes the heavenly redeemer as a glorious and 
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radiant being from the realm of light, and emphasizes that the 

Word dwells in the Light and communicates the Light. As Pro

tennoia says, ,1ttoK] ns noyos1tt eTt oyoe1tts RnTH[r•l, "[I] am 

the light which illumines the All" (XIII 47,28-29). Again, 

according to the Piatia Sophia, after the resurrection Christ 

appears to the disciples, on the Mount of Olives, a great light 

(oytto6 liAytu.M, c iioyoe '") from heaven surrounds Jesus, and he 

ascends to heaven. When he descends again, he has a brilliance, 

an indescribable light, which is truly breathtaking in its awe

some splendor, and he proceeds to reassure the disciples and 

relate the mysteries to them (2-5). Finally, in the Acts of

Thomas the apostle addresses the risen Lord, who has spoken 

through a wild ass. Using parallelismus membrorum, Thomas ad

dresses Christ as o tnoupo.vLOC A6yoc ,oO na,p6c and ,o an6xpu

(l)OV (l)WC ,oO AOYLOµoO (80). In addition, the "Hymn of the 

Pearl" embedded within the Acts of Thomas proclaims how the 

marvelous heavenly letter, like a Gnostic redeemer, calls upon 

the slumbering human and awakens him. It gives forth a (l)WV� 

and a�; with its (l)WV� it rouses him, and with its (l)WC it 

guides him (111). 

More examples of glorious appearances of the risen Christ, 

or the heavenly revealer, in Gnostic literature could be cited! 7 

but the matter is now evident. The Ep. Pet. Phil. and numerous 

other Christian Gnostic sources portray the resurrected Christ 

in glorious light, and describe his appearance as a theophany, 

with a heavenly light and a revealing voice. Furthermore, 

these sources frequently have the voice disclose itself in are

talogical utterances, in the self-predications of the revealer.
68

These accounts of glorious appearances of Christ were often 

opposed, however, by authors and heresiologists who feared the 

specter of docetism. Such tendencies can be seen already in the 

NT. Luke is emphatic in his insistence upon the physical real

ity of the body of the resurrected Christ, at least during the 

vital period between the resurrection and ascension. The first 

known Christian author to distinguish specifically between the 

resurrection and the ascension, Luke maintains that during the 

period before the ascension and exaltation the risen Christ ap

pears in a mundane rather than a pneumatic manner. For Luke, 
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who has his feet firmly planted upon the ground and wishes 

likewise to plant the church firmly in history, the physical 

reality and the "real presence" of the resurrected Christ are 

of paramount importance. Luke cannot tolerate the possibility 

of the risen Christ as only nvEOua, as simply one of the dis

embodied spirits with which the Hellenistic world was familiar, 

as the exalted Savior who appears as a heavenly <l>Gi<: and (l)WV�. 

Hence during this "sacred period between the times," 69 before 

the outpouring of the Spirit, Luke has Jesus appear as a trav

eler on the Emmaus road (Luke 24:13-35), eat and drink with the 

disciples (Luke 24:41-43; Acts 10:41), and function in many 

ways as an ordinary, physical being. Clearly Luke is polemi

cizing against Christians suggesting appearances of a pneumatic 

sort. In Luke 24:37 he even refers to the claim brought for

ward by these pneumatic Christians: t66Kouv nvEOua 8EwPELV! 7o 

In opposition to such a claim, the Lucan Jesus quickly points 

to his hands and feet, and invites the disciples to observe his 

oaoE and 60,ta (24:39). Yet, in spite of his opposition to 

this primitive Christian position on the spiritual resurrection 

and appearances, Luke cannot totally deny the glorious nature 

of the resurrection appearances; Christ has attained to 66Ea 

au,oQ (24:26), he seems to come and go in a supernatural manner 

(24:31, 36-37), and he even has his glorious heavenly compan

ions by the tomb (24:4) .71 

The situation is somewhat similar in the Gospel of John. 

It has long been suggested that John writes in the context of 

Gnostic or gnosticizing thinking; his intellectual setting seems 

to reflect Gnostic sorts of styles, concerns, and terms.72 But 

John and especially the Johannine school stand firm in their 

emphasis upon the physical reality of the Christ: o A6yoc oapf 

tytvE,o (John 1: 14) . 1 John 4: 3 even provides a test for whether 

or not a person confesses Christ in the true manner; the true 

confession is that 'InooOv XpLo,ov tv oapKL tAnAua6,a, and who

ever does not make this confession is not of God. If 1 John 4: 1-3 

thus can polemicize against �Euc5onpo�n,aL (4:1), those who re

flect the spirit TOU UVTLXPLOTOU (4:3), 2 John 7 can decry those 

deceiving docetists who will not confess that 'InooOv XpLo,ov 

tox6uEvov tv oapKL. Hence, considering the Johannine stance 
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against a docetic Christology, John's statements about the ap

pearances of the resurrected Christ may be anticipated. Christ 

can be mistaken for the gardener (John 20:14-15) or a passer-by 

(21:4), show the disciples his hands and his side (20:20), in

vite doubting Thomas to touch his wounds (20:24-29), and make a 

cultic breakfast for his disciples (21:9-14). Yet the risen 

Christ also has his heavenly angels in white (20:12), an abili

ty to move about supernaturally (20:19, 26) and know things 

miraculously (21:6), and the nvEOµa ayLOV to bestow on the Jo

hannine "Pentecost" (20:22). 

In the Epistula Apostolorum, a document which bears some 

resemblance to the Ep. Pet. Phil. in genre, general outline, 

and certain themes, the doubting Thomas story of John is also 

used, with a few modifications intensifying its stance,
73 

to 

polemicize against Gnostic docetism. The Epistula thus seems 

to participate, at a later day, in this continuing battle with 

docetism, and may in fact reflect and oppose, among other tra

ditions, a tradition similar to that which is represented by 

the Ep. Pet. PhiZ.
74 

The Ep. Pet. PhiZ., then, presents a glorious appearance 

of the risen Christ as oyuo6 iloyoe,u and oycHH; the mountain 

on which the appearance takes place shines from the glory of 

the theophany. The voice cries out (134,15-18) with a command, 

a question, and a declaration. The introductory command pro-

vides a natural opening for 

tention of the listeners.
75 

torical question, 
76 

and the 

a discourse by commanding the at

The question, practically a rhe

declaration, appropriately given as 

an aretalogical self-predication, tie in nicely with the prayers 

that have been offered, particularly the second prayer; the 

declaration identifies the (l)(iic and cpwvn as Christ, and includes 

a promise. Given here and reiterated at 140,22-23, the promise 

functions like the promise given by the risen Savior in a simi

lar context in Matt 28:20, a promise to the apostles--the 

church: (oou tyw µE8• uµwv ELUL naoac TUC nutpac £WC ,nc ouv,E

�ELaC ,oO a(wvoc. In the Ep. Pet. Phil., however, the conclud

ing apocalyptic reference would hardly be appropriate, and was 

not part of the tradition utilized by our tractate. 
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The stage is prepared, then, for a climactic portion of 

the Ep. Pet. Phil.: the revelatory words of the risen Christ

for his followers. 

113 

Account of the Questions Raised by the Apostles (134,18-135,2) 

Following the quotation formula, which utilizes the custo

mary TOTG, several questions are raised by the apostles for the 

resurrected Christ to answer. The syntax of these questions is 

somewhat unusual, and suggests the juxtaposition of several 

questions for the sake of the revelatory answers that are to 

follow. The first question is given as an indirect question, 

and the next five questions are presented as direct questions, 

each introduced by the conjunction H except for the first 

direct question.
77 

The first direct question is introduced by 

:,.yw xo, so that the grammatical construction suggests, though 

in an elliptical fashion, that the questions of the apostles 

are resumed with a series of direct questions.
78 

Furthermore, the correspondence between the questions 

asked and the answers provided--particularly the opening formu

lae of the answers--is not uniformly close. The indirect ques

tion is of two parts, and corresponds quite closely to the 

first two answers provided by the Savior (135,8-136,15; 136,16-

137,4). These two parts naturally complement each other very 

well; in the Dial. Sav. the same two queries similarly can be 

linked together, where the disciples ask, oy na na,,,,..,pwM>. >.yw 

oy ne 110JUX1>T, "What is the fullness and what is the deficiency?" 

(III 139,14-15). In the second part of the indirect question a 

scribe or a reader apparently emended the text from "your full

ness" to "their fullness." Indeed, either reading is quite 

appropriate for the answer which is to follow; 
79 

the orienta

tion of the question was merely changed from the Savior to the 

aeons, or from Christology to soteriology. The first of the 

series of direct questions relates quite well to the formula 

introducing the third answer (137,4-9), although the formula is 

rather abbreviated. In our text the third answer provides 

something of a response to the third direct question as well. 

In fact, it could be concluded that the third answer may, in a 
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very general way, speak to the issues of the first four direct 

questions, for the fourth and concluding answer in the series 

(137,10-13) clearly responds to the fifth direct question. In 

spite of the fact that the Coptic syntax differs a bit, the 

fifth direct question and the fourth response both have to do 

with the war being waged between the powers and the Gnostic 

Christians. It is also feasible that in fact a discrepancy 

exists between the questions listed and the answers provided; 

the list of questions and the suggested answers may have been 

brought together into their present form secondarily. In any 

case, several of the questions raised illustrate the typical 

fears and hopes of Gnostics, and also show the fundamental con

cern for the origin and resolution of the unhappy human condi

tion. In addition, it should be noted that the fourth direct 

question reflects a concern for n�p,Hc1�, particularly, it 

seems, boldness and power in speaking and preaching, and per

haps also in performing mighty deeds. Such a concern may re

flect the use of nappncr(a and related terms in the NT Acts and 

the apocryphal Acts of the Apostles. 
BO 

Such a list of questions is by no means unknown in Gnostic 

documents. In fact, it seems as if the Gnostics had a special 

appreciation for particular questions grouped in different 

ways, and frequently included lists of questions in their lit

erature. A variety of lists can be observed. At times a list 

of questions can appear near the beginning of a discourse or 

dialogue, and can provide, as in our tractate, something ap

proaching a table of contents for what is to follow. Thus in 

the Hyp. Arch. Norea asks the great angel Eleleth several ques

tions about the origin of ffo,oyc,� (II 93,32-94,2), and Eleleth 

responds with an account of the fall of Sophia. Again, Zost. 

has its protagonist ponder a number of troubling and vital 

questions concerning existence (VIII 2,24-3,13). These ques

tions have to do with the origin, nature, and character of ex

istence, and constitute the matters to be revealed in the ec

static heavenly journey which follows. Similarly, the Ap. John 

also opens with a troubled John asking himself difficult ques

tions concerning matters of ultimate concern to Christian Gnos

tics: the origin, person, and work of the Savior, and the 
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nature of the aeon that is the destiny of the Savior and of all 

Gnostics (II 1,17-29). Immediately after these questions are 

posed, the vision of the risen Christ occurs, and the revela

tion ensues. Likewise, the Soph. Jes. Chr. also utilizes in

troductory indirect questions near the opening of the tractate; 

the twelve disciples and the seven women were troubled, it is 

said, GTge TtynocT�c1c RnTHrq, Tonro1101�, "eloyc1A, ncwTHf, and 

so on (III 91,2-9). 

At other times a series of questions can appear within the 

body of a text. In the rather fragmentary Testim. Truth a long 

series of questions appears (IX 41,21[?]-42,16(?]) within a 

homily for the Gnostic Christian. These questions have to do 

with numerous themes of a cosmological and soteriological sort, 

and the answers to these questions constitute true wisdom. 

Furthermore, in the Excerpta ex Theodoto 78.2 it is emphatical

ly stated that we are liberated not only through baptism but 

also through knowledge (YVWOLC): ,LVEC �µEv, ,t yEy6vaµEv· noO 

�µEV, D nou tvE�A�&]µEV' nou crnEuooµEV, n63Ev Au,pouµEfu• ,t 

ytvvncrLc, ,t a\/<lytvvncrLc.
81 

Such passages as these illustrate how significantly ques

tions and lists of questions function in Gnostic self

understanding. Gnosticism is a religion of knowledge, of an 

insightful illumination which breaks through the categories of 

mundane existence. For the Gnostics true liberation necessi

tates the transmission of true knowledge. This knowledge is 

passed from the heavenly revealer, the risen Christ, to his 

disciples, and from the knower, the bearer of the tradition, to 

the inquiring person or group. The lists of questions passed 

down within the tradition thus represent the key issues which 

must be truly understood if salvation is to occur. Sometimes, 

as with the Excerpta ex Theodoto, the questions can stand alone, 

as abbreviations for the essential knowledge to be embraced. At 

other times, as with Ep. Pet. PhiZ., the questions are followed 

with revelatory answers which provide the essential knowledge, 

practically like a Gnostic catechism. 

Consequently, we are not surprised to observe how frequent

ly Gnostics made use of the literary genre of the dialogue, of 

questions and answers presented within the framework of a 
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conversation between a master and the students, and often be

tween the risen Christ and his disciples. As questers for di

vinely revealed truth, the Gnostics eagerly adopted the dia

logue as a most appropriate format for the presentation of 

truth as they perceived it. Kurt Rudolph defines the dialogue 

as "eine bekannte antike Literaturform, in der ein wirkliches 

oder fiktives Gespr�ch zwischen zwei oder mehr Personen liter

arisch gestaltet ist."
82 

Utilized in classical times for phi

losophical dialogues, dramatic comedies, and the like, the dia

logue was widely used in Hellenistic times by such people as 

the Gnostics, who found some variety of this Gattung of the 

dialogue to be an excellent means of presenting their message. 

The Gnostic teacher, often depicted as the resurrected Christ 

discoursing on a mountain, communicates divine truths to the 

followers. Thus the Gnostics stress the revelatory character 

of the teachings, and employ a form of the dialogue which dif

fers considerably from the classical dialogue: indeed, their 

dialogues often resemble the "question and answer" (Erotapo

kriseis) literature in significant ways. 
83 

Hence the Gnostic 

dialogue is an adapted dialogue, which proved suitable for the 

mediation of revelatory knowledge. 

To what extent, then, does the Ep. Pet. Phil. conform to 

the style of the Gnostic dialogue? To begin with, we should 

observe that only a portion of our tractate is actually any

thing like a dialogue between the risen Christ and the apostles. 

133,8-13 8,10 provides the setting, the questions, the revelatory 

answers, and the dismissal typical of the Gnostic dialogue. In 

addition, 138,21-139,4 provides another revelation imparted by 

the voice to the disciples as they are discussing matters to

gether, and 140,15-23 has the appearing Jesus provide words of 

reassurance to the apostles as they are going forth. These 

latter utterances, however, are authoritative and supportive 

declarations that function as elements in a dialogue only in a 

very oblique fashion. Again, as we have seen, the tractate 

opens with a passage representing the letter genre of litera

ture (132,10-133,8). Furthermore, the tractate concludes with 

a description of the return to Jerusalem, the speech of Peter, 

the reception of the spirit, and the divine commission to 
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preach (138,10-140,27). Thus the Ep. Pet. Phil. includes a 

number of different literary forms. As a whole it resembles 

in genre the NT Acts to a considerable extent, with a similar 

diversity and a similar progression. 

But even when we consider the climactic series of ques

tions and answers within our tractate, we note that it differs 

rather markedly from more typical Gnostic dialogues. Indeed, 

certain features suggest that 133,8-138,10 is not really a dia

logue at all! After all, the only verbal response of the dis

ciples to the revelatory answers of the Savior occurs at 137, 

13-17, where an additional question and answer is juxtaposed

to the first set of questions and answers. Here a different 

tradition may even be reflected, as we shall see later. Hence 

in some ways 133,8-138,10 resembles a revelatory discourse 

(given in two parts) more than a revelatory dialogue. 

To understand better what is transpiring here, we might 

consider the relationship between Eugnostos and the Soph. Jes. 

Chr. It has been proposed
84 

that the Soph. Jes. Chr. is a

Christian tractate which was composed as a Christian version of 

a non-Christian document very much like Eugnostos. Formally 

Eugnostos is a letter, complete with an epistolary opening and 

closing; it claims to have been written by a Gnostic teacher to 

his followers. Some version of this philosophical epistle, an 

epistle with no clear Christian motifs,
85 

was apparently trans

formed by a Gnostic Christian into the Soph. Jes. Chr., a Gnos

tic dialogue between the resurrected Christ and his disciples. 

By means of various interpolations a Christian framework for 

the tractate was established. The truths of Eugnostos the 

Blessed
86

were adopted and slightly adapted to become the truths 

of the risen Christ, who now provides revelatory answers to the 

queries of the disciples on the mountain. As a part of the 

Christian framework twelve questions are addressed to Jesus; 

and although these questions are inserted into the text in a 

somewhat artificial manner, such a loose relationship between 

the questions and the answers of a Gnostic dialogue is by no 

means rare. Thus the tractate Eugnostos is appropriated by 

Gnostic Christians, and Christ becomes the revealer of Gnostic 

truths. 
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The situation is somewhat analogous in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

several mythological descriptions and soteriological statements 

have been used as the revelatory utterances of the resurrected 

Christ. Although the framework of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. is thor

oughly Christian, the utterances of Christ are not uniformly 

Christianized. In fact, the first answer offered by the Savior 

(135,8-136,15) shows no discernable Christian elements, while 

the other answers are perhaps only marginally Christian. Un

like the Soph. Jes. Chr., however, the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. does not 

have the questions of the apostles interrupt the discourses of 

the Savior, except in the case of the additional question (137, 

13-17); and the questions that are raised in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

relate rather closely to the answers that are given, with the 

exception of certain of the direct questions. 

Thus the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., particularly 133,8-138,10, illus

trates another way in which traditional Gnostic materials can 

be integrated into the authoritative teaching of the risen 

Christ. If Gnostic dialogues in general are adapted dialogues, 

the series of questions and answers in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. func

tions even less as a true dialogue. Rather, this series of 

questions and answers provides the occasion for Christ to pre

sent a revelatory discourse on Gnostic themes. The resultant 

"dialogue" provides a summation of essential Gnostic Christian 

doctrine, as perceived by the author and the community: a rev

elation for those who would truly know. 

Introduction to the Revelatory Answers Given by the Savior 
(135,3-8) 

After the questions have been presented by the apostles, 

then (TOTG) the revelatory response may begin. Once again men

tion is made of the voice and the light, here described as 

oycMH corning to the apostles eao� 2M noyoe 111 ( 135, 3-4) . Before 

the questions are answered seriatirn, the voice of the resur

rected Christ provides an introductory statement to put his 

answers in proper perspective. This statement refers back to 

previous disclosures and ahead to the impending revelation. 

The reference to previous disclosures is particularly note

worthy. The apostles themselves, Christ the glorious voice 
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declares, are witnesses to the fact that he had told them all 

of these things previously, that he had already given them all 

the answers to these most vital questions which the apostles 

had just asked. Presumably the risen Christ is referring to 

revelations given when he was "in the body"; such reminders of 

previous declarations while "in the !Jody" occur several times 

in the Ep. Pet. Phil. 
87 

Yet, in spite of these previous rev

elations, the apostles did not believe. Other Christian lit

erature can also refer to the unbelief of the followers of 

Jesus while he was still alive, before Easter faith came alive 

in their hearts. Here in the Ep. Pet. Phil., however, the un

belief of the apostles may be interpreted more precisely. For 

it is these apostles who are the witnesses, the bearers of the 

tradition, the guarantors of the authenticity of the tradition 

since primitive times. It is these apostles who establish the 

oral and the written traditions, and to them the church looks 

for guidance. And their unbelief may be taken as the unbelief 

of the Great Church, which has not acknowledged the spiritual 

truths of Christian Gnosis. 

In other words, the affirmation of the traditions and the 

charge of unbelief reflect the self-understanding of the people 

behind the Ep. Pet. Phil. The author and community represented 

by the Ep. Pet. Phil. do not deny or reject their heritage, the 

Christian tradition handed down to the church. Christ has pro

vided words of revelation, written words, spoken words--if only 

the apostles would believe! The revelatory words are present-

if only the Christians would apply the proper interpretation! 

The Ep. Pet. Phil. affirms its heritage, understood and inter

preted in accordance with the theological guidelines of Gnostic 

Christian belief, and thus looks to the new revelation of the 

risen Christ to bring, at last, a faithful presentation of 

spiritual truths. 

Seeking thus to legitimate its message by maintaining con

tinuity between the teachings of Jesus and those of the Gnostic

community, the Ep. Pet. Phil. offers a latter-day revelation of 

the risen Christ to transcend the unbelief of the Great Church.

Elsewhere in Gnostic literature revelatory utterances can func
tion in a similar fashion by presenting the authoritative words
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of the risen Christ to his followers for a considerable time 

after the resurrection. In the Ap. Jas., for example, Christ 

remains five hundred fifty days after the resurrection, and 

then appears to the disciples as they are writing their memoirs 

or gospels (.XU.WMG, "books," I 2,15); consequently, before re

turning to heaven, Christ takes James and Peter aside and fills 

them with revelatory knowledge. In addition, the Savior claims 

that the disciples have compelled him to stay another eighteen 

days GT•o Hn.1.r.1.•o'-H, "on account of the parables" (8,2-3). In 

a similar fashion Irenaeus claims that other Gnostics, appar

ently Ophites and Valentinians, maintain that Jesus lingered 

for eighteen months (five hundred forty days) after the resur

rection, and taught great mysteries to the few followers who 

could assimilate such marvelous teachings.
88 

This period of

time also corresponds rather closely to the five hundred forty

five days between the resurrection and ascension in the Ascen

sion of Isaiah 9.16. Later, it seems, the period of resurrec

tion appearances can be prolonged even further. The Pistis 

Sophia and the two Books of Jeu have the resurrected Jesus con

versing and discoursing with his disciples for twelve years 

after the resurrection;
89 

the former work discloses the revel

ation of the supreme mysteries during the twelfth year of Jesus' 

resurrection sojourn, after the luminous and glorious journey 

of Jesus through the aeons. Thus Gnostic sources can appeal to 

authoritative appearances of the resurrected Christ which occur 

much later than many of those recorded in the NT; certainly 

such appearances would not be acceptable to Luke, whose periodi

zation of history allows only forty days for "canonical" appear

ances of the risen Christ before his ascension.
90 

The Ep. Pet. Phil. does not make use of a precise periodi

zation of the resurrection appearances of Jesus. In fact, the 

Ep. Pet. Phil. does not really propose a single ascension ac

count at all.
91 

Unlike Luke-Acts, Ep. Pet. Phil. merely por

trays the coming and going of the heavenly light and voice, 

which can appear when necessary in order to bring the apostles 

and followers of the light to knowledge. Yet our tractate, 

like the other Gnostic documents, utilizes the appearances of 

the risen Christ to speak against unbelief and for the true 
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presentation and interpretation of Gnostic Christian beliefs. 

In the Ep. Pet. Phil. the Gnostic Jesus speaks forth with 

clarity to provide revelatory answers to questions of ultimate 

concern. 

The First Revelatory Answer (135,8-136,15) 

The revelatory discourse of Jesus in answer to the ques

tions posed by the apostles begins with an answer to the first 

part of the indirect question; the disciples have asked about 

1lllJWWT IITG i;au,u (134, 21-22). In answering this question Jesus 

utters an abbreviated version of the myth of the mother, who 

remains otherwise unnamed in the tractate. This first revela

tory answer is constructed in a careful manner, and its struc

ture parallels that of the other answers in this set of four 

answers. In particular the first two answers are very similar 

to each other; just as the two parts of the indirect question 

are linked together, so also the first two answers complement 

each other nicely. Both are fairly long; both correspond 

closely to the two parts of the indirect question; both are 

introduced by subtitles and summary statements; both close with 

a final statement intended to bring the answer to a reasonable 

conclusion. The last two answers are quite similar to the 

first two, but are even more similar to each other. Both of 

these last two answers are very brief; both tend to paraphrase 

somewhat the direct questions that have been raised; both are 

introduced by similar subtitles
92 

and terse causal statements 

introduced by xe; both close with short explanatory statements. 

Hence we may see these four questions as paralleling each other, 

with the first two and last two sharing particular features of 

structure. 

The Savior's first revelatory answer contains no clearly 

Christian features. Such an observation is especially remark

able when we consider how overwhelmingly Christian the frame

work of the Ep. Pet. Phil. is. Furthermore, the other three 

answers in the series also are only vaguely Christian at best; 

the Christian character of these three answers can be disputed, 

though the best case for Christian motifs can be made for the 
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second answer GT• o 11111x11 PWH-". Thus we observe that the author 

of the Ep. Pet. Phil. has taken non-Christian or marginally 

Christian traditions, has woven them into the Christian frame

work of the tractate, and thus has baptized these traditions 

as revelatory utterances of the risen Christ. 

Like the other three answers in this series, the first 

answer opens with a subtitle referring back to the original 

question: GT60 IIICl)UJ.l)T HOii IITG IIGWII (135,8-9) ,
93 

Such a title 

or subtitle is very common in the literature of antiquity; Paul, 

for example, can utilize similar subtitles in 1 Corinthians, 

where he also seems to be referring back to questions raised by 

the Corinthians.
94 

After the subtitle comes a very brief and 

somewhat enigmatic statement: ,u.·i ne n1(QU)U)T (135,9-10). The 

meaning of this statement is not obvious, though it does seem 

to function as an introductory or summary statement; particu

larly ambiguous is the antecedent of the demonstrative pronoun 

""' "i • On the one hand, ""' "i could easily refer to the words and 

sentences which follow, and which attempt to describe the ori

gin and nature of n lll}OO)T. In this case n_.·i could point ahead 

to the revelatory answer which is just beginning: "The defi

ciency is as follows." On the other hand, .,_.·i could also refer 

to this world around us, this mortal creation which is the 

tragic result of the fall of the mother. This interpretation 

of 11 .. ·i is more difficult and provocative, and suggests that ""'' 

could point to the evidence of deficiency all around: "This 

world illustrates the deficiency."
95 

Although we cannot be 

entirely certain, a comparison with the parallel statement in 

the second answer (-"IIOK ue, 136,16) encourages us to opt for 

the latter interpretation. 

The body of the answer begins with the Savior presenting 

a brief account of the origin of the deficiency (135,10-21). 
96 

The mother, who is named Sophia in most versions of the myth, 

is the one whose tragic blunder has led to the deficiency. It 

is said that this blunder can be traced back to her disobedi

ence and foolishness (HHT-"TCWTH and HttT-"TUJO.xue), for apart from 

the command and will of the Father's greatness
97 

she wished to

create aeons.
98 In certain versions of the myth Sophia is said

to be motivated by desire (tvauµnocc) and passion (naaoc); 
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festering for a while in the Pleroma, this na3oc burst forth in 

the transgression of Sophia. Supposedly motivated by love 

(ayann) for the Father, a love which in reality was audacity 

(,oAµd), Sophia searched for the Father in order, if possible, 

to embrace the greatness of his inscrutable, incomprehensible 

divinity. Of course, she was doomed to failure, and destined 

for distress and grief.99 Other versions of the myth, which 

may resemble more closely the description of the mother's crea

tive actions in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. (135,10-17), claim that 

Sophia wanted to imitate the mighty, unbegotten Father: �8tAnoE 

µ�µ�oaofu� ,ov na,tpa Kal yEvvnoa� Kaa· tau,�v oCxa ,oO ouCuyou, 

Cva µnotv � �pyov unooEto,Epov ,oO na,poc ECpyaoµtvn.100 Ac

cording to the Ap. John, she wanted to create or procreate AXH 

[novwl
<9 

H11eniU", "without [the consent] of the Spirit" (II 9,29; 

also see II 9,34), and without her consort,101 and the result 

was a 2oy2e HllKAKe, an "abortion of darkness. ,. l02 The HNTATCwfft

and HNTAT<l)OX116 of the mother in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. is reminis

cent of the transgression and fall of Eve as depicted in Genesis 

and early Christian literature.103 To be sure, elsewhere in 

Gnostic literature Sophia and Eve can be brought together in 

some significant ways.104 Other sources also can refer to this 

fall of Sophia as the fall of this erring aeon (,oO,ov ,ov 

napa,pantv,a) ,105 of the transgressing aeon (6 napEA8wv aCwv).106 

It is reasonable to see how the mother's blunder could be 

termed disobedience, foolishness, and even a transgression 
(nArA•Ac,c, 139,23). After all, she did passionately exceed 

the bounds of propriety, and impulsively desired to do what was 

quite inappropriate in the realm of the Pleroma; in other words, 

she transgressed the law of the Pleroma.107 As a result of her

passion and ignorance, this fallen world of mortality came into 
being.108 

From the misdeed of the mother, the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. con
tinues, emerges the Arrogant One, AYOAAHC. AYOAAHc seems to 

function practically as a proper noun in our tractate; a Greek 

loan word, this adjective is taken over and used in a substan

tival manner. Of course, there is an exceedingly fine line in 
such mythological literature between a proper noun per se and a 
key epithet. AYOAAHC is used elsewhere in the literature of 
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and about the Gnostics,109 
but in the Ap. John the usage of 

this technical term is especially close to its use in our trac

tate. At II 13,27, as well as IV 21,16 and BG 46,l, n.1.yo.1.A11C 

is utilized, as in the Ep. Pet. PhiL , in a substantival manner, 

and it is said that ignorant n.1.yo.1.AHC took power from his 

mother. According to the simple and similar myth of the Bar

belognostics of Irenaeus, mater Sophia "generavit opus, in quo 

erat ignorantia et audacia" ("AyvoLa xat 0 Au8a.6ELa)--namely, 

the Proarchon, the demiurge who stole a "virtutem magnam" from 

the mother.
110 

In numerous Gnostic sources the arrogance of 

the chief archon is made abundantly clear. It is he who is so 

ignorant and blind111 that he boasts that he is God, and God 

alone. Thus in the Hyp. Arch., for example, it is said that 

.... 7 (viz. n.i.pxum) .XAC, HIT o•= l'fHOC .XG .I.HOK ne nuoyTe .i.yw HN 

6 e .1..xITT, "he (viz. the archon) became haughty, saying, 'I am 

God, and there is no other besides me'" (II 94,21-22) .
112

In the Ep. Pet. Phii. the author seems to suggest that 

.i.yo.1.A11c emerged when the mother spoke, just as Yaldaboath ap

peared (.i. - oyum 2} as T.I. pxH Hnu1.1..xe, "the first principle of the 

word," when Pistis Sophia spoke to him and uttered his name, 

according to the mythological account in Orig. WorZd.
113 

This 

passage in our tractate, however, remains difficult to inter

pret; it is said of .1.yo.1.AHC that .i.•oyw, e&oA. According to 

Crum (505b-508b), oyun has the general meaning of "put," "set," 

or "be (there)," on the one hand, and the intransitive meaning 

of "be placed" or "dwell" on the other. With the adverb e•oA 

this verb ordinarily can be translated as "set down," "pause," 

or (transitively) "let, bring down." It is conceivable, though 

very unlikely, that this passage in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. could 

state that .1.yo.1.A11c "paused" or "halted in his tracks" when the 

mother spoke; such an understanding could then reflect the 

shock and consternation in the realm of the chief archon when 

the mother spoke forth from heaven in response to his bold, 

ignorant claims. 114 on the other hand, oyu>t with the preposi

tion TI"c.i.- can mean "follow," and it seems reasonable to suggest 

a similar sort of meaning for oyu,2 660A: "set forth," "set out," 

"emerge," "follow." 115
Yet, as we have noted, it remains tempt

ing to follow the scholars who have suggested that a II has been 
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omitted by the scribe, and that consequently this passage 

should be emended to oyw<11>i e•oA. 

125 

How, then, did the deficiency come to be? The Ep. Pet. 

phiZ. states that the mother left behind a MGpoc, which was 

taken by .1.ye.1.11.Hc and became a ClJUIDT; and n.1.·i, the concluding 

summary statement of our tractate says, ne llOJllli)T 11TG 111 ew11 

(135,20-21). The Greek loan word Mepoc is used to denote the 

portion of light or spirit which has fallen out of the world 

of the Pleroma and has been imprisoned in this world of 

darkness.
116 

As we have already seen, the Ap. John explains this by 

describing how l.<f:X:1 liG 1 11l.y8l.AHC lioyGoH esoA 2 1fi� TG<fHl.l.Y, 11 the 

Arrogant One took power from his mother" (II 13,26-28).
117 

Mother Sophia was aware of the fact that part of her heavenly 

brightness was gone. She was aware of this defect or defi

ciency (UJT.1.) , 
118 

for the glowing of her light ( np r, e m,ecoyoe, 11) 

lessened (13,14-15), and she began to darken with the darkness 

of ignorance ( nK.I.KG IITMIIT.I.TCOOYH, 13, 24-25) . Not only did the 

mother transgress against the divine Pleroma; she also lost a 

portion of her spiritual power. In some versions of the myth 

this loss can be described as the expulsion of the passions of 

erring Sophia, or of the tx,pwµo. that she had produced. Ac

cording to Irenaeus' account of the Valentinian teacher Ptole

maeus, Sophia was purified and restored, ,nv ot tv3uµnoLV au,nG 

OUV T� nd3EL uno TOU "Qpou U(j)OPLO�VUL Kat anOOTEPn3nvaL (Latin: 

crucifixam), xat tK,OG au,ou (viz. ,ou ITADpwµa,o�) yEvoµtvnv 

(Adv. Haer. 1.2.4). Though this desire and passion was shape

less, formless, and frail, yet it was a nVEUJ.l(lTLKn ouo(a, since 

it emerged from one of the aeons; and this spiritual substance 

was destined to be lost and imprisoned in the lower world of 

the demiurge. In the account of Hippolytus, too, the shapeless 

and formless �x,pwµo. of Sophia is left behind, abandoned out

side the Pleroma (Ref. 6.31.4); and steps must be taken to en

sure that this substance, this deficiency (uo,cpnµo.), does not 

approach the heavenly aeons of the Pleroma (6.31.6). In the 

Ap. John it is said that the mother threw away from herself 

(,.c110.x'f 2 ,c .. onoA HMoc) the monstrous lion-headed product of 

her desire, Yaltabaoth, and put him away from that place, the 

Pleroma (II 10,7-19). 
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Thus the mother Sophia has left behind a portion that came 

from herself, and is in need of healing, of wholeness. Accord

ing to the Ap. John, the mother prays fervently and repents 

with tears, and consequently her deficiency is healed and her 

wholeness is restored through the action of the Pleroma. The 

whole Pleroma hears her prayer, the invisible Spirit gives his 

consent, and the holy Spirit anoints her from neynx,opU>H>- THrs, 

"all their fullness" (II 14,6). Meanwhile, her consort also 

comes down to her i IT"ff nnxHpU>H>. .XGK>->.c es11>.cU>26 HnGCOJTi., 

"through the Pleroma, so that he might correct her deficiency" 

(II 14,8-9). 

It should also be noted that the wholeness of the heavenly 

aeons will not really be restored until the Mepoc of divine 

light is reclaimed from the wicked >.yo>-AHC. The deficiency has 

become firmly entrenched in the realm outside the Plerorna; 

hence this world below is also caught up in the cosmic drama of 

restoration. The world below is characterized by deficiency; 

as Hippolytus notes, that is why Hores, the limit, cross, and 

guardian of the Pleroma, d<POplCEL dno TOG nAnpwuaTo� fEw TO 

UOTtPnua ... WI; Un 6uvao3aL unotv TOU UOTEp�µaTO� KaTayEvtofuL 

tyyub Twv tvTob nAnpwuaTo� aCwvwv (6.31.6). In contrast to the 

divine Pleroma, this world of ignorance and all that is con

nected with it--the passion of Sophia, the demiurge, the frag

mented existence--can be described as defective and deficient, 

in need of restoration to the unity and fullness of the One.
119 

The Arrogant One is now on center stage in the Ep. Pet. 

Phil. It remains for him to organize a cosmic bureaucracy by 

setting up powers, and to erect a prison by creating a mortal 

world. ;.yo>.A1tc begins by setting up his empire. Just as the 

first archon of the Ap. John takes a great power (oyuo6 "ffAy1a-

M I c, II 10,20-21) from his mother and, with a fiery light-flame 

(21fke>.1U>11 t"ff OYOJ>-t I1KwiT "ffoyoeI11, 10,24-25), creates other 

aeons as well as additional authorities ( 2 e11e,oycI>., 10,28), so 

also ;.ye>.AHC in the Ep. Pet. Phil. establishes powers (2e1160M) 

and authorities ( 2 eue,oyc1>.) for the governance of the world. 

>.ye>.AHC sows the Mepoc from the mother, the spiritual seed from 

heaven, "the seed (nacnepM>-) that had fallen away" (136,18). 

This image of the heavenly seed on earth is a common motif among 
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the Gnostics, and epitomizes the Gnostic sense of estrangement 

from this world and identification with the world above, the 

divine world of light; thus the heavenly race of Seth can refer 

to themselves as the imperishable and holy seed.
120 

The actual 

sowing of the seed can be attributed to the demiurge, though 

sometimes he and his cohorts function as lackeys for the higher 

beings. Thus, among the Valentinians some suggested that Acha

moth, the lower Sophia, as the real power behind the throne of 

the demiurge, secretly prompted and enabled him to sow the 

spiritual seed of the mother.
121 

For such Gnostics, as for the 

author of the Ep. Pet. Phit., the divine origin of the seed is 

of utmost importance; the Heroc or cnerH.i. has come ultimately 

from the mother. 

The Arrogant One proceeds with the construction of aeons 

of death, "mortal aeons," which are modeled after the immortal 

aeons above. As the Ap. John explains, the creator made every

thing IC•T.I. 111116 tTTICl)Orn N.l.tWII 6HT.1.z<l}IJll6 ZWCT6 .I.Tr6•T.I.HIOOY 

i'1ncM.1.T ii>-TTeKo, "after the likeness of the first aeons which 

had appeared, that he might create them like the imperishable 

ones" (II 12,34-13,1). Created in ignorance--he had not 

actually seen the imperishable aeons, but was moved by the 

power (T60H) within him, which he got from his mother--, the 

lower aeons are but a dim and deadly reflection of the glory of 

the heavenly aeons, 

The prison of the KOCHoc has been constructed, and the 

petty powers are elated. They rejoice at their status,
122 

though they are ignorant. Like many of the accounts about 

Yaldabaoth, this account about 11160H illustrates how foolish 

they are; they are quite oblivious of the great preexistent 

Father in heaven,
123 

and offer their service to little >.yo>.AHC. 

The powers, after all, are tGIICl)HHO (136,2-3) to the great 

Father; according to the Hyp. Arch., when the divine image ap

peared on the waters, 1rnycooy11 >.11 lTTG•GoH .xo 111H no, "they did 

not know whose power it was" (II 88,9-10). Just as elsewhere 

the children of light can be considered as strangers with re

spect to the world of darkness, so also here the powers of this 

darkened world are presented as strangers with respect to the 

Father of light.
124
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AY8AAHc, haughty of heart, becomes a rosKwt (136,B) . 125 

According to Marcus and other Valentinians, the demiurge wished 

,nc avw 6yooaooc TO antpo.v,ov, KaL aCWVLOV, Kat a6pLOTOV, Kat 

axpovov µLµ�oaoooL; but he was doomed to failure because he is 

the fruit of uo,tp�µa. Hence his imitation is a bastardization, 

a falsehood.
126 

In one way of conceptualizing this imitation, 

the creator and his comrades can be said to model their mortal 

creation after the reflection that appears in the water. An 

exalted divine being--the first Man,127 or Pistis Sophia,
12 8 

or 

Incorruptibility129 --peers down, and its image reflects upon

the water. Seen by the demiurge, this fascinating image or 

form becomes the model for the human being that is to be pro

duced. AYOAAHc thus creates in the image of God (Gen 1: 26-27); 

and as a substitute for the image which appeared he makes an 

inferior copy, OYt-l KWH G nMA tllWYt-l KWII MIi OYMO r<J,11 0 IIMA IIIWYMO p<j>tt 

(VIII 136,9-11) •130 

The powers begin to mold mortal bodies. Some tractates 

give detailed descriptions of the powers, procedures, and parts 

involved in the assembling of these bodies. The Ap. John, for 

instance, provides an exotic picture of the precise powers in

volved in the creation of the psychic form (II 15,1-29) and 

particularly the material body (15,29-19,14); a total of three 

hundred sixty-five powers work on this chore, UJAIITs.XWK ogox 

tlTOOTOY Kl.Tl. MGxoc ii61 tyx1K011 l.)'U> n2y.).IKOU ticwMJ.., 11 until the 

psychic and the material body was finished, limb by limb, by 

them" (19 ,4-6). Similarly, in Orig. WorZd the authorities are 

depicted as enslavers producing models or molded bodies 

(MllXACMA) in order to entrap the souls, which then are im

prisoned within these models; each of the seven t1ApXWN con

tribute a portion to the nxACMA of this Adam (II 114,15-115,3). 

Thus is the IIXACMA GTMOOYT (VIII 136,19-20) of AY0AAIIC and the 

powers completed. Yet the mortal bodies are only poor imita

tions of the e1Kw11 or 1AeA which had appeared, and veritable 

prisons of death. 131 

The Second Revelatory Answer (136,16-137,4) 

Without going into further detail in the account of the 

fall of the mother and the origin of the deficiency, the author 
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of the Ep. Pet. Phil. allows the risen Christ to provide a 

revelatory answer to the second portion of the indirect ques

tion raised by the apostles. If the first answer analyzes the 

human and cosmic dilemma, the second proclaims how this broken 

existence can attain to fullness. Following the section sub

title (eTge 111n.\HfWtu., 136,16), a concise statement of the 

resurrected Christ summarizes the answer in the briefest of 

aretalogies: >.110K ne.
132 

Thus the author of our tractate has 

Christ claim identity with the fullness. 

Such a statement is reminiscent of similar statements in 

the NT. In Col 1:19 the Paulinist presents part of the Christ

hymn which states that tv auT� (viz. XPLOT�) EUMKnOEV nav TO 

n},.npwµa KaTOLKnoaL, while in 2:9 it is said that tv aUT� KaTOL

KEL ndv TO nAnpwµa TnC 8E6TnTOC OWlIDTLKiii!;. Similarly in Eph 

1:22-23 the Paulinist says that the Father has made Christ head 

over all things for the tKKAnola, which is TO owµa auToO, TO 

nAnpwµa TOO T� navTa tv nao.v nAnpouµtvou, and in 3:19 a prayer 

is offered for the readers, that nAnpw8nTE ElC nav TO nAnpwµa 

TOO 8Eo0. In these passages, God can be referred to as the 

nAnpwµa that fills Christ with divine power; Christ can also be 

intimately related to the nAnpwµa that fills and empowers him; 

and the church, the saved people of God, is also saved by being 

filled with all the nAnpwµa of God. Hence in such passages of 

the NT, nAnpwµa can function in a theological, Christological, 

and soteriological manner, and can approach the Gnostic usage 

of the term. 
133 

Among the Gnostics nAnpwµa is a favorite term to depict 

the world of the divine. Often the divine realm is termed the 

Pleroma, and then the term functions in a spatial manner: the 

Pleroma is the divine world of light, inhabited by the aeons of 

light, over which the Father of all dwells, a world which can 

be separated and insulated by ·opoi;;, "Limit," from this lower 

fallen realm. Yet nAnpwµa can also function in a more quali

tative fashion, as in our passage: the fullness is the quality 

of life enjoyed by spiritual beings, perfect beings of light, 

particularly the divine aeons of heaven, and such spiritual be

ings can be termed nAnpwµaTa.
134 

Thus, as Irenaeus has Ptole

maeus explain, Jesus as redeemer comes forth from the Pleroma, 
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as the perfect representative, star, and fruit of the Pleroma 

(Adv. Haer. 1.2.6); but, as the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. makes abundantly 

clear, he also is to be characterized by fullness. Coming from 

the n).�pwµa, filled with the light and spirit of the divine, he 

comes down to the cosmos lost in deficiency.135

As the divine fullness, Christ was sent down from the 

world above to the cosmos below, ,,. ncw•u., for the sake of the 

fallen light-seed. It is said that Christ descended to 

neyn>..I.CH.I. 6TH00YT, "their mortal model" (136 ,19-20) . While 

this phrase could be a reference to this world, with its mortal 
aeons and deadly features, the parallel at 136,12-13 would sug

gest that mortal bodies are of particular interest here. Christ 

descended to their mortal bodies, that is, to the bodies molded 

by the powers; and presumably he clothed himself in neyn>..1.cH>. 

GTH00yT. For the sake of this descent the redeemer apparently 

put on a body as a disguise, and went unrecognized by the cos

mic powers. 

Such a salvific ploy is described in greater detail in 

other Gnostic sources. In the Ap. John, for example, the re

vealer states that he entered the region of darkness, and even 

went into THHTG i'inOO)T6KO, "the middle of the prison" (II 30, 

18-19). This phrase is picked up again a few lines later and 

is explained very clearly: THHT6 i'ino)'O)TGK0 GT6 11.1.'i 110 neCIJTGK0 

ncUJH>., "the middle of their prison, which is the prison of the 

body" (31,3-4). Thus the heavenly redeemer was hidden from the 

powers of this world, >.')'\,) l'inoycoyw�T, "and they did not recog

nize me" (30,21). Again, in the Treat. Seth Jesus Christ

claims that he visited oyHGI TI'cWH.1.TIKOt1, "a bodily house" (VII 

51,20-21); after throwing out the previous inhabitant, the 

Savior himself entered and occupied it. The Savior, however, 

does not resemble that first occupant, nH r>.r t10yrwHe ti'K0CHIK0C 

ne• l.t.OK A6 e1-.t�OK oyGgO,\ MnCl..NTll6 iitfR"m-1ye, "for he was a man of 

the cosmos, but as for me, I am from above the heavens" (51, 34-

52, 3). Hence, says the Savior, t16I0YOli1 600>. )(6 .I.IIOK O)'U)MH0 

ti'Te t11Hepoc 6Tc>.nacHT, "I revealed that I am a stranger to the 

regions which are below" (52,8-10). Later the Savior explains

how no one saw him as he descended, t166ICIJIB6 r.1.r ti'111Hop<j>11 tf2r.1.'i 

ti'tHT. 6610')'\,)Ti" eoox l1'oy01A.0.1. 0ye1A.e.1., "for I was changing my
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forms, going from semblance to semblance" (56,23-25). While 

at the various gates (ny�u) of the powers, the descending 

savior took on their likeness (ue"i.x, e1uo R"Hooy), and thus 

passed by them quietly and unobtrusively.136 In fact, the ig

norant and blind powers did not even recognize that they were 

not crucifying the Savior at all! Once again, the so-called 

oocetists depicted by Hippolytus are said to suggest that the 

heavenly Son, wishing to save the souls trapped in cosmic 

darkness, came down from above in a peculiar manner; 6 µovoyEv�c 

narc avu>a&v aCwvcoc tnEvouoaµEvoc Ka,a fva fKao,ov ,oO ,pl,ou 

aCwvoc aCwva Kat y&v6µ&voc tv ,pcaKov,aoc aCwvwv ElotlA8Ev &Cc 

,6voE ,6v K6oµov (Ref. 8.10.5). The Son was not recognized: he 

was a(l)O.v�c, ayvwo,oc, aooEoc, anco,ouµ&voc. Finally the son 

from on high clothed himself with ,6 oK6,oc ,6 tEw,Epov, ,�v 

oapKa �nolv (8.10.6), and thus he put on the offspring of Mary. 

Although the Ep. Pet. PhiL. does not proclaim the radical 

docetism of some of the texts cited here, two themes are shared 

among all the examples: in some way the Savior puts on a mortal 

body; and thus he is able to travel incognito within the cosmos, 

as oypWH6 GSHOOYT (136,22). 

The question of the origin of this account of the descend

ing Christ has prompted Klaus Koschorke to provide certain sug

gestions in his recent article "Eine gnostische Paraphrase des 

johanneischen Prologs." As his title intimates, Koschorke ar

gues that this section of the Ep. Pet. Phil. illustrates the 

Gnostic use and interpretation of the Gospel of John, the NT 

authority who, along with Paul, was especially beloved by 

Gnostic thinkers. Koschorke terms the Ep. Pet. Phi L. "eine 

gnostische Paraphrase der Apostelgeschichte (v.a. Lk 24-Act 8)." 
Furthermore, 

Weniger offensichtlich als diese Abhangigkeit vom 
lukanischen Werk ist der Bezug des im Folgenden er
orterten Abschnittes 136,16-137,4 au£ Joh 1. Dach 
durften die hier bestehenden Obereinstimmungen kaum 
zufallig sein; und sie gewinnen doppeltes Gewicht 
dadurch, dass sie sich in einem Traktat finden, der-
wie der Vergleich mit der Apostelgeschichte zeigt-
ja ohnehin in seiner ganzen Anlage gepragt isf durch 
den Bezug auf eine neutestamentliche Schrift. 37 
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Thus, Koschorke proceeds to illumine this suggested dependency 

of our tractate upon the prologue to the Gospel of John. He 

sees the phrase "sent down in the body" (136,17) as reflecting 

oapE tytvETO of John 1:14, and suggests that the reference to 

the "fallen" seed (136,18) may reflect tpx6µgvov de ,av 1<6oµov 

(1:9). Furthermore, both documents refer to the nonrecognition 

of the Savior (" they did not recognize me," 136, 20-21; a 1<60µ01; 

a(nov 061< fyvw, 1:10), the word ("I spoke," 136,22; o >,.6yoi;;, 

1:1, 14), coming to one's own ("him who is mine" [sing.), 136, 

23; ot C5•o• [pl.], 1:11), the reception of the word ("he 

hearkened to me just as you also who hearkened today," 136, 

23-25; 600• St f>,.aaov au,6v, 1:12), the bestowal of authorita

tive power ("I gave him authority (t!;ouoCa) ," 136,26; f6w1<EV 

au,otc t!;ouoCav, 1:12), and the eventual inheritance ("the in

heritance of his fatherhood," 136,27-28; ,t1<va 8EoO ygvto8aL, 

1:12). Finally, Koschorke judges that the reference to the 

"fullness" to be enjoyed (137,4) resembles the nJ,.�pwµa in which 

all believers participate (1:16) .
138 

Thus, Koschorke concludes, 

"Den bislang bekannten Belegen gnostischer Exegese von Joh 1 

ist nun, wie unser Beitrag zu zeigen versuchte, EpPt hinzuzu

fugen."
139 

He suggests that the Ep. Pet. PhiL provides a 

paraphrase of the Johannine prologue, and apparently a re

mythologized paraphrase at that. 

Our evaluation of Koschorke's thesis should begin by not

ing that Koschorke is correct in recognizing that the Ep. Pet. 

Phii. is written with a considerable awareness of other Chris

tian and Gnostic literature. Indeed, as we are suggesting, our 

tractate does mean to provide a Christian Gnostic interpreta

tion of various traditional materials. Hence Koschorke's the

sis is by no means rendered impossible or even unlikely by the 

character of the document. Furthermore, the Ep. Pet. Phii. 

136,16- 137,4 has a general purpose similar to that of John l; 

both passages proclaim that the heavenly Savior has come down 

to this world and has put on a body, for the sake of the salva

tion and fullness of his people. 

When we look at the particular parallels highlighted by 

Koschorke, however, we note that they are not altogether con

vincing. As he also notes,
140 

the parallel concerning the 
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oloyc1.1. which is given is the closest and most impressive simi

larity. But as for the other parallels, the evidence is not 

persuasive. The account of the Ep. Pet. Phil. does not empha

size the Johannine concern for the A6yoc becoming oapE; in 

fact, 136,21-22 seems to suggest that the divine Savior was not 

really oapE at all! Some of the other parallels are trivial or 

even farfetched. For example, the A6yoc of John is hardly a 

close and meaningful parallel to the .1.·i0J.1..xo (136,22-23) of the 

Ep. Pet. Phil. The most important parallels between these two 

passages seem to be precisely in those areas where numerous 

Gnostic sources agree. The fall of the seed, the descent of 

the Savior, his encounter with a body, the lack of recognition 

of the powers--such themes as these are treated in various 

Gnostic sources, and often the parallels with the Ep. Pet. 

Phil. are more significant in these sources. Furthermore, the 

theme of the obedience of noTO nw·i is also nicely paralleled 

in Gnostic documents, as we soon shall notice. 

Hence, most of the similarities between the Ep. Pet. Phil. 

136,16-137,4 and John 1 seem to reflect terms and themes shared 

with other versions of the Gnostic account of the descent of 

the heavenly redeemer. In this way the Gnostic background of 

the Johannine A6yoc hymn is underscored, to be sure, but the 

suggested dependence of the Ep. Pet. Phil. upon the Gospel of 

John is called into question. In spite of its current context 

within a set of revelatory answers delivered by the resurrected 

Christ, we may even wonder whether 136,16-137,4 could reflect 

a non-Christian Gnostic redeemer myth, a myth with certain af

finities to the A6yoc hymn adopted and adapted by John.
141 

It remains to be discovered what is meant by neTe nw'i 

(136,23), a phrase paralleled in the third revelatory answer at 

137,5-6. This rather ambiguous phrase apparently functions as 

the antecedent for the masculine singular pronouns that are 

used in the succeeding lines, which provide an account of the 

salvation of noTe nw'i. Several interpretations have been given. 

Bethge proposes that perhaps Adam the Primal Man is meant; "Was 

Jesus dann den Aposteln sagt, ist im Grunde nur eine Wieder

holung dessen, was in der Urzeit bereits Adam mitgeteilt 

wurde,"
142 

Koschorke maintains that "das menschliche Gefass
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des Soter ('der Meinige') als Prototyp aller erlosungsfahigen 

Menschen ('die Meinigen') erscheint," that is to say, the human 

Jesus, "der erste in der Reihe derer, denen der Soter 1'.6wKe:v ... 

tfouolav ,l:Kva �e:oO ye:vtofuL."
143 

In both his translation and

his commentary Menard refers to "la race" in this connection, 

"(la race) qui est mienne" ;
144 

this suggestion may also be com

pared with the apparent concern of Jesus for the "seed" 

(cnerMA), the pneumatic light trapped in the world of darkness. 

The Ap. John illustrates some of the same ambiguity con

cerning the one who responds to the heavenly call. At II 24,32-

25,16 Seth and the cnerMA are the object of the saving activi

ties of the Spirit, X.GKAAC 2OTA11 es19A11e1 e,r,.'i r.e, nenTT e•o• 

t lTN fll. IWH 6TOY.l.l.S 6<1H.\.C8t<O<f ep.>-.T<f l.)"'W i7lfT--".6lt.<t tM ll(J)Tl. X0Kl..l.C 

epenn,HrwMA THr• HA0JU)ne esoyAAB A'f(I) 1iATCl)TA, "so that, when the 

Spirit comes down through the holy aeons, he may raise him up 

and heal him of the deficiency, so that the entire fullness may 

become holy and without deficiency" (25,11-16). At a later 

point in the tractate, as the risen Christ is describing his 

descent from the light, he recounts how he issued the call to 

awaken. Christ proclaims, neTCWTM TWOYII e•o• 2R' 4>111H• eT2or19, 

"you (sing.) who hear, arise from heavy sleep!" (31,5-6). The 

one thus called responds, and this "primal sleeper" hearkens 

(cwTM, 31,15) and follows his root, Christ, into light and 

life, XGKAAC 1i11e11Hoy 6N6AH ero• x.r. HnlNAY, "so that death might 

not have power over him from now on" (31,24-25). 

The point of these references, as Koschorke realizes, is 

the symbolic or prototypical character of the one who responds 

to the call of the heavenly redeemer. The heavenly redeemer, a 

stranger to this world of darkness, comes to the light-seed en

snared within the cosmos. Being from the light, he comes to 

save the light, and to return it to the fullness of the Father. 

Hence, depending upon whether it is considered collectively or 

individually, the HG roe or c ne rHA of light can be neTe nw'i or 

He Te uoyel. 

In other Gnostic sources, too, such phrases become descrip

tions of the people of the light. In the 2 Apoc. Jas., for ex

ample, the Savior talks to his brother James the Just about 

those who belong to the light, as opposed to those who are 
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strangers. He proclaims to James, who himself has an exalted 

role, NTOk r.i.r .I.II ne n I re•CWT6 MifH oygOH80C NT6 t6H<J)MM0 ° ifTK 

oyre•TOOT6 6tOYH Mir oype,cwTe ifT6 H6TG 1.oye I• t,.oy AG lTTe H6T6 

NOYK, "For you are not the redeemer or a helper of strangers; 

you are an illuminator and a redeemer of those who are mine, 

and now of those who are yours" (V 55,15-20). Likewise, in the 

Treat. Seth Christ speaks in very similar terms: "I came to 

those who are mine (HeTe 11oye I ue) and united them with me" (VII 

59, 9-11) . neTe nw'i and He Te uoy61 are thus two ways of refer

ring to the light trapped below, awaiting salvation and restor

ation through the 4><DcTHp. 

The light has fallen into O'Y'l)(W)T, but is to be restored to 

oyn>.HpwM.i.: this is the message of the Ep. Pet. Phil. 136,16-

137,4. In fact, the first two revelatory answers, which as we 

have seen are structurally related, come together at the con

clusion of the second answer to provide a soteriological cli

max. unfortunately, 137,1-2 cannot be reconstructed with any 

confidence.
145 

The sense of the passage, however, is clear. 

The fallen light, dimmed in the deficiency of this world and 

estranged from the heavenly realm, returns to the fullness. As 

Christ is the n>.H p<i.>M.i., so also the light becomes '"'" pwM.i., since 

Christ and the light are essentially the same. Hence the des

tiny of Christ and the Gnostic coincide: both attain to the 

n>.11pwM.1. of light.
146 

The Third and Fourth Revelatory Answers (137,4-13) 

The last two of the set of four revelatory answers are 

very brief, and also very similar to each other in structure 

and function. If the first two answers provide insights into 

basic Gnostic soteriology--the fall and restoration of the 

light--, the last two answers provide specific answers to the 

questions of the daily struggles of Gnostic believers. What 

about their imprisonment here below? What about their struggle 

with the powers of the world? 

The third revelatory answer of the resurrected Christ 

(137,4-9) speaks most clearly to the first (and possibly also 

the third) of the direct questions raised by the apostles.
147 
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The third answer opens, like the fourth, with a slightly dif

ferent formula for the section subtitle (GT&e nH AG xo, 137,4-

5.10) than that of the first two answers. This third answer 

purports to speak to the problem of the detention, the incar

ceration in this dwelling place (134,24). Although the answer 

provided is very brief, it does give a reason for the detention 

and suggest a solution. The reason given is one that suggests 

hostility, the conflict between the forces of light and the 

powers of darkness. The megalomaniacal demigods of the world, 

in their jealousy and wickedness, imprison the heavenly light 

within a cosmos of death. In spite of their ignorance, they 

attempt to browbeat, coerce, curse, and even rape the beings 

under their control, those who have fallen from the light. Be

cause you are children of the light, strangers to this dark 

world but at home in the light, XG ttTU)Tll H6T6 11oyo1 (137 ,5-6), 

Christ says, therefore you are opposed by the powers of this 

mortal world. And just as these powers persecuted Christ, so 

also do they persecute those belonging to Christ.
148 

According to the Ep. Pet. Phil., the way out of this pre

dicament involves stripping away the corruptible part of our 

being, the mortal bodies (2611CUJM.I. GyHOOYT, 136,12-13). This 

motif is well known in Gnostic documents. In the Dial. Sav. 

the problem is described with great clarity; as the Lord tells 

Matthew, you cannot see the glorious place of life and light 

e+o[co11 GK]♦or1 iITc.1.r,, "as long as you wear the flesh" (III 

132,11-12). In the Gos. Thom. Jesus compares his disciples to 

children who are placed in a field belonging to others. When 

these owners return to claim their field, the children ceK.1.K 

.1.tHY HnOYHTO GgOA 6TfOYK.I..I.C 6&OA ,ay lTcet TOyCUXJ)G 11.1.y, "strip 

themselves before them in order to release it to them and to 

give back their field to them" (II 37, 4-6). Though the meta

phor is mixed, the message is apparent: the children of the 

light are to let go of this world, take off the bodies that are 

clothing them, and be released from mortal existence to immor

tal life.
149 

Similarly in the 2 Apoa. Jas. Christ speaks to 

James about his entry into the body and his release from the 

body: iITOK r.1.r ,we GIITK OYo)OplT 6.1.Kf 2T(l)(J)K 0 iiTOK 011 no tlU)Opn 

GTII.I. K.1..1.Kif [.1.] 2Hoy• .1.yw 6K60)Wn6 TI"ee GIIGl<tl)OOn HHOC ,.1.eH 
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eHn>.T6KK>.>.K >.2Hoy, "For even as you are the first to have 

clothed yourself, so also are you the first who will strip him

self, and you shall become as you were before you stripped 

yourself" (V 56, 7-14). Perhaps here a new, transformed sort of 

glorious clothing, fitting for an exalted being of light, may 

be alluded to, though elsewhere in the tractate (46,14-19; 

58,20-23) the imperishable Christ can be described as naked. 

In similar fashion the stripping of the mortal flesh and 

the reclothing with the spiritual garment can be indicated in 

other Gnostic sources. In the Ap. Jas., for example, the as

cending Jesus states that he will strip himself so that he may 

clothe himself anew (I 14,35-36) .
150 

In the "Hymn of the 

Pearl" the king's son takes off the filthy garment (,o punapov 

fvouµa) that he has been using as a disguise in the worldly 

land of Egypt (Acts of Thomas 111), and puts on his glorious 

image, his royal robe (,nv O,OA�V µou ,nv eaoLALK�V), back at 

his father's house (112-13). 

Though the Ep. Pet. Phil. here makes no mention of any 

heavenly garment to be worn, the emphasis remains essentially 

the same: strip yourselves of what is perishable, and shine 

like the light that you are! In the words attributed to the 

Naassenes by Hippolytus, the house of God is the place Onou o 

6.ya&oi;: ae:oi:; KO,OLKe:t µ6voi;:, e: ti;: llv OUK e: Coe:Ae:uoe:,aL, <l>llOL v, 

6.Kafu/:),oi;: OuOE:L!:;, Ou �UXLK6C, Ou OClPKLK6i;:, UAAU ,11pe:C,aL 

nve:uµa,LKOLC µ6voLi;:, Onou oe:C ye:voµlvouc aaAE:LV ,6. tv6ulJ(l,a 

Kat nav,ac ye:vlo�L vuµq>Couc 6.nnpoe:vwµlvoui;: 6La ,oO napae:vLKOO 

nve:ulJCl,01:: (Ref. 5.8.44) .
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The concept of souls wearing clothing was a common image 

during late Hellenism.152
During its descent the heavenly soul 

was thought to put on the qualities and passions of the seven 

cosmic spheres, and upon ascending it was believed to remove 

these garments again, so that it might live in purity and 

divinity in heaven. Such an image is exceedingly ancient, and 

already can be seen in an early form in the Sumerian and Ak

kadian myths of the descent of Inanna (Ishtar) into the under

world.153 
In order to see her older sister Ereshkigal, the

queen of the underworld, Inanna must pass through seven gates 

on her descent, and take off clothes and jewels at each gate, 
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so that she arrives naked before the throne of Ereshkigal. 

Upon returning to the earth, however, her clothes are given 

to her once again at the appropriate gates, and she appears 

safe and sound in the realm of the living. In a similar fash

ion, in a different mythological context and at a much later 

time, Gnostics can also portray the light and the heavenly re

deemer being progressively clothed with the various somatic and 

psychic garments during the descent to earth, and progressively 

unclothed again during the ascent. Thus in Poimandres 24-26 

the narrator Nous-Poimandres describes how, after the fleshly 

body has been abandoned, with its senses and passions, the per

son ascends through the seven cosmic circles, and hands back 

the various capacities and inclinations to the appropriate 

circle. Thus stripped (yuµvw8ECc), the person arrives in the 

presence of the Father, praises God, and becomes God (8Ew8nvo.L). 

The naked soul is also discussed, though in a much more 

negative fashion, in the NT, where the possibility of a final 

condition without a body or clothing is denied or viewed with 

horror. Indeed, as in Judaism, so also in the NT, it is the 

unfaithful who arise without bodies or clothing; and in 2 Cor

inthians Paul emphasizes that there is a heavenly dwelling for 

us, so that we might put it on and ou yuµvot EUPE8no6µEfu 

(5: 2-3) _ 
154 

The Gos. Phil. enters into this debate concerning naked

ness, physical bodies, and spiritual bodies, where the fear of 

some people at the prospect of rising naked is discussed. The 

Gos. Phil. maintains that in actuality those who wear the c�r• 

are naked, and those who strip themselves (K�Koy GtHY, II 56, 

31-32) are not naked; l Cor 15:50 is even brought in as evi

dence in the discussion (56,32-34). After additional comments 

about resurrection in the flesh, this section of the Gos. Phil. 

closes with the statement that "in this world those who put on 

clothes are better than the clothes; in the kingdom of heaven 

the clothes are better than those who have put them on" (57, 

19-22)--that is, the spiritual person wears inferior fleshly 

clothing in this world, but superior clothing of heavenly glory 

in the next. 
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The Ep. Pet. Phil. has Jesus promise that when the cor

ruptible is taken off, then the believer will become a q,u>CTHp. 

presumably the full realization of this enlightened state will 

come at death, when the material body will be discarded, and 

the believer will finally leave this dwelling place ( 134, 23-26). 

Yet the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. here emphasizes that the apostles are to 

become illurninators fl• TMHTe ii2 e11pwMe eyMooyT (137,9). Hence 

already the believers can realize salvation, already they can 

anticipate the freedom of living in the light and not in slav

ery to the flesh.155 Such hope for the present life is also

proclaimed in the Hyp. Arch., which promises that all true 

Gnostics, all those who know the Way, have life: oyo11 AG tllM 

ii'T�2coywu TG
0

i tOAOC tU,61 C60)0011 li"l.0l.tU1.TOC 2ii THUT8 rifrwMe 

00)>.YMOy, "and all those who have known this Way are deathless 

in the midst of dying people" (II 96,25-27). 

Thus, like Christ, the Gnostic Christians can also become 

2et1q,<1>CTHp. Just as Christ is a fullness and an illurninator, 

so also the Gnostics become fullnesses and illurninators. 

Christ's fate is their fate, his lot their lot. Among the 

Gnostics the realization of salvation can involve a mystical 

identification with Christ, so that the author of the Gos. Phil. 

can proclaim that one is mystically united with the divine: 

>.1<11>. [y] >.nnm. >.KOJWnG i'fniU' >.KIi� [y >.] nln:' >.K(l)Wn6 Nln:° >.1<11>.y >.tl [e llt>T 

1<)11>.oµrne ife1un, "You saw the Spirit, you became spirit; you saw 

Christ, you became Christ; you saw the [Father, you] will be

come the Father" (II 61,29-32) .156

The fourth revelatory answer of the risen Christ (137,10-

13) functions as the answer to the fifth direct question of the

apostles. While the question is worded in such a way as to 

emphasize the active hostility of the powers, the subtitle of 

the answer assumes the active participation of the apostles; 

in either case the issue being discussed is the struggle be

tween the Gnostics and the powers of the cosmos.
157 

The brief 

answer given seems to relate especially to the eT•e oy of the 

question at 135,2. The reason for the ongoing warfare between 

the people of the light and the powers of this world, Christ 

says, is that the powers do not have rest, and they oppose the 

salvation of the people of the light. i'fT011 frequently 
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translates avdnauoL�, and these two terms function in a techni

cal manner within Gnostic documents.
158 

These terms designate 

the salvific state of the enlightened person, the state of be

ing filled with knowledge, of being whole. As 137,11-12 hints, 

already the believers "have rest." But ultimately, we are sug

gesting, the final rest or repose for the author of the Ep. 

Pet. Phii. comes with the new world, the total liberation. 

In the Gos. Thom., on the other hand, the focus is clearly 

on the repose which is attainable now. The disciples ask Jesus 

a question, and place the phrases T.\11.\n.\yc1c lineTMOOYT (II 42, 

8-9) and nKOCMOC ••fra (42,10) in balanced parallelism: "When

will the rest for the dead happen, and when will the new world 

come?" Jesus responds to this apocalyptic question by destroy

ing any preoccupation with the future: TH GTGT!i6UXJ)T G•o� 2HTc 

.\CG I ,.��,. liTWTlf TeTlicooy11 "" ffMoc, "What you look forward to 

has come, but you do not know it" l42,ll-12). According to the 

Gos. Thom. , then, the MTOII or avanauoL(; is now; as the Gos. 

Truth also proclaims, the Gnostic is the one who has rest, for 

"since he knows, he does the will of him who called him; he 

wants to please him; he receives rest (MT.\n)" (I 22,9-12). 

Yet some Gnostic sources maintain that ultimate rest lies 

in the fullness of the heavenly light, the final oneness with 

the Father. Hence the Ap. John states that the soul which has 

left the flesh, and upon which the spirit of life (nfil iinurn2) 

and the power (TGOM) have come, will be saved, "YID �.\YXITc 

e,r,.·i eT.\t1.\11,.yc1c lb1wn, "and it is taken up to the repose of 

the aeons" (II 26,21-32) .
159 

This, then, is the perfect rest, beyond all the difficul

ties and sufferings described in the Ep. Pet. Phii. And this 

perfect rest, anticipated as it is in the present, is precisely 

what the cosmic powers do not have. They are not of the light, 

and in spite of their bravado they are weak and ignorant. 

Strangers to the light, they oppose the creatures of the light, 

and want to keep them imprisoned below. 
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An Additional Question and Answer, and the Conclusion 
(137, 13-138, 10) 

141 

'l'he author of the Ep. Pet. Phil. does not conclude the 

revelatory section of the tractate with the selection of pre

fixed questions and four revelatory answers. Rather, the au

thor provides an indication of a seam in the tractate by paus

ing to reset the stage appropriately with a quotation formula 

which harks back to the setting for the first group of questions 

and answers. This appended question (137,13-17) builds upon 

the previous question and answer, where the cosmic battle is 

described. The specific request in this additional question 

has to do, once again, with the struggle with the cosmic powers: 

•� Te ae? In this question and answer, however, the Greek loan 

word •rxwu is utilized, a technical term used only here in the 

tractate. The fearful nature of this struggle is suggested by 

the apostles in their concluding clause: "••rxw1; ceii"Tne MH01;. 

The same fear is expressed by the disciple Judas in the Dial. 

Sav. , where he says, e I c 2 HHTG e I c TI'. rxwu <l}OOn 27, Tne MH•U 

ii"Tooy ea 11e eT1ap.xoe1c 6.lCIDN, "Behold, the archons are above us, 

so surely they will lord it over us" (III 138,11-14). In this 

latter instance, however, Jesus quickly points out that, on the 

contrary, the disciples and the Gnostics will lord it over 

these archons. 

The revelatory answer (137,17-138,3) is introduced by 

means of a statement referring to the mode of revelation; the 

quotation formula refers to the CHH which calls out from the 

appearance. Whether n11 GTG ue,oyo112 (137 ,19) is best trans

lated as "him who was appearing" or "that which was appearing" 

is difficult to say. To be sure, the appearance is that of the 

resurrected Christ, but Christ is appearing as a light. Hence 

this phrase seems patterned after the opening formula at 135, 

3-4. The answer itself opens with a preliminary statement in 

two parts. The first of the two parts (137,20-22) provides an 

introduction to the answer which follows, and concludes with a 

statement of substantiation. The second part (137,22-23) re

iterates the introduction provided by the first part, but 

strengthens the impact by means of a verb with a third future 

form. Such a repetition has encouraged Bethge to suggest the 
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possibility of dittography. The statement of substantiation, 

he posits, "durfte eine sekundare Glosse sein, die eine Ditto

graphie verursacht hat."160 Such a suggestion is not unreason

able, and deserves some consideration. Yet the significant 

place of the statement of substantiation, and the intensifica

tion provided by the reiteration with the verb in the third 

future, should caution us against dismissing the supposed in

trusions in too facile a manner. The preliminary statement 

thus concludes with an exceedingly strong declaration, almost 

a demand: "you should, you must fight against them in this way." 

The brief statement of substantiation reflects the true 

character of the struggle between the people of the light and 

the cosmic powers: u 1.i.pxwu oyt ,m 111 pWHo OTc.i.2oy11 (137,21-22). 

The archons oppose the light, the spirit within, the fow dv8pw

noc nvEuµaTLK6c; 161 
their war is a spiritual war, and so the 

tactics of the believers must make use of the spiritual weapons 

at their disposal. According to Irenaeus, some of the Valen

tinian Gnostics around Marcus emphasize T�v yvwoLv (ECvaL) 

anoAuTpwoLv TOO fvoov av8pwnou. Such redemption is not somatic, 

for the owµa is �8apT6v; it is not psychic, for the �ux� is 

also from the uoTtpnµa. No, this redemption is spiritual 

(nvEuµ(lTLK�); AUTpo0o8aL yap oLa yvwoEwc
162 

TOV fow dv8pwnov

TOV nvEUU(1TLKOV, Kat OPKELO&lL auTOUC TQ TWV �AWV tnLYVWOEL· 

Kat TauTnv ECvaL AuTpwoLv �naf\ (Adv. Haer. 1 .21 .4). The 

battle described in the Ep. Pet. Phii. is reminiscent of the 

spiritual warfare depicted by the Paulinist in Eph 6 :10 -20, 

where it is emphasized that since the believers are not fight

ing nPoc a!ua Kat oapKa but rather nPoc Tac apxac, npoc Tac 

tfouolac, npoc TOUC KOOUOKPoTOP<lC TOO OK6TOUC TOUTOU, npoc Ta 

nv£UUC1TLKO T�C novnplac tv Tote tnoupavloLc (6 :12), therefore 

their weaponry ought to be correspondingly spirituai.
163 

The spiritual weaponry and strategy recommended by Christ 

in the Ep. Pet. Phii. seems to reflect the life of the Gnostic 

Christians who are behind our tractate. The believers are to 

combat the archons (137,23-25) through the gathering and the 

preaching also mentioned at the very opening of the tractate 

( 132, 19-133,1) •
164 

This emphasis in the Ep. Pet. Phii. illus

trates the concern of this author and group for both the 
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ecclesiastical meetings and the missiological programs. A 

rhythm of life, a plan of action, is present in the Ep. Pet.

Phil.; the apostles, and the community, ought to neglect 

neither the worship of the group nor the mission in the world. 

In the gatherings the voice of Christ is heard, and in the 

mission the light of Christ is disseminated. In addition, God 

the Father will provide help (&OH81); he provides power with 

which the people of the light can gird themselves ( 137,25-27) ;65

he is responsive to prayer (137,27-28),166 and thus he helps 

continually just as he helped by sending Christ (137,28-30) .167

As a result, the apostles have nothing to fear168 in the strug

gle with the archons, for they will certainly prevail over them. 

The revelatory answer closes with an additional reference to 

the continuity between the teachings of the historical Jesus 

and those of the resurrected Christ (138,2-3). Thus reassured 

and mandated, the disciples may go forth, and the revelatory 

appearance may come to an end. 

As TOT€ was used to introduce both the additional question 

(137,13) and the additional answer (137,17), so also TOTe is 

used for both parts of the account of the meeting's conclusion 
(138,3.7). The ascension of the risen Christ (138,3-7) con

cludes the revelatory appearance, and emphasizes the special 

character of the appearance. Lightning and thunder accompany 

this ascension, for there has been a theophany. 169 This ascen

sion should not be confused, however, with the ascension as de

picted in Luke-Acts. In the Ep. Pet. Phil. the portrayal de

picts a glorious appearance of the light and voice of Christ 

from heaven, while in Luke-Acts the author wishes to have the 

ascension function in a particular way within his scenario of 

redemptive history. Hence in Acts the emphasis is placed upon 

the ascension as an event quite separate from the resurrection.

The resurrection and ascension accounts in Acts agree, however, 

in emphasizing the corporeality of both of these events, and 
the ascension account pictures Christ alroost being levitated.170 

Luke is concerned about continuity, the continuity from the 

earthly Jesus to the earthly church, and he shapes his resur

rection and ascension accounts to speak to these concerns. In 
the Ep. Pet. Phil., on the other hand, the revelatory appearance 
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of the risen Christ is a theophany, and the withdrawal of the 

light and voice is depicted as a return to heaven, though it is 

true that the language of 138,5-7 approaches that of Acts.
171 

The author of the Ep. Pet. Phil. is not fighting the theologi

cal battles of Luke, and operates with a different scenario. 

For the author of our tractate the glorious Christ speaks au

thoritatively not only to the apostles but also in the church 

of the author's day. 

After the return of the glorious Christ to heaven, the 

apostles themselves give thanks and return to Jerusalem (138, 

7-10). Here the scene comes to a natural conclusion, and does 

so in a manner reminiscent of Luke 24:52-53 and Acts 1:12. As 

in Luke-Acts, the apostles in the Ep. Pet. Phil. return to 

Jerusalem,
172 

and offer worship to the Lord.
173 

Scene on the Road to Jerusalem (138,10-139,9) 

An additional scene is inserted into the narrative at 

138,10. The seams of the insertion are apparent in the clause 

(138,10-11) linking this scene to the preceding scene, and in 

the conclusion to this scene (139,4-6), where the account of 

the return to Jerusalem is reiterated.
174 

The scene on the 

Jerusalem road focuses upon a theme which is crucial for the 

Ep. Pet. Phil. in general, and which dominates the concluding 

pages of the tractate: suffering, both the suffering of the 

apostles and the suffering of Christ. Such a preoccupation 

with suffering may derive in part from the traditions reflected 

in our document. Lucan materials, with which the author of the 

Ep. Pet. Phil. was generally familiar, certainly illustrate a 

great concern for the sufferings of the early church, the per

secutions which characterized the beginnings of the history of 

Christianity.
175 

Likewise, the traditional credo of the Ep. 

Pet. Phil. (139,15-21), with formulae familiar from early 

Christian literature, echoes the concern of the early church 

for the proclamation and interpretation of the passion and 

death of Christ. 

Yet the Ep. Pet. Phil. also indicates that the community 

which produced this tractate is a Gnostic Christian group ex

periencing hostility and persecution. Their prayer to Christ 
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( 134,8-9), the questions asked of the risen Christ (134,23-

135,2; 13 7,15-17) or raised by the group ( 138,15-16), and the 

supportive words of the resurrected Christ (13 7,20- 138,3; 

138,22-139,4; 140,17-23) and the apostle Peter (139,15-140,1) 

all indicate that the Gnostic Christian community of the Ep. 

Pet. Phil. was intimately involved with the problem of suffer

ing and persecution. The struggle of the believer for survival 

and victory in a hostile world was very real to this community, 

and very much a part of the self-understanding of the group. 

This concern may reflect the hostile political environment 

during portions of the first three centuries C.E.; Christians 

were forced to cope practically and theologically with the 

problem of persecution. Gnostic Christians, too, experienced 

suffering and death at the hands of the persecutors,
176 

al

though such opponents of heresy as Ignatius and Irenaeus could 

level at the Gnostics the blanket charge that they were doce

tists with regard to Christ's passion and opponents of martyr

dom.
177 

These Gnostic Christians could also assert that they 

suffered at the hands of others who claimed to be Christians, 

probably from an oppressive Great Church, which may come 6"r"" 

NTG oyr esHooyT, "in the name of a dead man, "
178 

and impose its 

will upon the Gnostic believers. 

Furthermore, many Gnostics were acutely aware of the hos

tility of the cosmic environment. Numerous powers and archons, 

heavenly authorities, angels of darkness and death, and the 

countless minions of the world rulers make mortal existence a 

constant struggle against imprisonment and death. In the words 

of the Ep. Pet. Phil., CGKWT0 !TCWII GtOTTlt (134,8 -9) I But these 

cosmic rulers also have their earthly accomplices; as the au

thor of the Apoc. Pet. puts it, the ignorant opponents of the 

Gnostics are belligerent fools, xe GY"te r"Toy tH oyso11 �TO 

1;1,.rxw11, "because they stand through (the) power of the archons" 

(VII 74,2 8-30). In a similar fashion, in the 1 Apoc. Jas. 

Jesus warns his brother James to flee from Jerusalem, since 

this city always treats the children of light with bitterness, 

and OYH" tKl)U)nO ne 1T11oy11ne rr,,,.rxw11, "it is a dwelling place of a 

large number of archons" (V 25,18-19). Presumably these archons 

designate not simply heavenly powers, but also human powers 
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within the churches or synagogues of Jerusalem.
179 

Thus the 

struggle against the hostility of the archons may involve 

politics and ecclesiology as well as cosmology; the archons are 

not only the cosmic bureaucrats, the TEAwva� or heavenly tax

collectors, but also the political and religious officials.
180 

The scene on the Jerusalem road, then, opens with an in

troductory question (138,10-16}. After a statement referring 

back to the appearance of Christ as the light (138,10-13}, a 

quotation formula is used to introduce the question per se. 

Part of this quotation formula has been altered by the scribe 

or a later reader.
181 

At 138,14 the last word in the line 

originally had been written as a third person masculine singu

lar (active) circumstantial, Gs.xw, but subsequently the form 

was changed to a third person common plural (passive} circum

stantial, Gyxw. Apparently it had been noted that the main 

clause includes no speaker, and thus a passive circumstantial 

construction is more appropriate. The question raised seems to 

be a rhetorical question in the form of a qal wa-homer (a mino

ri ad maius); the argument seems to proceed from Christ's par

ticipation in suffering to the even more certain suffering in 

store for his followers. This question appears quite abruptly, 

since it is the first specific indication of the passion of 

Christ, a theme to be treated extensively in the ensuing lines. 

As in the first section of the NT Acts, and also through

out the narrative framework of the Ep. Pet. Phil., Peter func

tions as the leader and spokesman of the apostles. Hence in 

response to the query that has been raised, Peter as a Gnostic 

Christian speaks to the matter of the suffering of Christ and 

of believers. After Peter's insightful remarks the voice of 

the resurrected Christ again comes forth to amplify upon the 

matter of the suffering of the believers. 

Peter's speech (138,17-20) contrasts the suffering of 

Christ with that of his followers. To be sure, the suffering 

of Christ is assumed in both the introductory question and the 

answer of Peter, although the precise nature of that suffering 

is not to be addressed until Peter's longer speech is pre

sented (139,9-140,l}. Christ suffered, Peter maintains, 

0TgH11fi1, "on account of us" or "for our sakes." The Coptic 
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preposition GT&e can translate a variety of Greek prepositions, 

including OLa, nEpl, and untp, although, as Gerard Luttik

huizen notes, in the Sahidic NT tl. usually is used for untp and 

oT•G for 5La or nEpl .
182 

OT&tlftTtt reproduces a common and an

cient soteriological theme: the passion of Christ has taken 

place pro nobis, for us and for our benefit. Thus in the NT 

we read that Christ suffered OLa ,a napan,�µa,a !'iuG)v (Rom 4:25; 

Sahidic: one ttotttw&e), ne:pl !'iuG)v (1 Thess 5:10; Sahidic: 

GT&HttTli} • 
183 

The followers of Christ, on the other hand, suffer on 

account of themselves. Not exempt from suffering, we must 

suffer, Peter declares, eT•o TOttH"llTKOyt, "on account of our 

smallness." "Smallness" can be used in a number of technical 

ways in Gnostic documents. In one way of thinking of small

ness, it is a state to be cherished and praised, the state of 

childlike simplicity and innocence. Just as Jesus can praise 

children in the NT gospels (Mark 9:33-37 par. Matt 18:1-5, 

Luke 9:46-48; Mark 10:13-16 par. Matt 19:13-15, Luke 18:15-17), 

so also in the Gos. Thom. he can consider little children in an 

exemplary fashion. The disciples are like children (tttU)Hre 

U)HH, Logion 21; II 37, 1) , those entering the Kingdom are like 

little babies at the breast (zttKoyot oyxt orwTo, Logion 22; 

37,20, also 37,21-22), and a little child of seven days 

(oyKoyo1 ttu)ttro U)ttH esztt Cl.U)"ii' lfzooy, Log'on 4; 33,7-8) knows of 

life; neTttl-uµino ,r. TttYTtt eso ttKoyo t sttl.coywtt THifTero, "whoever 

of you becomes a child will know the Kingdom" <Log· on 46; 

41,10-12). Here and in numerous other Gnostic, Manichaean, 

and Mandaean sources smallness is valued highly as being char

acteristic of the true Gnostics, or even of the Savior him

self. 184 

In the Ep. Pet. Phil., however, such a positive evaluation 

is not made.
185 

Here smallness is considered as characteristic

not of innocent childhood but rather of mortal existence. If 

the life above is one of fullness, greatness, and glory, the 

life below is one of deficiency, smallness, and humility. The 

Treai. Res. makes this contrast very clear in a portion of the 

Valentinian quotation inserted into its text: oyxwro nocycTttHl

tibn>.HrWHl- OYKOYOI ne nenTl-t•w>. ).g).>. l.SU)U)nO FiKOCHOC, "Strong is 
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the system of the fullness, small is what broke away and became 

(the) world" (I 46,34-38). In other words, the Pleroma or 

fullness is potent, but the deficiency or smallness is impo

tent, weak, mortal. As the Gos. Phil. maintains, this mortal 

world is not directly derived from the immortal Sophia above, 

but rather from Echmoth, the Sophia of death, TKOye, 11cot1;., 

"the little Sophia" (II 60,15). For this world is little, full 

of ignorance and death, a place reflecting the character of the 

pathetic rulers of this place, e2euKoye1 11e ;.yw 11;.Tcgw, "for 

they are small and ignorant."
186 

Hence, Peter states to the

apostles, because we are entangled and imprisoned in this realm 

of darkness, deficiency, and smallness, we must suffer, and 

endure the hostility of the powers, until we finally attain to 

fullness and light.
187 

Following Peter's speech the voice of Christ breaks forth 

to expand upon the matter of the suffering of the believers 

(138 ,21-139,4) .
188 

The voice comes unsolicited, although as 

usual it comes when the apostles are gathered together, and it 

speaks to the question just raised by the apostles. The other 

experiences of revelation occur when the apostles are gathered 

for prayer or worship; they call to Christ in prayer (133,17-

134,9; 137,13-17; 140,1-7) and they offer liturgical utterances 

(140,13-15). In this instance, at a more informal gathering of 

the apostles, the revelatory voice comes forth to indicate the 

necessity of suffering. The voice emphasizes the continuity 

between this revelation and previous revelatory utterances. 

Previously, when Christ was embodied, it is suggested, he had 

already spoken many times of the necessity of suffering. In

deed, as we scan the NT gospels, we note that various state

ments regarding suffering are attributed to Jesus. In the Ep. 

Pet. Phil. reference is made to suffering of a specific sort, 

and the reference seems to reflect particular NT passages. In 

the so-called "Little Apocalypse" in Mark 13, along with the 

parallel passages tMark 13:9 par. Matt 10: 17- 18, Luke 21 : 12}, a 

statement occurs which closely parallels 138,24-27.
189 

Of the 

three forms of this statement, all relate nicely to the passage

in our tractate, but the versions in Matthew and Luke are 

closer than that in Mark to the Ep. Pet. Phil. A form of e1116 
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occurs in 138,25, and it is most likely a passive form; 01110 

could conceivably reflect either the ax81')aca8c of Matt 10:18
190 

or the ana.yoµfvouc
191 

of Luke 21:12, since 01110 is attested as 

a Coptic translation for both &ycLv or anaycLv.
192 

The conclusion to the speech presented by the voice is, 

unfortunately, damaged beyond repair, but the general contents 

can be surmised. After having emphasized the necessity of 

suffering, Christ gives a warning concerning the fate or char

acter of the one who attempts to avoid suffering. Such a per

son's lot will not be promising, for that person refuses to 

heed and follow the Savior, and participate in the struggle for 

salvation.
193 

Following the apparent conclusion of the comments by the 

revelatory voice in 139,4, the scene draws to a close with a 

summary statement reminiscent of the materials presented in the 

NT Acts. Here (139,4-9) and possibly at a later occasion 

(140,7-13) summary statements are given which possess a char

acter and function quite similar to those in the Lucan Acts 

(2:42-47; 4:32-37; 5:12-16, 42) .
194 

Here, as in Acts, the 

summary statement seems very general in character, and provides 

generalizations of material very much like that in Acts. Pick

ing up the theme of 138,9-10, before the intruding scene, the 

author reiterates that "they went up to Jerusalem" (139,5-6). 

They were filled with joy (Luke 24: 52: oyuoG iTfJ.U/G) , and re

turned to the city of Jerusalem (Luke 24:52; Acts 1 : 12). In 

Jerusalem they went to the temple (Luke 24:53; Acts 2:46; 3: 

1-26; 5:20-21, 42), and taught about salvation in Christ's name 

(Luke 24:47; Acts 2:38; 3:6, 16; 4:10, 17-18, 30; 5:28, 40-41; 

8:12),
195 

while they also healed many (Acts 3:1-10; 5:12-16). 

Thus the summary statement at 139,4-9 includes a number of 

themes also found in the early chapters of the NT Acts, unites 

these themes into a general statement, and perhaps uses this 

statement "to divide and to connect."
196 

While providing an 

indication of the typical activities of the apostles, the nar

rative summary separates the speeches and yet unites the story. 

It maintains the narrative framework within which the vital 

speeches and revelations are given. 
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Account of the Speech of Peter (139,9-140,1) 

Following the summary statement, with little stage-setting, 

Peter's speech is presented as a paradigm of the proclamation 

of a devout Gnostic Christian. As the apostle par excellence, 

and the guarantor of the Gnostic Christian heritage, Peter is 

able to preach a fine Gnostic sermon which presents and inter

prets traditional kerygmatic formulae. 

It is said that Peter speaks to ll6SH.I.OHTHC (139,10). This 

term is striking for a couple of reasons. First of all, this 

Greek loan word is utilized only here in the Ep. Pet. PhiL.; 

elsewhere the Greek loan word .1.nocToxoc is used. As we have 

noted previously, the verb nex.1.s is also to be found only at 

139,10.15 in our tractate, and adds to the grammatical pecu

liarity of this section of the tractate. Secondly, the word 

11esH.>.OHTHC is also of interest because of the ambiguity of its 

prefixed possessive adjective: whose disciples does Peter ad

dress? It is possible that these followers are thought to be 

Peter's disciples, students in the entourage of the master. It 

may even be that the position of Peter as the apostolic leader 

is so exalted that the other apostles are here considered as 

his disciples.
197 

On the other hand, it is also feasible that 

these disciples are Christ's disciples and Peter's fellow 

disciples.
198 

It could be the case that the prefix 11es- once 

had "Christ" as a less ambiguous antecedent in a source, and 

that the abrupt presentation of the speech in our tractate 

created the present ambiguity. 

Klaus Koschorke has devoted a considerable amount of at

tention to the speech of Peter in the Ep. Pet. Phii.
199 

As the 

title of his article indicates, he judges that the speech of 

Peter in our tracate is a Gnostic version of the Pentecost 

sermon of Peter. Koschorke rightly notes the similarities be

tween our tractate and the NT Acts, and hence concludes that 

the speech of Peter is a model of how Gnostic Christians ought 

to participate in the spiritual struggle with the archons 

(137, 24-25): 

Die Archonten werden durch die "Ve rkundigung in der 
Weit" bekilmpft, wozu die Apostel durch die "ver
heissene" Gabe des Pfingstgeistes (bzw. der "Kraft 
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meines Vaters") befahigt sein werden (137,22ff). 
Das Medell solcher den Aposteln aufgetragenen Ver
kUndigung scheint die Pfingstpredigt des Pt. zu 
sein.200 

151 

It is very true that spiritual power is a dominant therre in the 
Ep. Pet. PhiL. This spiritual power is probably intimated in 

the salvific promise (132,21-22; 137,25); it is requested in 
the prayer to the Son (134,8) and the prayer for the "spirit of 
understanding" (140,3-7); it is available for the strengthening 
of the apostles (137,26-27), who are mandated with a blessing 
of power (140,19-21) by a Christ who is eternally present 
(134,17-18; 140,22-23). Thus Peter, too, delivers his exem

plary sermon when >-•HOYt eao� i11 oynll"X e•oy>->.a, 201 just as in
the NT Acts Peter can speak when nAno8tt, nvtuµa,o, �ylou (4:8; 
Sahidic: >-•HOYt eao� tH nenff>. eToy>.>.a) •202 

But it is not completely accurate to speak of the speech 
of Peter in the Ep. Pet. Phii. as a Pentecost sermon in the 
Lucan sense. It is an exemplary, spirit-filled sermon, to be 
sure, but it functions in our tractate in a different fashion 

from the Pentecost sermon of Acts 2. It occurs before the gen
eral apostolic group is filled with holy spirit (140,9); in
deed, the fact that here Peter is already spirit-filled203 

illustrates that the "Pentecost," the outpouring of holy spirit, 
in the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. is interpreted in a different manner from 
the Lucan Pentecost. Spiritual power, holy spirit, a spirit of 
understanding, is available to the followers of Christ when they 
request and appropriate spiritual power. In our tractate the 
"Pentecost" event is portrayed less as the one great impartation 
of the Spirit on the day designated for the Feast of Weeks, as 
in Acts 2 , than as the possession of spiritual power and dis
cernment whenever the followers of Christ have need of it. 

The sermon of Peter in the Ep. Pet. Phii. is an example of 
a Gnostic Christian sermon preached by one who has spiritual 
power and insight. Just as Peter can deliver several exemplary 
speeches in the NT Acts,204 speeches which Luke often presents
as sermons which show "how the gospel is preached and ought to be 
preached,• 205 so also in the Ep. Pet. PhiL. Peter preaches a
sermon which functions as a paradigm for the proclamation of 
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Gnostic Christian teachings. After a few introductory remarks 

(139,11-13), Peter proceeds to present the sermon per se, a 

sermon with three parts: the citation of a traditional credo 

(139,15-21), the interpretation of that credo (139,21-28), and 

a concluding exhortation (139,28-140,1). The introductory re

marks again establish the continuity between the preaching of 

the Gnostic Christian Peter and the revelation of the earthly 

Jesus. When Jesus was embodied, when he descended to the 

cosmos, he showed the truth to his followers. This revelatory 

life of the heavenly Christ who came down--and suffered--is the 

basis for the sermon Peter is about to preach. Peter closes 

his introductory remarks with an appeal to the apostles for 

their attention. 206 
This appeal utilizes the vocative (u.i.c,rny), 

which also introduces the second and third parts of the sermon 

(139,21.28), and which is similar to the brotherly terms of 

address in the speeches of Acts (dvoPEC aoEA�oC, 1:16; 2:29; 

15:7; aoEA(l)OC, 3:17; 6:3). With this appeal for attention the 

body of the sermon may begin. 

After the sermon has been formally introduced with an in

dication of its spirit-filled character and with a quotation 

formula, Peter cites the traditional credo upon which his ser

mon focuses. As at 133, 27, Jesus is referred to as an illurni

nator (n611<j>IDCTHp), the radiant light which descended and was 

crucified. The individual items in the Christological credo 

are all familiar from early Christian literature: "he [wore) a 

crown of thorns" (Matt 27:29; John 19:2; also Mark 15:17; Gos. 

Pet. 3.8; particularly John 19:5: (l)OP<iiv
207 

,ov axavaLvov o,tcpo.

vov); "he put [on) a purple robe"208 
(Mark 15:17, 20; Gos. Pet. 

3.7; also Matt 27:28; perhaps Heb 9:19; Barn. 7.8-8.1; espe

cially John 19:2, also 5: (l)Opwv ... ,o nop�upoOv tuaHov); "he was 

[crucified] upon a cross" 209 (Acts 5: 30 and 10: 39: 1<pEµ.cioav,EC 

tnl EuAou); 210 "he was buried in a tomb" (Mark 15: 46; Matt 27: 

60; Luke 23:53; John 19:41-42; Acts 13:29; also 1 Car 15:4); "he 

rose211 
from the dead" (Mark 9:9; Matt 17:9; John 2:22; 20:9; 

21:14; Acts 3:15; 4:10; 10:41; 13:30, 34; 17:3, 31; 1 Cor 15:4, 

12, 20) .212 Such items as these were combined very early in 

Christian circles to form kerygmatic formulae testifying to the 

passion of Christ. Already in the NT we can see such credos in 
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1 Cor 15:3-5, a pre-Pauline formulation which Paul has received 

from the church tradition and passes on to his readers, and in 

several passages in Acts (for example 2:22-24 ; 3:13-15; 5:30-31; 

10:36-42), where Luke has Peter and the apostles bear witness 

to the passion and resurrection of Christ. The credo in the 

Ep. Pet. Phii. also affirms the passion and resurrection of 

Christ, and is a formulation which reflects the common affirma

tion of the Great Church and these Gnostic Christians. 

The structure of this credo deserves special mention. 

According to Luttikhuizen, the credo "is rather unskilfully 

interpolated with the sentence" which includes the formulae on 

the crown of thorns and the purple robe. 
213 

"This interpola

tion," Luttikhuizen continues, "focuses the attention on the 

passion of Jesus."
214 

While we do not deny the emphasis upon 

the passion of Jesus, it does seem that Luttikhuizen's inter

pretation may betray a misunderstanding of the structure of the 

credo. In our interpretation the citation of the traditional 

kerygmatic formulae opens with a twofold formula which intro

duces the credo and may show the hand of a Gnostic Christian 

editor. Jesus is termed nott<j>o)cT11r; and his descent, already 

mentioned in the introductory remarks at 139,13, is mentioned 

once again. Such a reference to the descent of the Savior in 

the content of his suffering is not unusual, since his descent 

and incarnation are key elements in his suffering, particularly 

in Gnostic Christological systems. Furthermore, the initial 

reference to his crucifixion (139,16) seems to be of an intro

ductory sort, intended to provide, in a word, a comprehensive 

reference to the passion of Christ. Following this introduc

tory formula five terse formulae are listed as witnesses to 

specific IDOments in the passion and resurrection of Christ. 

These five formulae follow in a regular and logical order; the 

first two of these five formulae are listed in the same order 

as John 19, an order which diverges from that of Mark, Matthew, 

and the Gos. P, t. The punctuation mark at 139, 17 comes as 

something of a surprise, and could lead one to postulate that 

the statement concerning the crown of thorns may have been 

added as an additional formula for the credo. On the other 

hand, such a conclusion on the basis of an ambiguous point of 

Punctuation is probably too subtle. 
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Opening with the vocative 11.i.cttHY, the second part of the 

ser10C>n provides a Gnostic Christian interpretation of the credo 

that has just been affirmed. The various formulae in this 

credo are not considered individually; rather, Jesus' suffering 

is addressed in a IOC>re general manner, as a life of suffering 

while he was embodied. Thus Peter begins by contrasting Jesus' 

sufferings and his followers'; this contrast is emphasized 

syntactically by means of a fine chiasm.
215 

Peter maintains 

that "Jesus is a stranger to this suffering" (139,21-22) . As 

the cosmic powers are strangers to the Father (136,2-3) , so 

also Jesus is a stranger to suffering. 

Elsewhere in Gnostic literature the Gnostic redeemer or be

liever can also be depicted as a stranger, a foreigner, an alien 

in this world.
216 

Such a person's plight is essentially that of 

the prince in the "Hymn of the Pearl"; he found himself in 

worldly Egypt, µ6voc ot wv tfEvLC6µnv ,o oxnµa. Kat ,oCc tµoCc 

�AA6,pLOC tqx,.Lv6µnv. In order to cope in this worldly environ

ment, in order to obtain the pearl, he dressed up in a disguise: 

tvEouod.µnv ot a(nwv ,6. (l)Opnµa.,a, tva µfi fEvlCwµaL (109). Thus also 

in the Treat. Seth, as we have already seen, the heavenly Christ 

presents himself as a stranger to the lower realms (VII 52 ,8-10). 

In the i,;p. Pet. Phi i. Jesus is also presented as a stranger, 

a stranger to suffering. Jesus has come down from above, and in 

no way was he previously involved with suffering. Indeed, suf

fering is as foreign to the essence of Jesus as darkness is 

foreign to light and as deficiency is foreign to fullness. We 

humans, on the other hand, endure suffering for good reason; we 

have been born, have fallen into a corruptible world, and are 

entangled in the web of evil that has come into being on account 

of "the transgression of the mother" (139, 23) , the fall of the 

mother as portrayed by the revelatory voice of the risen Christ 

earlier in the tractate (135,8-136,15) .
217 

We humans have been 

cast into deficiency, 10C>rtality, and corruptibility, and have 

been detained in this cosmic dungeon--hence for us suffering is 

inevitable as long as we are bound with the fetters of this 

world. 

Yet the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. also wishes to proclaim that Jesus 

did suffer for humans. Just as he came down into a body for the
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sake of the heavenly seed (136,17-18), and suffered for us 

(138,18), so also has he accomplished everything "in a likeness 

to us" (139,25). Although this phrase "in a likeness to us" is 

somewhat obscure and difficult to understand, it is clear that 

the tractate means to highlight the similarity between the suf

fering of Christ and human sufferings. It may even be that 

this phrase intends to denote a similarity which approaches a 

virtual identity between the experiences of Christ and human 

experiences, so that KATA oye1Ne resembles KATA ae in meaning.218

We can assume that a Greek Vorlage underlies KATA oye I Ne, and 

the original Greek could very well have been Ka8' oµolwua or 

Ka8' oµolwoLv.
219 

A similar expression occurs in Ignatius' 

Trall. where the author affirms that God the Father raised 

Christ from the dead just as (Ka,a ,o oµolwµa) he also will 

raise believers (9.2) .
22

° Ka8" oµolwoLv, on the other hand, is 

used in the Greek of Gen 1:26, where God creates man according 

to the image and likeness of God, that is, similar to God in 

important ways. Not surprisingly, this passage is cited fre

quently in early Christian literature,
221 

and the phrase KATA 

nWe1Ne is to be found, in various forms, in such Gnostic docu

ments as the Ap. John (II 15,3; also 12,34; 15,10; 19,31; 22,35), 

where the creation and formation of a world meant to be similar 

to a heavenly prototype is under discussion--though, as the Ep. 

Pet. Phil. notes, this creation is actually a dissimilarity, a 

misrepresentation (oyHt<TATG111e, 136,14), because the creators 

are blind and impotent.
222 

Elsewhere in the Ap. John KATA n111e 

can be used in a different context; the angels who cavorted 

with the daughters of men (Gen 6:1-4) changed themselves to 

resemble (KATA n1ue, 29,27) the husbands of those women, and 

produced offspring from the darkness, like (KAT.>. ne111e, 30,8-9) 

their spirit of darkness. 

The use of the phrase KATA oye1Ne in the Ep. Pet. Phil., 

then, like similar phrases found in other documents, emphasizes 

the similarity between Christ's experiences in the world and 

those of his followers. As Peter proclaims to the disciples, 

Christ did everything like us. He came into the world embodied, 

like us. He allowed himself to descend and endure the suffering 

of incarnation, to live among mortals--even though he was 
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actually not a mortal person. He, the stranger to suffering, 

suffered like us--and he did this for us, for "the seed that 

had fallen away" (136,18). We are fallen, imprisoned, suffer

ing; and for this reason (eT•e n.1."i, 139,24) our illurninator 

Jesus carre down to his own to lead us to fullness, life, and 

light. Hence he can be termed n1.1.pxHroc lTTe ne11wrfi (139,27-28) 

and n.1.px11roc ll[Te ne)11HT0[11) (140,4). Like the Peter of the 

NT Acts, who can proclaim Christ as o apxnyo� ,n� Cwn� (3:15),
223 

the Gnostic Christian Peter of the Ep. Pet. Phii. also preaches 

that Jesus is "the author of our life." For Jesus is the lead

er of the restoration of the light, and it is those who hearken 

to him who will receive their inheritance (136,27-28), and be 

restored from deficiency to fullness (137,2-4) and life (139, 

28) . Jesus, the fullness and the illurninator, "the Son of the 

immeasurable glory of the Father" (139, 26),
224 was not impli

cated in the fall of the mother; but because he descended to 

this world and voluntarily suffered, his people also can become 

fullness and illurninators like him. 

Thus the Ep. Pet. Phii. proclaims a heavenly Jesus whose 

sufferings are still taken seriously. On the one hand, Jesus 

is the heavenly light, the fullness, the illurninator, the "Son 

of immortality" (134,4-5) who descends to earth in disguise 

(136,19), goes unrecognized (136,20-21), and is mistaken for a 

mortal person (136,21-22)--indeed, he is a stranger to suffering. 

On the other hand, Jesus comes in the body, lives like a human 

being, and endures his passion and death--indeed, he suffers 

for his people. The Ep. Pet. Phii. presents a paradoxical por

trait of a Jesus who is both invulnerable and vulnerable, both 

immortal and dying, a Jesus whose body is both a mortal dis

guise and a body of death. Like the Gos. Truth,
225 

the Ep. Pet. 

Phii. maintains a kerygmatic tension in its Christology. Here 

there is no thought of the laughing Jesus whose body is illusory 

and who suffers and dies only in appearance;
226 

but yet Jesus'

divinity is uncompromised, and Jesus is proclaimed as the im

mortal light and heavenly fullness. The Christological tension 

is allowed to remain, and the result is a proclamation with 

power and mystery, which still manages to keep its feet on the 

ground. For the Gnostic Christians of the Ep. Pet. Phii., like 
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Christ, have their true home and identity in the light above, 

yet their place and task is on the earth, as "illurninators in 

the midst of mortal people" (137,8-9). 

The third and final part of the sermon of Peter is a con

cluding exhortation, which unfortunately is poorly preserved. 

Also beginning with the vocative, this exhortation functions as 

a call to response and action. The exhortation includes en

couragement to pay no heed to "these lawless ones" (139, 29-30) . 

The word avouoc is used frequently in early Christian litera

ture, and may be applied to unjust judges, Gentiles without the 

law, wicked people, and even the lawless one of the last days.
227 

The plural form is used without a noun in Acts 2 : 23 to describe 

those who killed Jesus, in Mart. Pot. 16.1 to depict those re

sponsible for the execution of Polycarp, in Mark 15:28 and Luke 

22:37 to cite Isa 53:12 . In the Ep. Pet. Phit. it is difficult 

to ascertain precisely who the "lawless ones" are. Presumably 

they could include the archons as well as the hostile collabor

ators of the archons on the earth, the opponents afflicting the 

Gnostic Christians. Thus the concluding exhortation seems to 

be a call to continue the struggle in which Jesus also partici

pated, the struggle against darkness and death and toward light 

and life. Hence, Peter may exhort, let us not bow to the will 

and pleasure of the wicked ones, but rather follow the light!
228 

Account of the Final Meetings of the Apostles (140,1-27) 

Following the sermon of Peter, the Ep. Pet. Phit. provides 

accounts of two final meetings of the apostles, after which 

they are sent forth on their mission. The first of these meet

ings focuses upon the reception of the spirit (140,1-13), the 

second upon the final commission (140,13-23). Thus are the 

apostles qualified for their task, the preaching of the gospel 

with power. 

The account of the first of these two meetings opens with 

a familiar theme, the gathering of the apostles. As we have 

already seen, this theme occurs frequently in the tractate: in 

Peter's letter concerning the Lord's command (132,19; 133,3.7), 

in the account of Peter gathering the other apostles 
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(133,lL-13.18) in a customary gathering place (133,15-16), in 

the advice of the resurrected Christ on strategy against the 

archons (137,24), possibly in the informal meeting on the Jeru

salem road (138,11-139 ,4), implicitly in the sermon of Peter to 

the disciples (139,9 -140,1), as well as in the accounts of the 

final meetings of the apostles (140,2 .13-14). More than mere 

indications of seams or doublets229 --though seams and doublets 

may be observed in our tractate--the gatherings and dispersings 
function for the author of the tractate as a model for the life 

of Gnostic Christians. Like the apostles, these Gnostic Chris

tians also gather for worship and retreat, so that they might 

obtain revelatory guidance from the Lord and power for living. 

It is important to note the liturgical items which are men

tioned in connection with the apostolic gatherings, and which 

seem to reflect the worship of the Gnostic Christian group be

hind the Ep. Pet. PhiL.: the kneeling posture (133,19-20), the 

two initial prayers (133,21-134,l; 134,3-9) and later prayer of 

Peter (140,3-7), the sermon of Peter, and the liturgical "Amen" 

(140,l�). Like the apostles, those Gnostic Christians also 

disperse to teach and preach the gospel, to function as lights 

in the darkness, to fight against the cosmic powers with spiri

tual power and mighty deeds. They too must go forth "in the 

power of Jesus, in peace" (140,27). 

Peter offers a prayer for oynli"I iiTe oya111cTHH11 (140,5-6).230 

The first of the two meetings thus seems to be our author's 

"Pentecost" account, an account which resembles the Lucan ac

count in some important ways but also shows crucial differences. 

As in the Lucan account, here Peter functions in a central role, 

Christ is termed the apxny6c, and the empowering nvcOµa, a 

nvcuµa ayLov, enables the apostles to do marvelous things and 

to preach. Here, however, in contrast to the Lucan Pentecost, 

the spirit is specified as a nvEuµa tnLcr,�µnc, so that knowl

edge, understanding, and insight are of particular concern. 

Furthermore, the little "Pentecost" in the Ep. Pet. PhiL. seems 

to be accompanied by an appearance of the resurrected Christ 

(140,8), like the "Pentecost" of John 20:19 -23, where the disciples 

are happy, C66v,EC ,ov KUPLOV (20:20), who greets them with a 

greeting of peace, commissions them, and imparts nvcOµa ayLOV 
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to them (20:22). Once again, the "Pentecost" of our tractate 

is to be seen in the context of the previous account of apos

tolic preaching and healing in the summary statement of 139, 

4-9, where it may be implied that the apostles already have

spiritual power. In addition, Peter too has previously been 

described as filled with holy spirit (139,14) before the de

livery of the sermon. Thus the Ep. Pet. Phil. provides another 

account of the acquisition of the spirit, the reception of 

spiritual power. Just as the Lucan and Johannine accounts show 

the peculiar interests of their authors, so also the present 

account illustrates the special concerns of this author: a

knowledge of salvation, the power to do mighty things, and the 

preaching of the gospel. 

The second and final meeting of the apostles is begun with 

the liturgical "Amen." It is said that the apostles gathered 

together, greeted (,-yfJ.c1u.ze) each other, and utilized this 

acclamation; hence this acclamation probably refers to the use 

of "Amen" in Christian worship, where the "Amen" could function 

as an acclamation of response to prayer and thanksgiving, and 

as an element within a prayer or doxology. Usually "Amen" 

comes at the conclusion of such prayers or doxologies, though 

in Rev 7: 12 it occurs at both the beginning and the end, and 

serves as a response to the doxological statement of 7:10. 

dunv is, of course, merely a transliteration of the Hebrew lR�, 

"it is sure," and its use among Christians is derived from its 

use within Judaism. The meaning of this Hebrew utterance is 

retained within the Greek-speaking world, so that dunv can be 

utilized before the sayings of Jesus as a witness to their 

reliability. In fact, the "Amen" can even be hypostasized, so 

that in Rev 3 :14 Christ seems to be called 6 dunv, and in some 

Gnostic documents the heavenly powers can be termed "the 

Amens.00 231 

In the Ep. Pet. Phil. the apostles say "Amen," and in 

answer to this liturgical statement of verification the resur

rected Christ appears to them once again to give them a final 

blessing and commission. The greeting, a blessing of peace, is 

extended
232 

not only to the apostles as they are about to go

forth, but also to "everyone who believes in my name" 
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(140,18-19). Hence the believing readers of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. 

are explicitly included in the blessing. The apostles go forth 

with the blessing of Jesus, and especially the blessing of 

power (140,21). 'l'hey are not to fear; as Jesus has already 

promised at 134,17-18, he will be with them for ever. Thus, as 

in the NT gospels and Acts,
233 

the resurrected Christ of the 

Ep. Pe�. Ph'Z. sends the apostles forth with his blessing. 

Consequently the apostles part to preach (140,23-27). It 

is said that they went out o,r,."i on I qTooy IKl)>..X.O, literally 

"into four words," here translated "with four messages" (140, 

25). It is extremely tempting to emend the text here,
234 

since 

the text as transmitted is somewhat obscure, to say the least. 

Within this context we might rather expect a reference to the 

four directions, perhaps n1sTooy ffc>..
235 

After all, such ref

erences to a Christian mission to the four directions, that is, 

to the whole world, are very common in early Christian litera

ture. We need only think of the Acts of Thomas 28, where it is 

said that the gospel is being proclaimed ElC ,a ,tooapa xACµo.ca 

,�c olxouµtvnc; or the EpiatuZa ApostoZorum 30, where the 

apostles are commissioned by the risen Christ to go and preach 

to the East, West, North, and South; or the gospel which the 

heretics "in quattuor tomes secantes librum quattuor angulorurn 

et cardinurn mundi appellarunt," mentioned by Bishop Maruta of 

Maiperkat in his De aancta aynodo Nicaena;
236 

or the Pistis 

Sophia, which closes with the apostles going out by threes to 

preach the gospel in the four directions, in the whole world. 

Yet it may still be possible to interpret the present text of 

the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. in an understandable manner.
237 

For, as 

Irenaeus proposes, the concept of four directions may be re

lated to that of four gospels; since there are ,tooO+)O. xAlµo.,a 

,ou x6oµou tv � toµtv Ela(, and the church is all over the 

earth, and the gospel is the o,uAoc of the church, therefore it 

is concluded that ,tooapo.c fXELV au,�v o,UAOUC, that is, the 

fourfold gospel (Adv. Haer. 3.11.8). While this is certainly a 

curious bit of argumentation for four gospels, such an argurrent 

may provide added meaning for the text transmitted in the Ep. 

Pet. PhiZ. The gospel is to be preached in the whole world, 

to be sure; but that task may be depicted as one involving four 
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messages--perhaps the four gospels--for the four regions of 

the world. 

161 

Finally, the apostles depart from their gathering in order 

to proclaim the gospel. The tractate thus closes like the 

Soph. Jes. Chr., the Gos. Mary, and the P·'ati.s Soph-'a, on a 

positive note of challenge: the departure of the apostles to 

preach.
238 

They, like the Gnostic Christians of the Ep. Pet. 

Phil., have a task in the world. And they, like the Gnostic 

Christians, have the spiritual power and peace of Jesus with 

them. 
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CHAPTER IV 

1The title of a tractate in the Nag Hammadi library may be 
indicated by means of an incipit, a subscription, a super
scription, or several combinations of these indicators. Some
times multiple titles are given. At other times tractates have 
been transcribed or transmitted without titles, and the modern 
title has been supplied by means of some relevant phrase or the 
general contents of the tractate, while in a few instances an 
untitled tractate was found to be a Coptic translation of a 
previously known document. It may be suggested, in general, 
that a title implied in an incipit could be earlier than a 
title added in a subscribed or superscribed fashion. On the 
question of titles see Robinson, "The Coptic Gnostic Library 
Today," 383-401; idem, "Logoi Sophon: on the Gattung of Q," esp. 
pp. 91-92 in The Future of Our Religious Past (ed. J. Robinson; 
New York: Harper & Row, 1971); Johannes Munck, "Evangelium Veri
tatis and Greek Usage as to Book Titles," ST 17 (1963) 133-38; 
Krause and Labib, Die drei Versionen, 28-29; idem, Gnostische 
und hermetische Schriften, 16-21. 

2For a discussion of this genre of literature within early 
Christianity, see William G. Doty, Letters in Primitive Chris
tianity (Guides to Biblical Scholarship, NT Series; Philadelphia: 
Fortress, 1973). 

3
on the question of the interpretation of r��e at III 70,2 

(x�1re[Te] at V 1,3), see Paulinus Bellet, "The Colophon of the 
Gospel of the Egyptians: Concessus and Macarius of Nag Hammadi," 
Nag Hammadi and Gnosis, 56-59, esp. n. 16. 

4
optatus of Milevis, De schismate Donatistarum l. 5: "Cum 

in epistula Petri apostoli legerimus, 'Nolite per opinionem 
judicare fratres vestros, '" "Since in the Letter of Peter the 
Apostle we have read, 'Refrain from judging your brothers 
through prejudice."' See Puech, "Les nouveaux �crits," 117 n. 
4; Hennecke-Schneemelcher, 2.91; also compare this passage with 
Jas 2:1 and 4:11. 

5
The Epistula Petri and Contestatio have been analyzed as 

elements within the so-called Kerygmata Petrou. See especially 
Georg Strecker, Das Judenchristentum in den Pseudoklementinen 
(Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1958); "The Kerygmata Petrou," 
Hennecke-Schneemelcher, 2.102-27; "On the Problem of Jewish 
Christianity," in Walter Bauer, Orthodo:::y and Heresy in Earliest 
Christianity (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971) 241-85. After the 
closing of the Epistula, the Contestatio opens as follows: 
0

AVayvou� OOV O "IaKw/30C ,nv lnLOTOAnv µETEKOAtaa,o TOUC npca
eu,tpouc Kat au,orc avayvouc, he spoke to the assembled group 
about the kerygmatic materials of Peter; this transition may be 
Compared with 133,8-11 in our tractate. 
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6see Doty, Letters in Primitive Christianity, 65-81;
Edgar J. Goodspeed, A History of Early Christian Literature 
(rev. and enlarged by R. M. Grant; Chicago: University of 
Chicago, 1966) 7-29. Grant (p. 29) mistakenly refers to our 
tractate as "a letter of Peter and Philip." For a similarly 
mistaken reference, see Roland K. Harrison (Archaeology of the 
New Testament [New York: Association, 1964] 84) where he men
tions "the Epistle of Philip to Peter." 

7
see the discussion above, pp. 113-18; additional dis

cussion and analysis in Kurt Rudolph, "Der gnostische 'Dialog' 
als literarisches Genus," pp. 85-107 in Probleme der koptischen 
Literatur (Wissenschaftliche Beitrage, K2; Halle-Wittenberg: 
Martin-Luther-Universitat, 1968); also Robinson, "Logoi Sophon," 
96-100. 

8
x: P. Merton 86; xa: P. Oxy. 120; xaL: P. Oxy. 62; xaLp: 

P. Oxy. 61 (additional data on file in the Nag Hammadi Archive,
Institute for Antiquity and Christianity). On the itacism, see 
above, p. 69. 

9
see Bellet, "The Colophon," 57-59 n. 16; also Jack T. 

Sanders, "The Transition from Opening Epistolary Thanksgiving 
to Body in the Letters of the Pauline Corpus," JBL 81 (1962) 
348-57.

10
Letters lacking closing elements are known, of course, 

and can be observed even in the NT. The letter of James has a 
typical epistolary opening, but no conclusion; James, however, 
is less a true letter than a paraenetical tractate with an 
epistolary veneer. Of the two private or semi-private letters 
in Acts (15:23-29; 23:26-30), the former utilizes the final 
greeting fppwo8E, while the latter does not include a final 
greeting in p74, B, A, et al. (but fppwoo is used in K and 
other manuscripts, and fppwo8E is found in H, P, and a few 
other sources) . 

11
Peter and Philip both figure importantly in Gnostic 

literature. Peter is particularly prominent, and can function 
as an anti-Gnostic sexist, a subordinate disciple, or--as in 
the Ep. Pet. Phil.--an enlightened Gnostic teacher. See 
Hennecke-Schneemelcher, 1.271-78; 2.45-50, 57-58; Perkins, 
"Peter in Gnostic Revelation." 

12
Not only is such an endearing description appropriate 

for an epistolary opening (Acts 15:23; Rom 1:7; 2 Cor 1:1; Col 
1:1-2; 2 Tim 1:2; Phlm l; 3 John 1); Philip also can be de
scribed elsewhere in such a manner (see Pistis Sophia 44). 
On 6.c5EA<P6C, "spiritual brother," a very common term within 
Christianity, see Hans F. von Soden, "6.c5EA<P6C 1c,.;I..," TDNT, 
1.145-46. 

13
see Karl H. Rengstorf, "6.n6o,o>..oc," TDNT, 1.420-24; 

Kirsopp Lake, "The Twelve and the Apostles," pp. 37-59 (esp. 51) 
in The Beginnings of Christianity. Part I: The Acts of the 
Apostles, vol. 5 (ed. F. J. Foakes Jackson and K. Lake; London: 
Macmillan, 1920-33). 
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14
see Eusebius, Historia Ecclesiastica 3.31.3; Clement, 

Stromateis III.6 §52.4-5; in general, H. H. Platz, "Philip," 
IDB, 3.785, where additional sources are cited. 
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15
on "God" as a title of Jesus, see (with Bethge) John 20:28; 

Ign. Rom. 3.3; Smyrn. 1.1; also note the occurrence of this 
title in the apocryphal Acts of the Apostles, passim. 

16
Note the parallel at 137,23-25. On teaching and preach

ing closely linked together, note, with Edmund w. Fisher ("The 
Letter of Peter to Philip and Its Relationship to New Testament 
Apocrypha" [seminar paper, Claremont Graduate School, 1967] 16-
18), that the couplet "teach and preach" is also found fre
quently in the Epistula Apostolorum (for example, chaps. 19, 
23, 30, 31, and 46). On the use of tnayyEAla in Luke-Acts and 
elsewhere, see Hans Conzelmann, The Theology of St. Luke (New 
York: Harper & Row, 1960) 220-21; also Julius Schniewind and 
Gerhard Friedrich, "tnayytAAo:i K. i:. A.," TDNT, 2. 581-82. 

17
E. Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia:

Westminster, 1971) 90-112. 

18
Ibid., 103. 

19
rbid., 99. 

20
on pre-Pauline Hellenistic Christianity, and the 

Hellenists in Acts, see Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles, 
259-69; Hans Conzelmann, History of Primitive Christianity
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1973) 56-59, 68-77; Henry J. Cadbury,
"The Hellenists," pp. 59-74 in The Beginnings of Christianity,
vol. 5; Walter Schmithals, Paul and James (SBT 46; London: SCM,
1965) 16-37; Charles H. Scobie, "The Origins and Development
of Samaritan Christianity," NTS 19 (1972-73) 390-414; Marcel
Simon, St. Stephen and the Hellenists in the Primitive Church
(London: Longmans, Green, 1958).

21
we might speculate that the rivalry between Peter and 

Philip in the Ep. Pet. Phil. could reflect the concern of cer
tain Gnostic Christians for the status of these two apostles. 
Then, by the willing submission of Philip to Peter, the author 
of our tractate could mean to suggest that the Gnostic Chris
tian advocates of Philip likewise should acknowledge the supreme 
authority of Peter, and join his advocates in following Peter as 
the chief apostle. Also see Menard (7-8) on "l'impression d'un 
rapprochement entre le groupe de Pierre et celui de Philippe," 
and "l' Unite originelle." 

22
Bethge, col. 162. See also Menard (5-6), where he cau

tiously presents a slightly different "hypothese de travail": 
"Notre opuscule appartiendrait a des Actes apocryphes des 
ApOtres dont ne nous aurait ete conserve au debut qu'un frag
ment de Lettre suivi d'un traite dogmatique. On pourrait alors 
donner cornme titre a l'ensemble: Fragment apocryphe des Actes 
des ApOtres .... " 
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23Bethge, col. 162. Note may also be taken of the paper
of Frans;:ois Boven, "Gnostic Traditions in Certain Unpublished 
Fragments of the Apocryphal Acts of Philip?" presented at the 
International Conference on Gnosticism, Yale University, 29 
March 1978. Unfortunately, a comparative study of the Acts of
PhiZip, and the possible gnosticizing motifs to be found there, 
lies beyond the scope of our analysis. 

24In the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., TOTe is nearly always a signal
for a new beginning of some sort: a new paragraph, a new action, 
a new scene. In addition to this passage, see also 133,17-18; 
134,9.18; 135,3; 137,13.17; 138,3.7.21; 140,7.15.23. The only 
exception is the use of TOTO at 137,7-8, where TOTO is utilized 
emphatically to introduce the apodosis of the sentence. 

25Luke 24:49; Acts 1:4, and esp. 1:6 (Ot µtv oGv OUVEA36v
,EC; Sahidic: llTOOy 66 AYCUlOYtl, 

26on the Mount of Olives as a customary gathering place
for Christ and the disciples, see the references in BAG, s.v. 
"tAa.la.," "tAa.�wv;" note esp. Luke 22:39 (Ka.«� ,o f3oct), perhaps 
also John 18:2. 

27sahidic: eao� tH nTooy G�AYHOyTe oro• xe nTooy Tlffxoo1T;
Bohairic uses merely xe <j>u, 1.xw, T, like our text. In the Greek 
NT the name is usually given with a form of 6poc; but in three 
instances a form of tAa.�wv is used without a titular 6poc, and 
all three occurrences are in Luke-Acts (Luke 19:29; 21:37; 
Acts 1:12). 

28see, for example, the GospeZ of BarthoZomew 4.1-12;
Acts of John 97 and following. 

29see, for instance, the Ethiopic Apoc. Pet. l; 15-17; the
Greek ApocaZypse of Paui 51. 

3°For a brief phenomenological survey of the sacred moun
tain, see Mircea Eliade, Patterns in Comparative ReZigion (New 
York: New American Library, 1963) 99-102. 

31see Werner Foerster, "Opoc," TDNT, 5.483-87.
32Passing reference should also be made to the preserva

tion of revelatory materials upon mountains. See the Gos. Eg.
III 68,1-5 and IV 80,15-19; AZZogenea XI 68,20-23. 

33cp., for example, Gos. Mary BG 8,12, where Christ is
termed nHAKAr1oc. 

34At 136,13 CWHA is utilized with the plural indefinite
article, but the construction is quite different. 

35see BAG, s.v. "owµa." lb; Eduard Schweizer, "owµa. 1<.,.A,,"
TDNT, 7.1060-62. 

36see Heinrich Schlier, "y6vu," TDNT, 1.738-40; Heinrich
Greeven, "npoOKuvtw," TDNT, 6. 758-66. 
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37
It may also be the case that the description is merely 

traditional, and that the verb has outlived the custom. We 
judge, however, that the description of genuflection could 
easily function as one of several liturgical elements reflect
ing the communal worship of the Christian Gnostic group of the 
Ep. Pet, PhiL 

38
such descriptive clauses, which are Coptic translations 

of Greek participial or relative clauses, have been analyzed 
as characteristic of hymns. See Eduard Norden, Agnostos Theos 
(Leipzig: Teubner, 1913) esp. 166-76, 201-39, also 240-76. 

39
on the petition of the first prayer, cp. the Dial. Sav. 

III 121,5-7: CWTH 6f011 061<DT K.\T.\ 06 'FfT.\KCWTit 6116KHOIIOC611HC 
'Ff!l)Hfe, "Hear us, Father, just as you have heard your only 
begotten Son." 

40
A lucid translation and precise understanding of the 

en1AH clause (134,8-9) is difficult to achieve. Either the 
third plural subject of KWTG is indefinite here, perhaps be
cause of its original use in another context, or a passive 
construction is intended. 

41
Also note, with Bethge, Jas 1:17, where God is described 

as b na,�p TWV q>WTWV. 

42
see the brief summation in Hans Conzelmann, "(l)WC ><.,.A.," 

TDNT, 9.327-43. 

43
Epistula ApostoLorum 19, trans. from the Ethiopic by 

Hugo Duensing ("Epistula Apostolorum," Hennecke-Schneemelcher, 
l. 203).

44
.-.+e.-.rci.>. and .-.+e.-.rToc are used in the Codex III version 

of the Gos. Eg. but not the Codex IV version. The latter pre
fers a form of the Coptic .\T.XWtH rather than a Greek loan word. 
See Bohlig and Wisse, The Gospel of the Egyptians, 11-17. 

45.-.Aoy is attested as translating naCc, particularly in
Bohairic; see Crum, Sa. 

46
Also cp. Acts 3:13, 26; 1 Clem. 59.2-4; Mart. Pol. 

14.1-3; 20.2; Diogn. 8.9-11; 9.1. 

4 7 
Cp. Walther Zimmerli and Joachim Jeremias, "naCc 3e:o0, " 

TDNT, 5.654-717, esp. 700-12; also Richard F. Zehnle, Peter's 
Pentecost Discourse (SBLMS 15; Nashville: Abingdon, 1971) 48-49. 

48
on the use of H.\Te to translate e:uooxe:Cv, see Crum, 

l89b-90a. 

49
on the transfiguration accounts, and 2 Pet 1:17 in 

Particular, see above, p. 107. 

50
Phil 2:15 encourages believers to shine as QlWOT�PEC tv 

K6o\.Llil; cp. 137,8-9 in our tractate. 
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51see, for example, the use of cj>o.>CTHr in the Apoc. Adam; 
at V 85,28-31 the term is used in conjunction with the enigma
tic words Yesseus, Mazareus, Yessedekeus. On Mani as apostle 
and cj>o.>CTHr, see the Kephalaia, passim, esp. in the formulae 
near the openings of the chapters. Also see the Acts of Philip 
21, where reference is made to ,ov (l)WO,npa. ,nc Cwnc 'InooOv. 
In general, on (l)WOT�P as applied to holy men and Christ, see 
G. w. H. Lampe, A Patristic Greek Lexicon (Oxford: Clarendon, 
1961) s.v. "<PuXH�P-" Literally, of course, <PWOT�P refers to the 
heavenly bodies, e.g. the sun, the moon, or the stars. 

52
see BDF, §162,6. 

53
For examples of such phrases, see Son of Light (Treat. 

Seth VII 51,2) and Son of Compassion (Acts of Thomas 10). 

54
For the use of rsscwTG, ,\u,pw,�c, and related words in 

the OT and in Coptic literature, see BAG, s.v. ",\u,pw,�c 1<.,.,\.," 
o. Procksch and F. Biichsel, ",\uw ) L T.A.," TDNT, 4.328-56; Crum, 
362b. In the OT, ,\u,pw,�c (�K�) is used of God in Ps 18:15 
(19:14) and 77:35 (78:35), and in both instances ,\u,pw,�c is 
used in conjunction with Bona6c.

55
see Luke 24:49 and Acts 1:4, where the resurrected 

Christ has similar instructions to give. The witness of sev
eral of the early Christian sources is that Peter was the first 
(or among the first) to whom the risen Christ appeared. See 

1 Car 15:5; Luke 24:34; John 20:1-10 (first into empty tomb; 
cp. Luke 24:12); also Mark 16:7; 9:2-8 and parallels; 1 Pet 
1:3; 2 Pet 1:16-19; John 21:1-23; Matt 16:17-19. Also see 
Oscar Cullmann, Peter (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1962) 57-66, 
esp. n. 93. 

56The meaning of owµa in Paul is still the subject of 
considerable debate. Note the discussions in Rudolf Bultmann, 
Theology of the New Testament (New York: Scribner's, 1951) 
1.192-203; Schweizer, "owµa it.,.,\.," TDNT, 7 .1060-62; Hans 
Conzelmann, 1 Corinthians (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1975) 281-83. 

57That Paul reflects Jewish and Hellenistic concepts re
garding the resurrection is undoubted. To be sure, within 
Judaism there are a variety of ways of understanding eternal 
life: something approaching immortality of the soul (Essenes, 
Therapeutae), or a resurrection of spirits or souls (1 Enoch 
102-04), or some variety of resurrection of the body (Phari
sees); transformation of the body into a glorious body of 
splendor (2 Apoc. Bar. 51), or re-creation of the body (2 Mac
cabees 7); exaltation to shining, starlike glory (Daniel 12), 
and ascension to the glory of heaven (As. Mos. 10, 2 Apoc. Bar.
51); and so forth. See George W. E. Nickelsburg, Jr., Resur
rection, Immortality, and Eternal Life in Intertestamental 
Judaism (HTS 26; Cambridge: Harvard University, 1972); Kirsopp
Lake, The Historical Evidence for the Resurrection of Jesus
Christ (New York: Putnam's, 1907) esp. 13-43. It is difficult 
to ascertain whether Paul has a single, definite position
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concerning the resurrection. Here in l Corinthians 15 he em
phasizes the spiritual and glorious bodies, but in Rom 8:11 he 
states that God CwonoL(iOEL Kat ,a 8vn,a owµa,a. Here he seems 
to speak of transformation, but elsewhere he can speak of KaLv� 
K,loL, (Gal 6:15). Here Paul has a rather unified view of 
human existence, but in 2 Corinthians 5 and 12 he suggests some 
contrast between the inner person over against the earthly, 
somatic cloak. 

58
see Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition 

(New York: Harper & Row, 1963) 259-61; Charles E. Carlston, 
"Transfiguration and Resurrection,• JBL 80 (1961) 233-40; Hans 
Dieter Betz, "Jesus as Divine Man,• p. 120 in Jesus and the 
Historian: Written in Honor of Ernest Cadman Colwell (ed. F. 
Thomas Trotter; Philadelphia: Westminster, 1968); reconsidered 
by Robert H. Stein, • Is the Transfiguration (Mark 9: 2-8) a 
Misplaced Resurrection-Account?" JBL 95 (1976) 79-96. 

59
Mark 9:9; Matt 17:9; Luke 9:36. The witnesses to the 

transfiguration are told to keep silence ECµ� �.av 6 ut6, ,oO 
av8pwnou tK VEKDWV avao,�. 

60
see Bultmann, The History of the Synoptic Tradition, 259. 

61
Note also the Ethiopic Apoc. Pet.; the Acts of Peter 20; 

esp. the Treat. Res. I 48,3-19. 

62
Also see Acts 7:54-60, where Stephen beholds the 56�a 

8Eo0; 10:9-16, where Peter has a vision and hears a (j)WV(i; note 
also the accounts of Jesus walking on the water (Mark 6:45-52; 
Matt 14:22-23; John 6:16-21). 

63
see Eliade, Patterns in Comparative Religion, "Subject 

Index,• s.v. "lightning" and "thunder"; Helmer Ringgren, Reli
gions of the Ancient Near East (Philadelphia: Westminster, 
1973) esp. 61-62, 132-34, 155-56. From the tablets discovered 
at Ras Shamra see the Baal cycle 2.5.6-9, where Baal is said 
to speak forth with a voice (ql) from the clouds. In the OT 
see Ps 18:13-14, where God's thundering in heaven and the 
uttering of his voice {(j)WV(i, )ip), as well as his arrows and 
his lightnings, are used in poetic parallelism; also Ps 77:18; 
104:7; Exod 19:16; 20:18. In the NT, see esp. John 12:28-29; 
also Rev 6:1; 10:3-4; 14:2; 19:6. on thunder, lightning, and 
light in the writings of Jewish apocalyptic, see the sources 
cited by Otto Betz, "(j)WV(i K.LA.," TDNT, 9 .285-86; Conzelmann, 
"CDW!; K.,.;\..," TDNT, 9.323-27. Also, in the Greek magical 
papyri, cp. the so-called "Mithras Liturgy," passim, esp. lines 
692 and following; and Papyrus 46 of the British Museum (= PGM 
5), lines 150-51 (tyw ElµL 6 (w,pdn,wv Kat apov,wv). 

64
In general, see Otto Betz, "q)Wv(i K.,.:\..," TDNT, 9.299-

301; Conzelmann, "CDW!; K., . .;\..," TDNT, 9.327-43. 

65
According to the version of the Ap. John in BG 8502, 

this appearance takes place on a mountain, a desert(ed) place 
(nTooy oyHJo. ii.xJo.s1a, 20,5); this passage must be restored at 
II 1,19. 
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66Trim. Prot. seems to have been secondarily Christian
ized, and the few references to Christ (XIII 37, [31); 38,22; 
39,7; 49,8) are probably Christian interpolations. See Gesine 
Schenke of the Berlin Arbeitskreis, "'Die dreigestaltige 
Protennoia': Eine gnostische Offenbarungsrede im koptischer 
Sprache aus dem Fund von Nag Hammadi," TLZ 99 (1974) 733-34. 

67
Also note the Acts of John, a document permeated with 

the glory, light, and voice of the exalted Christ; the Gos. 
Pet., a gospel with certain gnosticizing affinities, 9-14 
(35-60); Poimandres, with its vision and revelation of light 
and A6yo�. 

68
For a brief discussion (with additional bibliography) 

on aretalogies, see Bultmann, The Gospel of John (Philadelphia: 
Westminster, 1971) 225-26 n. 3; Raymond E. Brown, The Gospel 
According to John (AB; Garden City: Doubleday, 1966), "Appendix 
IV: Ego Eimi--'I am,'" 1.533-38; George MacRae, "The Ego
Proclamation in Gnostic Sources," pp. 122-34 in The Trial of 
Jesus (SBT 13, 2nd series; ed. Ernst Bammel; Naperville: Allen
son, 1970). 

69
conzelmann, The Theology of St. Luke, 203. Also note 

p. 204, where Conzelmann observes that for Luke the post
ascension appearances from heaven "are of a different kind, for 
they establish no relationship with the Lord in the special
sense that the Resurrection appearances do."

70
Here Western texts (D and Marcion) have cpav,aoua rather 

than nvcuua. 

71
cp. also Matt 28:2-4. 

72
see Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament, 2.10-14; 

idem, The Gospel of John, esp. 24 and following; also Ernst 
Kasemann, The Testament of Jesus (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1968), 
including his own interpretation of John and docetism on p. 26. 
It is thus appropriate that countless Gnostics, from the com
mentator Heracleon and on, found in John a kindred spirit. 

73
For example, Peter now plays a primary role as the first 

examiner, along with Thomas as well as Andrew, who looks to see 
whether Jesus' feet leave footprints (Ethiopic) or touch the 
ground (Coptic); cp. the Acts of John 93. 

74
A further exploration of the traditions relating to the 

appearances of the resurrected Christ exceeds the bounds of 
this study. On the matter of divine appearances in human like
ness, a phenomenon attested in both Greek (e.g. Hermes and Zeus 

appearing in human guise, Ovid, Metamorphoses 8.611-724; cp. 
Acts 14:8-20) and Jewish sources (e.g. Yahweh appearing to 
Abraham via the visit of the three men, Gen 18:1-8), as well as

the matter of the empty tomb traditions, see the summary 
article, with a citation of some of the most recent secondary 
literature, by John E. Alsup, "Theophany in the NT," IDBSup, 
898-900; also Jllrg Jeremias, "Theophany in the OT," I DBS up,
896-98.
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75cp. Apoc. Adam V 64,5-6; Pistis Sophia 6.

76cp. the questions given, with laughter, by the Savior,
near the opening of the Soph. Jes. Chr., esp. the last ques
tion: GTGTIKJJIIIG !Tc,. oy, "for what are you seeking?" (III 92,3); 
also the opening of the Ap. John, where the risen Christ asks 
John about his doubts and his fears, provides reassurance, and 
continues with a self-predication and promise: [_.11)01< neTO)OII 
Hl'iHH[T11 11oy)ge111) 111H, "I am the one who is with you

0

for all 
time" (BG 21,18-19). 

77
on Tl(�) used to link questions in a series, cp. the 

citations below from Zost., Testim. Truth, and the Excerpta ex 
Theodoto; also Great Pow. VI 36,27-37,2; Pistia Sophia 6. 

78The direct questions should not (in opposition to the
translations of Wisse and Bethge) be considered as five indi
vidual questions which may be separated with sets of quotation 
marks for each; the introductory xe in 134,23 functions for the 
whole series. 

79rt is particularly easy to see how ne1<n>.Hrw1-u could be a
desirable reading, since the Savior identifies himself with the 
fullness at 136,16. Yet, as the answer suggests, the restora
tion of the fullness of others is the purpose of the work of 
the Savior. On the emendation, see above, pp. 36-37 n. to 
134,22. 

80
Acts 4:29, 31; esp. the Acts of Philip 97, where Philip 

is asked, by the marvelous leopard, tva OWOTl' µoL tEouolav 
wtftoaa8o.L napp17olav. See Heinrich Schlier, "napp170Ca K.,. >...,"

TDNT , 5.882-86. 

81
For similar lists of questions, see Hippolytus, Ref. 

5.7.8; 7.26.2; also see Bethge, col. 165 n. 4. In addition 
to such questions, we might also note the prominence of the 
motifs of asking and seeking at the opening of such tractates 
as the Treat. Res. ,  the Gos. Thom., the Hyp. Arch., Thom. Cont., 
Eugnostos, and the Soph. J s. Chr. 

82
Rudolph, "Der gnostische 'Dialog,'" 85. 

83
A lengthy discussion of the genre of the Gnostic dia

logue exceeds the limits of this volume. A few additional re
marks, however, should be added here. It is important that we 
distinguish between dialogues, "questions and answers," and 
revelatory discourses, though in Gnostic literature such dis
tinctions frequently are difficult. Indeed, the general con
sensus today is that the Gnostic dialogue is not a true dia
logue at all in the classical sense. Thus Wilhelm Schnee
melcher ("Types of Apocryphal Gospels," Hennecke-Schneemelcher, 
1. 82) observes that this literature includes "practically no
genuine dialogues, the questions merely giving occasion to the
revelation discourses of the Redeemer"; see also Rudolph, "Der
gnostische 'Dialog,'" 86. According to Heinrich Dorrie and
Hermann Dorries ("Erotapokriseis," RAC , 6.368), a distinction
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can be made between the dialogue and the "question and answer": 
"Deutlicher ist die Abgrenzung zwischen den E. u. dem Dialog; 
denn wenn auch sie in fOrmliche Gesprache Ubergehen kOnnen, der 
Schiller sich mit einer Antwort nicht zufrieden gibt, neue 
Fragen daran knUpft, so begehrt er doch Auskunft oder Weisung: 
die Antwort soll dem Frager sichere Wahrheit Ubermitteln, 
wahrend der Dialog, sofern es sich nicht lediglich um ein 
Streitgesprach handelt, unter aller Mitwirken unerkannte Wahr
heit finden mOchte." Rudolph (p. 88 n. 12), on the other hand, 
judges that this distinction "zu sehr am idealen frUhplato
nischen Dialog orientiert ist." Rather, Rudolph (p. 89) pro
poses a "Mischung von Dialog und (orakelhaftem) 'Frage-Antwort
Schema' oder der Problemataform ('Probleme und LOsungen') ," 
especially in Gnostic literature. For, Rudolph insists, the 
Gnostic "dialogue" consistently retains the dramatic framework 
of a dialogue, but also stresses the "Lehrer-SchUler-Verhaltnis" 
and the authority of the teacher, as in the "question and 
answer" literature. To be sure, the Gnostic dialogues do high
light the revelatory character of the authoritative disclosures, 
and thus resemble "die Offenbarungsliteratur." This revelatory 
emphasis is also noted by Douglas M. Parrott, who takes a dif
ferent approach to the question of genre in his dissertation, 
"A Missionary Wisdom Gattung: Identification, Sita im Leben, 
History and Connections with the New Testament" (Ph.D. disser
tation, Graduate Theological Union, 1970). Parrott (p. 1) 
offers the following brief descriptive definition of the Cat
tung he is exploring: "A person, or persons, with usually some 
special preparation and/or character, receives a revelation 
from a divine being. This revelation is characterized by the 
fact that it encompasses great spans of time (past, present 
and future) and vast historical or cosmological events, that 
it is presented without visions, dreams, or any modes of ex
pression that could be considered deliberately cryptic or enig
matic, and that it often contains dialogue as well as discourse. 
Those who receive the revelation are expected to convey it to a 
larger number." He judges this Gattung to be "a previously un
recognized Gattung," with features of wisdom and apocalyptic 
literature, and he traces its development out of "the seething 
ferment of the Judaism of the Maccabean period" (p. 111). Ac
cording to Parrott, the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. is one example of this 
missionary wisdom genre of literature. 

84see especially Martin Krause, "Das literarische Verhalt
nis des Eugnostosbriefes zur Sophia Jesu Christi," pp. 215-23 
in MuZZus: Festschrift fur Theodor KZaueer (Jahrbuch fur Antike 
und Christentum, Erganzungsband l; ed. Alfred Stuiber and Al
fred Hermann; Munster: Aschendorffsche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 
1964); more briefly, his introduction to these two tractates in 
Foerster, 2.24-27; also Douglas M. Parrott's introduction in 
The Nag Hammadi Library, 206-07. 

85
aut note the references to the Son of Man (III 81,13. 

21-22; 85,11-12.<13>), the Savior (III 82,2-3.7; 84, [2] .8;
85,14), and the Church or Assembly (GKKAHCI�; III 81,5; 86,16-
17.22-23; 87,4-5).
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86on the alternate interpretation of the name and title,
"Macarius the Cognizant One," see Bellet, "The Colophon," 54-56. 

87
138,2-3.22-23; 139,11-12; perhaps also 133,15-17. 

88
Adv. Haer. 1.30.14; l.3.2. In the former account, on 

the Ophites, a distinction is made between the heavenly Christ 
who, with Sophia, descends upon Jesus at baptism and ascends 
again just before the crucifixion; and Jesus, who functions as 
the vessel or vehicle upon which Christ rides, but who is not 
forgotten in death. See above, pp. 133-34, with n. 143. 

89
Pistis Sophia l; Books of Jeu 44. 

90
see Acts l:3-12; Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles, 

esp. 140-42. For further discussion on this phenomenon of 
periodization, see Epistula Iacobi Apocrypha (ed. Michel 
Malinine et al.; Zurich: Rascher, 1968) xii and 40; also James 
M. Robinson, "Ascension," IDB, l.246-47.

91
138,3-7 does function as something of an ascension ac

count, complete with apocalyptic accompaniments; yet for the 
author of the Ep. Pet. Phil. this departure by no means pre
cludes the possibility of additional appearances of Jesus (see 
138,21-139,4; 140,15-23). 

92
eTsG "H Ae xe (137,4-5); in the second case (137,10) the 

en e is elided. 

93
Hott, used only here in the tractate, seems to function 

with the later occurrences of AB (esp. 136,16; also 137,5.10) 
to bind this section together. 

941 Cor 7:1, 25; 8:1, 4; 12:l. The use of ntpl or de in
titles of Greek and Latin works in general is well known. 

95
cp. the short answer given in the Dial. Sav.: TGTtl<l)OOn 

iii nH.I. eTo llUJI.W>T RH.1.y, "you are in the place where the de
ficiency is" (III 139,17-18). 

96
Note the Ap. John II 9,25 (TCO�t.i.); 10,21 (To•H.1..1.y); 

13,32 (TH.1..1.y); Soph. Jes. Chr. III 114,14-15 (TCO�I.I. TH.1..1.Y 
RnTHp•); 104,17-18 par. Eugnostos V 9,4-5; Eugnostos III 82,21 
(n.1.11H1tTWf co�1.1.); Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. l.29.4; Hippolytus, Ref. 
6.34.8; and so on. For further references, see The Nag Hammadi 
Library, "Index of Proper Names," s.v. "Mother," "Sophia," and 
related terms; Foerster, "Index of Gnostic Concepts," s.v. 
"Mother" and "Sophia, wisdom." It must be kept in mind, how
ever, that the term "Mother" can be applied to any number of 
female deities (see, for example, in Thund. and Trim. Prot.), 
and that Sophia can be considered an inhabitant of the Plerorna 
as well as the fallen mother outside the Pleroma. For addi
tional discussion and bibliography, see Ulrich Wilckens, 
"00<1>la x.,.,\.," TDNT, 7.509-14; G. C. Stead, "The Valentinian 
Myth of Sophia," JTS 20 n.s. (1969) 75-104. 
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97Greatness or majesty (.m-TN06, µtyt8oC, and similar 
terms) is a common epithet used to describe the Father. See 
the Ap. John II 4,1-2 (Hereeoc); 6,15 (tiNTN06); Irenaeus, Adv.
Haer. 1.2.1-2; it can also be hypostacized, as in the DiaZ. 
Sav. and the Paraph. Shem. See W. Grundmann, "µtyaAuJOU\/T)" and 
"µ1htaoc," TDNT, 4.544. 

98In spite of the punctuation mark in 135,14, it seems 
clear that the phrase beginning with e:lH (135,13-14) belongs 
most naturally with what follows. The phrase provides the 
circumstances for the creative desire of the mother, and re
lates well to similar descriptions in other versions of the 
myth. 

99Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.2.2: version A in Stead; on this 
nomenclature see p. 77 n. 2 of his article. 

lOOHippolytus, Ref. 6.30.7: version B in Stead.
101cp. also VaZ. Exp. XI 34,23-38. According to Irenaeus, 

the Barbelognostics claimed that Sophia, also known as Holy 
Spirit and Prunikos, found herself without a consort. Noting 
that all the other aeons had their own consorts, she began to 
look about for a consort, and even examined the realm below; 
but she made her great leap "sine bona voluntate patris" 
(l.29.4). 

102aG 46,10-11; the other versions have different read
ings. On Sophia producing a tOYtG or fx,pwµa, see Foerster, 
"Index of Gnostic Concepts," s.v. "Abortion." 

103Genesis 3; l Tim 2:14; Barn. 12.5.
104Note, for example, Sophia Zoe (Zoe=Eve) and Zoe daughter 

of Sophia in Orig. WorZd; Zoe the daughter of Pistis Sophia in 
the Hyp. Arch.; Zoe as the Epinoia of light, and Sophia who is 
called Zoe, TH.>..>.y lTN8TOHt, "the mother of the living" (II 23,24), 
in the Ap. John. See George MacRae, "The Jewish Background of 
the Gnostic Sophia Myth," NovT 12 (1970) 86-101. 

105Irenaeus, Adv. Baer. 1.2.2.
106

Excerpta ex Theodoto 23.2. 
107she transgressed by attempting to approach the un

approachable, or by acting without the approval of the Father, 
or by trying to create without a consort. Also note VaZ. Exp. 
XI 36,28-31, on the will of the Father and the significance of 
the syzygy. 

108we should note that a single Sophia is assumed by our
tractate, and not two Sophias, as is the case in many of the 
more developed traditions. It is theoretically possible, of 
course, that the abbreviated character of the Sophia myth in 
the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. accounts for the deceptively simple presen
tation of the myth, with the omission of details. Yet the 
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clear indication of only one Sophia is important, and suggests 
that the Ep. Pet. Phil. may reflect a relatively simple and 
early version of the myth. 

109Note, for instance, the llyp. AI'ch. II 90,29; 92,27;
94,17; in each of these three cases �ya�AHC is used together 
with a noun. 

llOAdv. llaeI'. 1.29.4. Note also the use in Latin of 
Authad_. ae for the Greek Au&todc;t.

111ttence he can be called, in addition to Yaldabaoth, 
Sakla(s), "Fool," and Sarnael, "Blind God"; see Ap. John II 11,
16-18. 

112cp. Isa 45:5-6, 46:9. Additional examples and dis
cussion of such Gnostic statements can be found in MacRae, "The 
Ego-Proclamation," 123-29. 

113 'I'ig. WoI'Ld II 100,10-16. Yaldabaoth proved to be ig
norant, but he did know what he could call himself from that 
voice (cHH) of Pistis Sophia. In general the author of 01': g. 
WoI"Ld claims that "the gods and the angels and the people com
plete what came into existence by means of the word" Ct 1TR 
IIUJU:e; 100,17-19). On the mother calling out the name of the 
archon, see also the Ap. John II 10,19.

114
see the Hyp. AI'ch. II 86,27-87,4; OI'ig. WoI"Ld II 102,

35-103,32. 

115cp. OI'ig. WoI'Ld II 109,22-25, where a description is
given of the consequences of the cosmic fall following one 
after another, until death reigns; oyw2 11c�- is used for 
"follow." 

116on Horoc, cp. especially TI'im. PI'ot. XIII 40,13 and
41,21; also Hyp. AI'ch. II 87,12.21; 94,14.32.

117
Also see the Ap. John II 10,19-21; 13,22-23. In

Irenaeus, Adv. 1/aeI'. 1.29.4, the verb abstuLisse, "steal," is
used. 

118
on the substantival use of u)UlWT in the Codex III ver

sion of the Ap. John, see Krause and Labib, Die dI'ei VeI'sionen, 
"Indices: Koptische Worter," s. v. "U)WU)T." In some instances II 
uses �T� where III uses u,oo.>T, 

119on seeking to go from the place of the left, the
ninety-nine, the uoTtpnua, to the place of the right, the com
pleted one hundred, the fv, see Irenaeus, Adv. 1/aeI'. 1.16.2;
Gos. TI'uth I 31,35-32,34; additional references in Lampe, A 
PatI'istic GI'eek Lexicon, s.v. "uoTtpnua"; and Ulrich Wilckens,
"ucn-e:po1; J C T.A.," TDNT, 8.598-601. 

120
see, for example, the Apoc. Adam V 76,8; 85,29; Ex

ce,.pta ex Theodoto l.2; 26.3; 38.3; 41.1-2; 42.2.
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121see Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.5.6, on Ptolemaeus; these
Gnostic believers claim to have ,ov nv£uµa,LKOV dvapwnov ano 
.�, µn,poc ,�c 'Axaiiwa. Also see the Excerpta ex Theodoto 
53.1-5; 2.1-2; Hippolytus, Ref. 6.34.6; and Wilhelm Bousset, 
Kyrios Christos (trans. John E. Steely; Nashville: Abingdon, 
1970) 259-60. 

122on the joy and service of the powers, as well as the
haughtiness of Yaldabaoth, see Orig. World II 102,11-23.35-
103,15; the myriads and hosts of angels, powers, gods, and 
lords give glory, praise, and service to Yaldabaoth. 

123"The Preexistent One" and "the Preexistent Father" are 
common names for the high God; note, for example, the 1 Apoc.
Jas. V 33,22, "the Preexistent Father." See The Nag Hammadi
Library, "Index of Proper Names," s.v. "Father," "Preexistent 
One." 

124cp. the Ap. John II 10,1-19 on the imperfect and dif
ferent character of Yaltabaoth in comparison with his heavenly 
mother. 

125Kwz, and thus also ro•Kwz, connotes both envy and imi
tation (Crum, 132b); the translation of ro•KWt as "rival" seems 
to capture both of these levels of meaning. Also cp. Exod 
20:5; Ap. John II 13,8-9. 

126Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.17.2; tK�uyouonc au,ov ,�c
a>.na£Cac, tnnKoAouanKtvaL ,o �£000,, and so his work is sure to 
fall apart one day. 

127Ap. John II 14,13-15,13.
128

orig. World II 107,18-108,14. 
129

Hyp. Arch. II 87,11-33. 
130on the opposite substitution, where one's body and 

entire existence are transformed in a most glorious way, see 
the Gos. Thom. legion 22 (II 37,20-35). The same sorts of 
formulae and constructions, however, are utilized in both pas
sages; note esp. 37,34-35, which includes the phrase oy21Kw11 
GIIH.I. lToyz 1Kw11. See also 1 Cor 15:49. 

131on the misrepresentation of the image, see the Hyp.
Arch. II 87,15-20, where it is shown how the powerless rulers 
are unable to grasp the likeness ( n 1110) which had appeared in 
the waters, for such psychic beings from below cannot grasp 
the spiritual from above. In fact, as the Hyp. Arch., the Ap.
John, and other documents claim, the rulers cannot even make 
their human model arise; he grovels in the dust until finally 
he is given some of his mother's spiritual power. 

132on the absolute use of .1.110K no (ty� £CµL) without a
predicate, see Brown, The GoJpe l Acco1•ding to John, l. 533-38, 
also 254-56. 
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133on the use of the term nA�pwua in the NT, early Chris
tian literature, and Gnostic sources, see Gerhard Delling, 
"nA�PTJ(; K.,.A.," TDNT, 6.298-305; also Eduard Lohse, Colossians
and Phiiemon (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1971) 57-58, 
99-101.

134
Excerpta ex Theodoto 32.1-2; Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 

1.14.2; Gos. Truth I 41,14-19. 

135An interesting parallel to this aretalogical statement 
in the Ep. Pet. Phii. is a similar self-predication in the Gos.
Thom. iogion 77: UIOK 116 noyoe,11 n;1.e1 CTt 1xwoy THroy ;1.110K n6 
nTttf� TiT"-rlTHP'I e I ego� if2 HT • .l.)"W tiT.l.nTHf<t nwi Cl)lt.fOGt, "I am the 

light which is over them all. I am the All; from me the All 
has come forth, and to me the All has attained" (II 46,23-26). 
While the first portion of this self-predication resembles John 
8:12, the second portion is quite similar to our tractate, ex
cept that "All" here replaces "fullness." Yet the theological 
message remains basically the same; in both cases Jesus is the 
heavenly redeemer, possessing all the fullness of the divine 
Unity. Also note the Ap. John II 30,15-16. 

136on the descent of Christ through the heavens, his re
semblance to the forms of the angels of the various heavens, 
and the lack of recognition on the part of the angels, see the 
long account in the Ascension of Isaiah 10. In general, the 
descent of Christ to earth may be compared with the descent 
into Hades; see J. N. D. Kelly, Eariy Christian Creeds (New 
York: David McKay, 1972) 378-83; J. M. Robinson, "Descent into 
Hades," IDB, 1.826-28 (with bibliography). 

137Koschorke, "Eine gnostische Paraphrase," 384. 

138Ibid., 385: the chart of parallels between the Ep. Pet.
Phii. 136,16-137,4 and John 1. 

139Ibid., 388. 

140"Hier ist die Abhangigkeit von Joh 1 am deutlichsten. 
'Und ich gab ihm Vollmacht (tEoucrla), in das Erbe seiner Vater
schaft einzugehen' entspricht fast w6rtlich Joh l,12b" (p. 387). 
In John 1:12, the Sahidic NT reads as follows: 11e11T;1.yx1Ts A.o 
;,.sf 11"-Y tlT6l0YC I). 6Tr6)"UJJ)l16 tl<J)Hro tlTG IIIIOYTG. 

141still helpful in this regard is Rudolf Bultmann's
essay, "Die Bedeutung der neuerschlossenen mandaischen und 
manichaischen Quellen fur das Verstandnis des Johannes
evangeliums," ZNW 24 (1925) 100-46 (reprinted in Exegetica
[Tubingen: Mohr (Siebeck), 1967] 55-134); more briefly, cp. 

his article "Johannesevangelium," RGG , 3.846-47. In the 
former article, Bultmann catalogues twenty-eight parallels 
between the Gospel of John and the Gnostic literature under 
his examination. For our study of the Ep. Pet. Phii., the 
following of his statements about the redeemer are especially 
appropriate: "2. Er ist vom Vater in die Welt gesandt" (cp. 
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136,17; 137,28-30); "3. Er ist in die Welt gekommen" (cp. 136, 
19-20; 139,12-13.15-16); "5. Der Vater hat ihn rnit Vollrnacht
ausgerUstet" (cp. 134,26-135,1; esp. 136,26-28); "6. Er hat das 
Leben und spendet Leben" (cp. 134,3-4; 139,27-28); "7. Er fUhrt
aus der Finsternis ins Licht" (cp. esp. 133,26-134,1; possibly
136,28-137,2; also 137,8-9); "11. In Offenbarungsreden spricht
er von seiner Person (tycli Elµ1.)" (cp .. 134,17-18; 136,16; 140,
22-23); "12. Er kennt die Seinen, und sie kennen ihrn" (cp.
136,22-25; 137,5-6); "14. Oen Machten dieser Welt erscheint der
Gesandte als ein Frernder; sie kennen seine Herkunft nicht, denn
er ist anderen Ursprungs als sie" (cp. esp. 136,20-22; also
135,28-136,3; perhaps 139,21-22); "16. Der Gesandte ist in der
Welt preisgegeben und gehasst" (cp. 138,15-16; 139,15-21; also
134,8-9; 135,2; 137,10-13.15-17.20-23; 138,18-139,4.22-23);
"17. Wie er gekommen ist, wird er fortgehen, wie er herab
gekornrnen ist, wird er ernporsteigen" (cp. 136,16-137,4); "21.
Als Erloster fUhrt der Gesandte die Erlosten rnit sich" (cp.
136,28-137,4; also 139,27-28; 140,4); "25. Er befreit die Ge
fangenen" (cp. 136,26-137,9.28-30; 140,17-23). Such similari
ties provide further support for the conclusion suggested
above, that the Gospel of John and the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. reflect
motifs found in various versions of the Gnostic redeemer myth.

142
aethge, col. 164. 

14 3
Koschorke, "Eine gnostische Paraphrase," 389. See also 

p. 386, where Koschorke depicts 11eTe nw·i as "der Mensch ... , in
dern der Soter Wohnung nirnrnt"; also note, with Koschorke, an 
"'innerer,' pneurnatischer 'Mensch'" at 137,22. On Jesus, as 
the vas mundum of Christ, being saved by Christ, see the so
called Ophites of Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.30.12-14; especially
Trim. Prot. XIII 50,12-20, including the reference to the sal
vation of n.>.cnepH"' eTe nw·i no (50,18). 

144
M�nard, 21, 44. 

145
see above, p. 39, n. to 137,1. To the suggested 

restorations cited there, we may add the translation used by 
Koschorke ("Eine gnostische Paraphrase," 385, 387): "Und ich 
trug [ihn hinauf in die Xonen). Sie fUll[ten) sich [rnit ...... ] 
durch ErlOsung." He judges this restoration to be "ziernlich 
sicher," though we may not share his certainty. 

146
As Christ and the cnopH"' descend and ascend in the Ep. 

Pet. Ph_. i. , so also the Primal Woman can be described as des
cending and ascending in the Ap. John. Many of the same terms 
and concepts are used. Indeed, the same phenomenon is being 
depicted in a different mythological form: the corning of the 
light to the mortal realm below, and its return to the fullness 
above. In the Ap. John II 20,9-28 God sends a helper (oy10Hooc) 
to Adam, a Thought of Light (oyo111110,_. 'fl'oyoo111), that is out of 
him (T ..

. 
i oy o•o" TI'ztrTs To). This Thought, called Life (zw11), 

helps in the process of Adam's restoration to his fullness 
(nos""" pw.,_.). The Thought of Life is hidden in Adam, and the 
rulers ('fl' .. rxw11) do not recognize her, but she aids in the rec
tification of the deficiency of the mother (nc9n 'fl'THHy). 
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147compare the direct questions and answers in the Ep.
Pet. Phil., particularly the second direct question, with a 
similar question and answer in the Dial. Sav. III 140,14-19: 
"Mariamme said, 'Tell me, Lord, why have I come to this place 
(6T•6 oy �6161 6nee1H�)? To gain or to lose?' The Lord said, 

'You are to disclose the greatness of the revealer (µ11vv,i'i,>. '" 

148cp. John 15:18-21; 17:14-19. Numerous examples could 
be cited of the hostility and opposition between the redeemer 
and the beings of light on the one hand, and the archons and 
the powers of darkness on the other. Note, for example, the 
accounts of the struggle in such tractates as the Ap. John, the 
Hyp. Arch., Orig. World, the Treat. Seth, and the Apoc. Pet. 

149see Berti! Gartner, The Theology of the Gospel Accord
ing to Thomas (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1961) 184-86; esp. 
vivid is the citation from the Manichaean Psalm-Book. In the 
Gos. Thom. also note Logion 37, and the discussion in Jonathan 
z. Smith, "The Garments of Shame," HR 5 (1966) 217-38.

150Discussion and parallels in EpistuZa Iacobi Apocrypha,
72-79.

151
Elsewhere in the Ep. Pet. Phil. (137,25-27), the 

apostles can also be urged to gird themselves with power. In 
connection with the passage in Hippolytus, we should note that 
the Gnostic tcpb, yaµo, can function in an analogous manner to 
the heavenly garments; by being reunited with one's heavenly 
counterpart, one's "better half," one attains to spiritual 
glory and wholeness (cp. Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.7.1). On the 
use of both heavenly garments and the heavenly bridal chamber, 
see the Dial. Sav. III 138,16-20; Exeg. Soul II 131,27-132,26; 
133,10-15.31-134,15. 

152on the naked and clothed souls, see Albrecht Oepke,
"yuµv6,," TDNT, l. 773-75; Franz Cumont, The Oriental Religions 
in Roman Paganism (New York: Dover, 1956) 125-26, 159, 269-70; 
idem, Astrology and Religion Among the Greeks and Romans (New 
York: Dover, 1960) 108; Hans Jonas, The Gnostic Religion 
(Boston: Beacon, 1963) 165-69; Bousset, Kyrios Christos, 267-68. 

153Translations of the relevant mythological materials by 
Samuel Noah Kramer and E. A. Speiser can be found in ANET, 52-
57, 106-09. 

154see also Rev 3:18, 16:15, and the comments and refer
ences in R. H. Charles, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on 
the Revelation of St. John (ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 
1920) 1.98, 184-88, 2.194-99. 

155Gnostic ethics may also reflect this experience of
freedom from cosmic shackles, whether that ethics be more as
cetic or more libertine. See Jonas, The Gnostic Religion, 270-
77, 320-40; Wisse, "Die Sextus-Spruche und das Problem der 
9nostischen Ethik." Cp. also the Hellenistic mystery cults, 
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in which initiation was thought to be an anticipation of the 
bliss of death (so Plutarch, Fragment 178 of his Moralia, com
paring ,EAEu,dv and ,EAEro8aL; Apuleius, Metamorphoses, Bk. 11). 
In the Metamorphoaea and elsewhere, for example in the Mithraic 
inscriptions under the Church of Santa Prisca in Rome, the one 
initiated can be said to be renatua, creatus, and recreatus, 
having already gone from death to new life. See Hans Dieter 
Betz, "The Mithras Inscriptions of Santa Prisca and the New 
Testament," NovT 10 (1968) 62-80, esp. 71-72. 

156
Also note Pistis Sophia 96, where Jesus declares iden

tity with the truly enlightened: l.llOK ne TTTooy· >.yw TTTOOy ne 
>.IIOK, "I am they, and they are I" (on this famous formulation, 
cp. E. R. Dodds, Pagan and Christian in an Age of Anxiety [New 
York: Norton, 1970] esp. 72-74); Epiphanius, Panarion 26.9.9, 
where the libertine Gnostic claims, tyw ElµL 6 XpLo,6�, tnELo� 
dvw�Ev Ka,aetenKa 5L� ,wv 6voµd,wv ,wv ,EE apx6v,wv. In the 
quotation from the Gos. PhiL the use of the future tense may 
suggest the same sort of eschatological reservation as we are 
suggesting for the Ep. Pet. Phil. 

157
cp. the emphasis upon struggling and suffering at 

134,8-9; 137,13-138,3; esp. 138,10-140,1. 

158
otto Bauernfeind, "avanauw K.T.A.," TDNT, 1.350-51; 

Gartner, The Theology of the Gospel According to Thomas, 258-
67; Philipp Vielhauer, "ANAIIAYEIE: Zurn gnostischen Hintergrund 
des Thomasevangeliums," pp. 281-99 (esp. 299) in Apophoreta: 
Festschrift fur Ernst Haenchen (BZNW 30; ed. W. Eltester and 
F. H. Kettler; Berlin: Topelmann, 1964), on the use of avanavoL, 
in the Gos. Thom. in comparison with other Gnostic sources. 

159
The texts of the Ap. John in Codices IV (41,20) and BG 

8502 (68, 12-13) have more typical forms of TT>. 1<011 with a double 
u. Also see the Dial. Sav. III 141,3-12, with its discussion
on when and how rest will be attained, and whether suicide is 
an appropriate means to achieve final rest.

160
aethge, col. 168 n. 25; in his German translation he 

uses braces. 

161
Hippolytus, Ref. 7.27.6, on Basilides. Also cp. the 

Interp. Know. XI 20,23-38; Val. Exp. XI 38,11-33. 

162
Here the Greek text reads Mwuotw<;, the Latin version 

agni ti :mem. We read yvwoEw<; with Harvey. 

163
on the use of Eph 6:12 in Gnostic literature, cp. Hyp. 

Arch. II 86,20-27; Exeg. Soul II 131,9-12; Elaine H. Pagels, 
The Gnostic Paul (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1975) 119, 128-29. 
More generally, cp. Isa 11:5, 59:17; Wis 5:17-21; 1 Thess 5:8. 

164
see above, p. 94. To the NT references mentioned 

there we might add the following: on gathering together, Matt 
18:20 ( ... tKEr ECUL tv µto� au,wv; cp. 134,17-18; 140,22-23); 
l Cor 5:4; Heb 10:25; on teaching or preaching, Matt 28:19-20;

Luke 24:47-48; Acts 1:8 (programmatic for Acts).
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165cp. Luke 12:35; 1 Pet 1:13; Pol. PhiZ. 2.1; and esp. 
Eph 6:14. 

166cp. Luke 11:9-13 par. Matt 7:7-11; Matt 18:19; 21:22 
par. Mark 11:24; John 14:13-14; 15:7; 16:23-24; 1 John 5:14-15; 
Phil 4:6; Jas 1:5-8. 

167cp. the references in John to the Father sending Jesus; 
at 7:33 and 16:5, for example, the Father is referred to as ,ov 
ntµlj,o.v,a µe:. In both cases the Sahidic has neuT.1.sT.1.yo1, and 
thus utilizes the pronominal suffix, as is also the case at 
137,30. On this phrase, see Ernst Haenchen, "Der Vater, der 
mich gesandt hat," NTS 9 (1963) 208-16; also Rudolf Bultmann, 
"Die Bedeutung der neuerschlossenen mandaischen und manicha
ischen Quellen," 105-06 (pp. 60-61); Jesse Sell, "A Note on a 
Striking Johannine Motif Found at CG VI:6,19," NouT 20 (1978) 
232-40.

168138,l cannot be restored with certainty; see above, p.
41 n. to 138,1. M�nard's suggestion is as good as any, and the 
context would make such a reassuring comment ("Do not be 
afraid!") quite appropriate. On such reassuring comments in 
the NT gospels, see Mark 5:36 par. Luke 8:50; Mark 6:50 par. 
Matt 14:27 and John 6:20; Matt 10:31 par. Luke 12:7; Matt 17:7; 
28:5, 10; and so on. 

169see above, pp. 105-13. 

1 70see Charles H. Talbert, Li ,erary Patterns, TheoZog-· caZ
Themes, and the Genre of Luke-Acts (SBLMS 20; Missoula, MT: 
Society of Biblical Literature, 1974) 112-16; idem, Lukb and 
the Gnostics (Nashville: Abingdon, 1966) 30-32. 

171In the Sahidic version of Acts 1:9, a cloud "received 
him" (xtT1f) and "he was taken up away from them" (.i.ys I fiMos 
OtP.1.1 O&OA tlTOOTOy). The Sahidic of the account of Peter's 
vision is even closer to our passage; see 10:16, where "the 
object was taken up to heaven" (.i.ys I finecKeyoc 6t p.1.1 6Tnc). 

172Acts 1-7 focuses upon Jerusalem, Luke's city of apos
tolic authority. On the special place of Jerusalem in Luke
Acts, see Conzelmann, The TheoZogy of St. Luke, 73-94, 209-13; 
Haenchen, The Acts of the ApostZes, 100-03, 143-44. 

173rn Luke 24:53 the disciples are described as being in 
the temple e:u;l.oyouv,e:c ,ov 8e:6v (Sahidic: eye HOY 0 llllOYTO) • In 
24:52 it is noted that the disciples return to Jerusalem µe:,� 
xaodc µe:ya;l.�c; many texts (but not the Western texts!) also 
include a reference to them npooxuv�oav,e:c au,6v (Sahidic: 
.l.yOy<lll)'!' t<OOY fiHO't) • 

174It could also be suggested that the first perfect
.>.yKoToy of 138,10 translates the inchoative aorist (see BDF, 
SS318, 331), and that the clause should be translated as fol
lows: "they started to return to Jerusalem," or "they turned 
toward Jerusalem." In such a case 139,5-6 could be taken as 
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the natural conclusion to the scene: "they came to Jerusalem." 
we judge, however, that the interpretation suggested above ex
plains the data better than this latter suggestion. Not only 
are seams apparent elsewhere in the tractate, but the two 
clauses at 138,10-11 and 139,5-6 also use very similar con
structions (>.yw >.yKOTOY e,r>.

0

i eorm:r ••• >.yw >.yei ezr>-"i eeTITTT, 
xat unto,pe�av etc 'Iepouoa,\�µ ... xat �vt�noav eCc "Iepouoa,\�µ). 
See also Menard, 5 and esp. 46. 

175conzelmann (The Theology of St. Luke) can rightly refer 
to the ecctesia pressa in Acts; see his discussion on pp. 137-
49, 209-11, 233-34. 

176see the Ap. Jas. I 4,37-6,21; 2 Apoc. Jaa. V 61,1-
63,33; Apoc. Pet. VII 72,4-9; 84,6-10, and passim; Metch. IX 
6,24-28; 16,6-12; 26,2-9; discussion in Pagels, "Gnostic and 
Orthodox Views of Christ's Passion: Paradigms for the Chris
tian's Response to Persecution?" (paper presented at the Inter
national Conference on Gnosticism, Yale University, 28-31 March 
1978) 11-15 (to be published in The Rediscovery of Gnosticism 
[ed. Bentley Layton; Leiden: Brill]). 

177Ign. Trait. 10.l; Smyrn. 2.1; 4.2; 5.1-3; Irenaeus,
Adv. Haer. 3.16.9-3.18.5; but cp. also Adv. Hae�. 4.33.9 for 
certain exceptions. See Pagels, "Gnostic and Orthodox Views of 
Christ's Passion," 5-11. 

178 
Apoc. Pet. VII 78, 17. See James Brashler, "The Coptic 

Apocalypse of Peter: A Genre Analysis and Interpretation" 
(Ph.D. dissertation, Claremont Graduate School, 1977) 216-35; 
Pagels, "Gnostic and Orthodox Views of Christ's Passion," 14-15. 

179Also see E. Pagels, '"The Demiurge and His Archons'-
A Gnostic View of the Bishop and Presbyters?" HTR 69 (1976) 
301-24. 

180
on the correspondence between the heavenly rulers and 

the earthly rulers, cp. also the archons as the guardians of 
the seventy nations (Dan 10:13, 20-21; 12:l; 1 Apoc. Jas. V 
26,13-27,12), and the powers as the dyyEAOL of the churches 
(Rev 2:1-3:22). 

181on the alteration, see above, p. 41, n. to 138,14.

182Luttikhuizen, "The Letter of Peter to Philip and the
New Testament," Nag Hammadi and Gnosia, 100 n. 20. See also 
the Concordance du Nouveau Testament Sahidique (CSCO; ed. 
Michel Wilmet; Louvain: Secretariat du CSCO, 1957) s.v. "ens-," 
11

eTBHIIT-, 1
' "2�-." As the Concordance indicates, 6TB6- or 

eT•HHT' is used to translate untp only three times in the Sa
hidic NT: John 1:30, 11:4; 2 Cor 12:8. 

183see Luttikhuizen, "The Letter of Peter to Philip and 
the New Testament," 100 n. 20; also Harald Riesenfeld, "untp," 
TDNT, 8.508-12. For a parallel passage in the Nag Hammadi 
library, see Interp. Know. XI 5,27-38. 
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184
see Gartner, The Theology of the Goepel According to 

Thomae, 217-29; Albrecht Oepke, "nae, l<.T.>..," TDNT, 5.639-52; 
more generally cp. 0. Michel, "µL>tP6,," TDNT, 4.650-56. Note 
also Ap. John II 2,1-2, where Christ appears as a youth; Apoc. 
Paul V 18,3-19,20, where the little child appearing to Paul 
seems to be Christ; Apoc. Pet. VII 80,8-21, where 1111<oye1 is 
the name of the Christian Gnostics. On this last passage in 
the Apoc. Pet., see Eduard Schweizer, "The 'Matthean' Church," 
NTS 20 (1973-74) 216; idem, "Zur Struktur der hinter dem 
Matthausevangelium stehenden Gemeinde," ZNW 65 (1974) 139. 

185
It may be possible to interpret TG11HT!T1<oy1 in a more 

positive fashion, as in the Gos. Thom. and other Gnostic docu
ments. It could be argued that the followers of Christ must 
suffer because they are little ones, children of the light and 
true Gnostics. For this reason the struggle with the cosmic 
powers goes on, the struggle between light and darkness; see 
the discussion above, pp. 135-40, on 137,4-13. Such an inter
pretation, however, is not as convincing as the one we are 
suggesting here. 

186
Treat. Seth VII 69,11-12; note the use of HttT1<oye1 for 

the archons' description of Adam at 54,4, and for the dwelling 
place of Adam at 54,10. Also see Tri. Trac. I 115,3-11 (Jesus 
takes on smallness when born in body and soul); similarly 
Interp. Kno�. XI 10,27-30. 

187
For a Valentinian version of such a transformation, see 

the Excerpta ex Theodoto 68. 

188
rf the speech of Peter is interpreted as a secondary 

Gnostic Christian addition, then the section could be described 
as originally consisting of an apostolic question and the 
answer of Jesus. In such a case, the section originally may 
have had no overtly Gnostic elements. 

189
Also cp. Luke 12:11-12, as well as Matt 24:9-14 and 

John 16:2. On the necessity of suffering see, with Luttik
huizen, Luke 24:26 and perhaps Acts 14:22, although his con
clusion concerning the Emmaus road story ( "The Letter of Peter 
to Philip and the New Testament," 101) is not convincing. We 
might add 1 Thess 3:3-4, 2 Thess 1:5-8, 1 Tim 3:12-13; also 
Ap. Jas. I 4,37-6,21, esp. 6,15-17: HOHN ,-_.ye 11 .. oy.xeo1 u110Tf 
i _.te i HT [s] MnHoy, "none of those who fear death will be saved" 
(see Epistula Iacobi Apocrypha, 52). 

190
The preference of Luttikhuizen, "The Letter of Peter to 

Philip and the New Testament," 101 n. 21. 

191
The Koine texts, A, W, and other manuscripts prefer 

6.yoµl:vou,. 

192
The Lucan passage may be preferred as a tradition pos

sibly reflected in our tractate, if a single specific tradition 
is to be sought, on account of the numerous parallels between 
the Ep. Pet. Phil. and Luke-Acts. 
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193on the person who refuses to suffer, see Mark 8:34-9:1 
par. Matt 16:24-28 and Luke 9:23-27; Matt 10:33 par. Luke 12:9; 
Matt 10:37-39 par. Luke 14:25-27; Luke 17:33; John 12:25; 2 Tim 
2:12; Gos. Thom. logion 55; Ap. Jas. I 6,1-21. 

194on the summaries in Acts, see Haenchen, The Acts of the
Apostles, 193-96; Henry J. Cadbury, "The Summaries in Acts," 
The Beginnings of Christianity, 5.392-402. 

1954:18: t c&w iit np.1.11 Torr; 5:28: t c&w e2 r.1.1 e.xR ne I r.1.11.

196cadbury, "The Summaries in Acts," 401. 

197see Koschorke, "Eine gnostische Pfingstpredigt," 328. 
Additional support for the disciples as Peter's disciples may 
be provided by the so-called "shorter ending of Mark" (Tor� 
ne:pt TOV nl:Tpov) and Ign. Smyrn. 3.2; cp. Kurt Aland, "Be
merkungen zum Schluss des Markusevangeliums," Neotes tamen tica
et Semitica: Studies in Honour of Matthew Black (ed. E. Ellis 
and M. Wilcox; Edinburgh: Clark, 1969) esp. 162-63, 179-80. 
we may also note, with Aland, Luke 8:45, 9:32; Acts 2:14, 5:29. 

198see Bethge, col. 169 n. 40.

199Koschorke, "Die Polemik der Gnostiker gegen das kirch
liche Christentum," 188-90 (published edition: 193-95); esp. 
"Eine gnostische Pfingstpredigt," 329-34. 

20°Koschorke, "Eine gnostische Pfingstpredigt," 329.

201The construction which utilizes nfn esoy.1..1.g with the
indefinite article is also attested in the Sahidic NT (e.g. 
Acts 1:5, 7:55, 10:38), and may parallel the use of nve:Oua 
�ycov without an article in the Greek Acts (see BAG, s.v. 
"nve:Oua," 5cf3). 

202Also see Acts 4:31; 7:55; 13:9, 52: the filling with
the spirit for particular tasks. On the varied use of nve:Oua 
in Acts, see Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles, 187. 

203rt may also be that the reference in 139,8-9 to the
healings performed by the apostles assumes their possession of 
spiritual power; note 140,9-11. 

204Acts 2:14-36, 38-40; 3:12-26; 4:8-12; 5:29-32; 10:34-
43; perhaps also 1:16-22; 4:19-20; 11:5-17; 15:7-11. 

205Martin Dibelius, "The Speech in Acts and Ancient His
toriography," p. 165 in Studies in the Acts of the Apos ties
(ed. Heinrich Greeven; London: SCM, 1956). 

206cp. Acts 2:22; also 135,15-16 in our tractate.

207p66 and a few other manuscripts read fxwv rather than
qx>pwv. 
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208As noted above (p. 44, n. to 139,17), Bethge prefers 
to emend this to read "[he) <was> clothed with a purple robe." 
Such an emendation would bring this clause closer in form to 
the following clauses, to be sure; but the active sense of the 
text as given is also attested in John 19:5, and thus should 
be allowed to remain. 

209
on M�nard's restoration, "they [nailed) him, see above, 

p. 44, n. to 139,19. On nailing Jesus to a tree, see also the
Gos. Truth I 20,25; Treat. Seth VII 58,24-26.

210
aoth the Ep. Pet. Phil. and Acts provide evidence for 

the application of Deut 21:22-23 to the Christian interpretation 
of Jesus' crucifixion; also see Gal 3:31. Deut 21:22 LXX reads, 
in part, as follows: xp£µa.oTJ,£ au,ov tnl EuAou. On e1�8 as the 
Coptic for KP£iu1vvuuL, see Acts 5:30 and 10:39 in the Sahidic 
NT, as well as Crum (88b). 

211
rt is difficult to ascertain precisely how the verbal 

form should be translated; see above, p. 44, n. to 139,20. If 
this kerygmatic formula is derived from a tradition which, like 
Luke-Acts, emphasizes the fact that God raised Jesus from the 
dead (Acts 2:24, 32, etc.; Haenchen, The Acts of the Apostles, 
92, 180), then it could be reasoned that, in spite of the am
biguity of the present passage, originally this formula was 
meant to suggest that the active role in the resurrection was 
played by God. For the present Gnostic Christian author, how
ever, such a subordinationist Christology does not seem 
appropriate. 

212
see BAG, s.v. "v£xp6i;." 

213
Luttikhuizen, "The Letter of Peter to Philip and the 

New Testament," 101. 

214
rbid., 101 n. 22. 

215
see above, p. 44, n. to 139,21. 

216
Heracleon, fragment 11, on John 2:12, in Origen, In 

Joannem 10.11; Clement of Alexandria, Excerpta ex Theodoto 
33.3; Stromateis III.4 S31.3; Cos. Truth I 31,1-4; Apoc. Adam V 
69,17-18; Acts Pet. 12 Apost. VI 3,8-11; the tractate Allogenes, 
and Seth as aAAOYEV�i;; also see Jonas, The Gnostic Religion, 
49-51, on the "alien." 

217
on the peculiarity of the phrase "the transgression of 

the mother," and the similarity between descriptions of mother 
Sophia and mother Eve, see above, pp. 123, 174 (notes). 

218
see Koschorke, "Eine gnostische Pfingstpredigt," 329-30. 

Koschorke also refers to the Paraph. Shem VII 3,11-15 for a 
similar use of o I uo with fi•. 

219
According to Crum (80b) , e 1118 as a noun can translate 

either Greek word. 
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220
oiscussion and references in BAG, s.v. "Oµolwµa." 

221
sAG, s.v. "Oµolwoq;." 

222
on the use of Gen 1:26 by the Gnostics, see also 

Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.5.5 (on Ptolemaeus: xaa· OµolwoLv is 
the psychic man, whose substance is termed nvEOµa Cwnc); 
1.18.2 (on Marcus and others); 1.24.1 (on Saturnilus); 1.30.6 
(apparently on the Ophites); Clement of Alexandria, Excerpta 
ex Theodoto 50.2-3 (cp. Irenaeus on Ptolemaeus); 54.2; Hippoly
tus, Ref. 6.14.5-6 (the Megale Apophasis). 

223
see also 5:31, in another speech by Peter and the 

apostles; also 2 Clem. 20.5 (TOV aw,npa Kat apxnYOV ,n, a�fup
ala,); Heb 2:10, 12:2; discussion in Conzelmann, The Theology 
of St. Luke, 205-6; Zehnle, Peter's Pentecost Discourse, 47-48. 

224
As noted above (p. 44, n. to 139,26), the Coptic syntax 

of 139,26 will also allow the following translation: "the Son 
of the glory of the immeasurable Father." If this latter 
translation is accepted, in spite of its apparent awkwardness, 
then it could conceivably reflect the sort of negatively de
fined transcendence of God as is proclaimed in the Ap. John 
(II 3,10.[17]; 4,2.9-10). Also see John 1:14, Eph 1:17, 2 Pet 
1:17. 

225
see Gos. Truth I 18,21-38; 20,15-21,2; 30,27-31,35. 

Also cp. the Acts of John 88-102, esp. the account of the round 
dance of Jesus and the mystery of the cross. In general, cp. 
Karl Wolfgang Treger, "Doketistische Christologie in Nag
Hammadi-Texten: Ein Beitrag zum Doketismus in fruhchristlicher 
Zeit," Kairos 19 (1977) 45-52, esp. 49-50. Treger discusses 
four Gnostic approaches to the suffering and death of Christ, 
and focuses his attention upon the doctrine of the two natures 
of Christ. He includes Zost. (cp. VIII 48,27-29), Teach. Silv. 
(cp. VII 101,33-102,5), 1 Apoc. Jas. (cp. V 31,14-22), and Ep. 
Pet. Phil. in his second group. 

226
For example, elsewhere the heavenly Jesus can be de

scribed as passing through mother Mary like water passes through 
a pipe (Epiphanius, Panarion 31.7.4); Jesus may only seem to be 
a human being (Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.24.2), and may have a 
body which is not real but OOK�OEL �Lv6µEVOV (Epiphanius, 
Panarion '-0.8.2); Jesus may claim, 11e·i,-,oy lTzp,,."i zlT oyT>..xro ,. ... 
,.,._,._,. zl'i neToyo11"f, "I did not die in truth but in appearance" 
(Treat. Seth VII 55,18-19); also note the Quran, sura 4,157 
(see Geoffrey Parrinder, Jesus in the Qur•an [New York: Oxford 
University, 1977] 105-21; Tor Andrae, Mohammed: The Man and His 
Faith [New York: Harper & Row, 1960] 104, 112-13). A distinc
tion may be made between those docetic traditions which assert 
that only the fleshly part of Jesus suffered (cp. Apoc. Pet. 
VII 81,3-24), and those which claim that another person (for 
example Simon of Cyrene) suffered in place of Jesus (cp. 
Basilides according to Irenaeus, Adv. Haer. 1.24.2; Treat. Seth 
VII 55,9-56,19; early Islamic interpretations of sura 4,157). 
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See also TrOger, "Doketistische Christologie in Nag-Hammadi
Texten," esp. 4 7-51. In general, on docetism and the related 
concept of divine 6.na3ELa in antiquity, see Wilhelm Michaelis, 
"naoxw >LLA.," TDNT, 5.904-39, esp. 906-07; Adolf von Harnack, 
History of Dogma (New York: Russell & Russell, 1958) 1.258-60, 
esp. the long n. l; 2.276-87; and Jung Young Lee, God Suffers
for Us: A Systematic Inquiry into a Concept of Divine Pasaibil
ity (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1974) 23-45. 

227see BAG, s.v. "dvoµoi;."

228aethge (col. 168) suggests that the sense of the lacuna
may be as follows: "dem Fleisch, sondern nach dem Geist" (cp. 
Rom 8:4). If we were to opt for Bethge's general suggestion 
for reconstruction, we might also consider something like the 
following as equally possible: "darkness, but in the light." 

229Luttikhuizen ("The Letter of Peter to Philip and the
New Testament," 102) interprets 140,11-13 and 140,23-27 as 
doublets. See also Menard (p. 5) where he speaks of "indices 
de fragments ou de morceaux reunis ulterieurement par le re
dacteur final." 

230cp. Acts 8:19, where Simon Magus requests ,�v tEouolav 
,au,nv, to pass on nvEuua dyLOV. 

231In the Ap. John II 16,l, AMH" is credited with the 
creation of the lips of Adam; Pistis Sophia can refer to the 
three Amens and the seven Amens (1, 10, 86, 93, 96), like the 
Books of Jeu (42, 44, 48, SO). On 6.µ�v in the NT and early 
Christian literature, see Heinrich Sch lier, "6.µ�v," TDNT, 

l. 335-38; BAG, s.v. "6.µ�v." On 6.omiCouaL understood as refer
ring to the liturgical kiss of peace in Christian circles, see 
Bethge, cols. 168, 169 n. 55; also Rom 16:16, l Cor 16:20, 
2 Cor 13:12, 1 Thess 5:26, l Pet 5:14. Menard (pp. 46-47) re
mains less certain whether ACnAzG here refers to a kiss or 
simply a greeting.

232cp. the standard Semitic greeting, c�� c,�w. For paral
lels see John 20:19, 21, 26; Luke 24:36 (various manuscripts): 
E(p�vn �µtv, tPHHH NHTff (Sahidic). 

233Matt 28:18-20, with the promise of Jesus' presence;
Luke 24:44-49, with the promise of ouvaµLi; tE u�oui;; John 20: 
19-23, where Jesus sends the disciples as the Father sent him; 
Acts 1:8, with the promise of power and the Holy Spirit; also 
see Mark 16:15-18; Soph. Jee. Chr. III 119,1-8, with a similar 
concluding commission.

234see above, p. 46, n. to 140,25.

235According to Crum (313a), CA can translate x71.Cµa.

236cited and discussed by Puech in Hennecke-Schneemelcher,
1.231-32. 
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237The Coptic ��xe of the Ep. Pet. Phil. may very well
translate A6yo, from the Greek Vorlage (cp. Crum, 613b). James 
Brashler has suggested to me privately that we take this pre
sumed A6yoc in the sense of 11 section, 11 "division," or "branch" 
(cp. LSJ, s. v. "A6yo,," VI 3d) ; according to this interpreta
tion, the Ep. Pet. Phil. closes, like the Piatio Sophia, with 
the apostles dividing themselves into four groups in order to 
preach. Such a suggestion, however, although it remains a 
possibility, probably pushes the meaning of A6yo, too far, 
since even the suggested translations "section," "division," 
and "branch" are given by the lexicon within the context of 
spoken or written disclosures. 

238
The appropriate conclusion for the tractate casts 

doubt upon Bethge's theory about the tractate; see above, 
p. 97.

more 



CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

The Ep. I- t. Ph-· Z. occupies most of the concluding nine 

pages of Codex VIII of the Nag Hammadi library. Situated im

mediately after the long revelatory tractate Zosr.., our trac

tate bears little literary or theological relationship to Zost. 

Rather, the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. seems to have been included in Codex 

VIII for a different reason: of the tractates the scribe was 

commissioned to copy, this tractate was of an appropriate 

length to fill the available pages of the codex. Like the 

scribe, we recognize "The letter of Peter which he sent to 

Philip" (132,10-11) as the tractate title, though the discrep

ancy between this title and the actual contents of the tractate 

suggests that it has been secondarily applied as the tractate 

title. 

Like the other tractates within the Nag Hammadi library, 

the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. is a Coptic translation of a Greek text. 

The dialect represented by the Coptic of the tractate may be 

termed Sahidic, although various dialectical peculiarities, and 

particularly Bohairic forms, may be recognized. As we have 

concluded, these dialectical variants do not support a Coptic 

source theory for the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., but rather indicate 

either the dialectical disposition of the scribe or the dia

lectically "mixed" character of the Coptic language of that day. 

In a similar fashion the grammatical peculiarities noted in our 

tractate do not recommend a Coptic source theory either; where 

particular sections of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. show unique grammati

cal characteristics, these features usually may be taken to 

reflect the Greek VorZage. 

Although we have described the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. as a unified 

work, it must be acknowledged that various materials have been 

brought together to form this tractate. These diverse elements 

presumably were woven together in the Greek VorZage. Indeed, 

as we have observed, at times seams may be detected. Such ap

pears to be the case at 133,12-13, where the attention turns 

from Philip to the apostolic group; at 137,13-15, where the 

189 
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quotation formula for the additional question resets the stage; 

probably at 138,10-11, where a scene on the road intrudes into 

the account of the return to Jerusalem, which is then mentioned 

again at 139,4-6; and possibly at 140,11-15, where the theme of 

dispersing and gathering is presented. Furthermore, certain 

sections of the tractate may be distinguished by the grammati

cal peculiarities of the Greek Voriage. Thus the additional 

question and answer ( 137,13-138,3) makes use of the Greek loan 

word Arxwu ( 137,16. 17.2 1), whereas elsewhere terms such as 6oM 1 

and e,oyc1A are utilized to depict the cosmic rulers. Again, 

the framework for the account of the sermon of Peter is unique 

in its use of the Greek loan word MA9HTHC ( 139,10) rather than 

the usual AnOCToxoc, and the verb nexA• ( 139,10.15) rather than 

the usual quotation formula with xw.
2 

In its present form the Ep. Pet. Phii. is clearly a 

Christian Gnostic tractate. The major sections that have been 

analyzed--the letter and the account of the gatherings and 

departures of the apostles--indicate the Christian focus of 

the tractate and its author. Taken as a whole, the tractate 

is to be seen in the Petrine tradition: Peter is the leader, 

the spokesman, and the preacher of the apostles.
3 

The only 

other apostle mentioned by name is Philip, who is submissive 

to the authority of Peter and whose place in the tractate 

seems intended to highlight the preeminent authority of Peter. 

Further, with their leader, Peter, the apostles gather at 

Olivet and are taught by the risen Savior; upon returning to 

Jerusalem, they teach in the temple and perform healings; and 

eventually they go forth to preach, filled with holy spirit. 

In other words, not only the place of Peter but also the 

scenario of the narrative would suggest that the Ep. Pet. Phii. 

shares important features with part of the first--Petrine-

section of the NT Acts of the Apostles. 

That the author of the Ep. Pet. Phii. makes use of Chris

tian oral or written traditions cannot be doubted. In particu

lar, numerous parallels between our tractate and the first half 

of the NT Acts have been noted throughout this study. Such 

parallels, we have seen, include scenes, themes, and terms 

which are similar in these two documents. Even the genre of 
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literature they represent--a narrative on Peter and the 

apostles within which are included revelatory, liturgical, and 

edificatory materials--is similar, although in the case of the 

Ep. Pet. Phii. the narrative has been prefixed with a letter of 

Peter. Hence it may safely be surmised that the author of the 

Ep. Pet. Phii. is aware of Lucan materials; but the precise 

character of this awareness or the exact nature of the mate

rials cannot be determined with confidence. For in addition to 

the striking similarities between the two documents, certain 

crucial differences call into question a direct dependence of 

the Ep. Pet. PhiL. on the NT Acts. For example, in spite of 

the similarities between Peter's letter to Philip (132,12-

133,8) and Acts 8:4-25, the two accounts diverge precisely at 

the point where Luke's theological hand is seen most clearly. 

Again, in spite of the presence of an ascension account in both 

our tractate (138,3-7) and Luke-Acts (Luke 24:50-51; especially 

Acts 1:9-11), the accounts illustrate very different theologi

cal concerns in their portrayals of the significance and nature 

of this ascension. Once again, although the Ep. Pet. PhiL. 

(140,1-13), like Acts (2:1-13), includes a "Pentecost" account, 

our tractate seems not to recognize the unique Lucan concerns 

regarding this event, and seems rather to resemble John 20:19-

23 in important ways. Furthermore, a number of the similari

ties in the use of technical terms (noKl.Aoy OTOYl.l.� TI:' nGn, 

6 11.y�o, TtC1t1; oou ·1noo01;; l>pxuroc, 6.pxnv61:) occur in liturgical 

passages, which are notoriously conservative in their retention 

of such technical terms. Thus, we do best to conclude that the 

author of the Ep. Pet. Phii. is not consciously using a spe

cific Lucan text at all, but is familiar with themes and motifs 

in the Lucan tradition.
4 

In addition to this acquaintance with Lucan materials, the 

author of our tractate is also familiar with other Christian 

traditions. We have seen that the Savior's second revelatory 

answer (136,16-137,4) resembles in part the Johannine A6yo1; 

hymn, though the similarities must not be overdrawn. Again, 

the traditional kerygmatic formulae in the credo (139,15-21) 

show certain affinities with John 19, and the little "Pentecost" 

of the Ep. Pet. Phii. shares features with the Johannine 
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"Pentecost" account (20:19-23). Furthermore, the author of our 

tractate can mention previous revelatory utterances of the Sav

ior (135,5-6; 138,2-3.22-24; 139,11-12), utterances frequently 

said to be given while Jesus was embodied. Presumably these 

revelations of the embodied Savior could refer to such teachings 

as are presented in the Christian gospels; and the "four mes

sages" of 140,25 could have been understood as the four gospels. 

Hence, it is clear that our author is generally aware of early 

Christian materials, and desires to establish continuity with 

these earlier traditions. The author's understanding of the 

Christian message, it is maintained, is legitimate and authen

tic; indeed, Jesus said all these things before, but because of 

unbelief the message must now be proclaimed again (135,4-8) I 

Within the narrative framework of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. are 

included various materials, and the Gnostic emphases can be 

seen with greatest clarity in these materials. In particular 

this observation applies to the Gnostic "dialogue," the revela

tory discourse of the Savior uttered in answer to the questions 

of the apostles. The first four revelatory answers (135,8-

137,13) are at most marginally Christian, though they are taken 

over and legitimated as revelations of the risen Lord. The 

first answer, which provides an abbreviated version of the myth 

of the mother, illustrates no overtly Christian features at all. 

It reflects a rather simple version of the myth, and is similar 

to the Christian Sophia myth of the Ap. John and the Barbelo

gnostics of Irenaeus in terminology (nu.>.y, mater; 1ayo>.A11C, 

Authadia) and general presentation. This set of four revela

tory answers furnishes a Gnostic perspective on the fall into 

deficiency and the attainment of fullness (the first two 

answers), and the imprisonment and the struggle of Gnostics in 

the world (the last two answers). To this set of answers has 

been appended an additional question and answer (137,13-138,3), 

which utilizes different terms and focuses upon the life and 

mission of the Gnostics. Gnostic in perspective like the other 

answers, this additional answer does show clear Christian con

cerns, and illustrates the emphases of the author and community 

of the Ep. rt. PhiZ.: they are struggling Gnostic Christians, 

who gather for worship and disperse to preach the gospel in the 

world. 
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In addition to the questions and answers in the Gnostic 

"dialogue," other materials used in our tractate similarly may 

show Gnostic proclivities. The two prayers of the gathered 

apostles (133,17-134,9) contain traditional terms and themes 

commonly found in early Christian prayers, but also proclaim a 

luminosity and glory which would make them especially appro

priate and meaningful as the prayers of Gnostic Christians. 

Again, the description of the resurrected Christ as a light and 

a voice represents a primitive way of depicting the appearances 

of the risen Lord, but among Gnostic Christians such theophanic 

descriptions were particularly appreciated. Again, in the dis

cussion of the sufferings of the Lord and the apostles, a motif 

occurs which would be very meaningful to Gnostics: human 

"smallness" (138,20). And again, the reception of "a spirit of 

understanding" (140,5-6) and spiritual power (140,21.27) from 

Christ would be especially important for Gnostic Christians. 

In the brief sermon of Peter (139,9-140,1) Gnostic tenden

cies are even more clearly seen. To be sure, a traditional 

Christian credo (139,15-21) constitutes the first part of the 

sermon, and traditional terms are applied to Jesus ( nxoe1c Tc, 

139,25-26; 11UJHP6, 139,26; napx11roc IIT6 ll6HW1f;, 139,27-28). But 

the traditional credo is interpreted according to the Gnostic 

Christian theology of the author of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. From 

his incarnation on Jesus suffered, it is true, but he suffered 

as one who is "a stranger to this suffering" (139,21-22). A 

Christological tension thus remains as the sermon stresses both 

the reality of Jesus' sufferings and the glory of his divinity. 

In contrast to the suffering illuminator Jesus (139,15), the 

sermon continues, the followers of Jesus suffer because of "the 

transgression of the mother" (139,23). This phrase is reminis

cent of references to the fall of mother Eve, and refers, for 

the Gnostic Christian author, to the mother often named Sophia 

in other versions of the myth. She is also called "the mother" 

at 135,12, and her tragic fall is seen as the source of human 

sufferings. Hence this reference to "the transgression of the 

mother" may provide another important point of contact between 

the figures of Eve and Sophia in Gnostic literature. In short, 

the sermonette of Peter seems to function as the model of a 
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spirit-filled sermon delivered by an insightful Gnostic 

Christian. 

It is possible, then, to suggest a general outline for 

the literary history of the Ep. Pet. Phil. Writing around the 

end of the second century or into the third, the author of the 

Greek Vorlage is a Christian Gnostic who is thoroughly familiar 

with the Christian heritage, and who uses and interprets that 

heritage in a Christian Gnostic fashion. A Gnostic "dialogue" 

has been constructed, though it is less a true dialogue than a 

revelatory discourse of Christ in answer to questions raised by 

the apostles. Within this "dialogue" are included Gnostic 

materials which are non-Christian or perhaps only marginally 

Christian; these materials have been adopted, and baptized as 

revelatory disclosures of the risen Christ. On the basis of 

the Christian and Gnostic traditions with which the author is 

familiar, and the concerns of this person and the Christian 

Gnostic group, the author compiles a narrative document with a 

revelatory focus. In addition, the letter itself is added at 

the beginning of the narrative, in order to stress the authori

tative place of Peter. Consequently, the Ep. Pet. Phil. can 

receive its present title. Finally, the Greek tractate is 

translated into Coptic, and finds its way into Codex VIII of 

the Nag Hammadi library. 

The Ep. Pet. Phil. is thus a tractate with Christian and 

Gnostic features. It reflects the theology of a Christian 

Gnostic community which legitimates itself and its message by 

using and adapting apostolic--particularly Petrine--traditions 

as its own. In fact, it claims to trace its roots and its 

message ultimately back to the embodied Jesus himself. Now, 

however, as the disembodied light and voice, the risen Savior 

must speak again to his followers, and provide a renewed rev

elation and reaffirmation of Christian Gnostic truths. The 

resultant tractate shows the author's concern for the apostles, 

and this Christian Gnostic group, gathered for worship and dis

missed for the proclamation of their gospel. 

It remains for us to summarize certain key features of the 

theology of this Christian Gnostic group. We shall briefly 

consider the Christology, soteriology, and ecclesiology of this 

group as reflected in the Ep. Pet. Phil. 
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To begin with, the Christology of this Christian Gnostic 

group emphasizes Jesus as both the heavenly redeemer and the 

suffering savior. Various titles are applied to Jesus, some 

of which (for example nen, n(e11)xoe1c, ncwTHr, ne1111oyTo, 

UMl-.Kl.plOC liXC, IIGKl..>-.OY OTOY)..l.g Tc nen, ncJJHf0, not�pGqCWTO, 

n_.px11roc) are traditional, and common in their application.

Other titles, however, are among the Christological titles that 

are preferred by Gnostic Christians, and these titles tend to 

occur in sections of the tractate in which Gnostic coloration

is most striking. Thus Jesus is termed the <j>wcTllf both in the 

first prayer offered by the gathered apostles (133,27) and in 

the sermon of Peter (139,15) .5 This Petrine sermon also speaks 

of Jesus as "a stranger" (139, 21); and both the sermon and the 

second apostolic prayer provide glorious amplifications of the 

title 110JHre (134,3-6; 139,26-27).

Furthermore, in the account of the descent of the Gnostic 

illuminator, Jesus refers to himself as the """fWM_. (139,16).6

According to the Ep. Pet. PhiZ., the Savior, sent by the 

Father, came down (136,16-17.19-20, in the second answer; 

137,30, in the additional answer; 139,12-13.15-16, in the 

Petrine sermon) from the fullness and glory of the divine 

light, into the world of deficiency and darkness (133,26-134,1, 

in the first prayer). A stranger here, Jesus traveled incog

nito, and was not recognized by the ignorant powers and inhabi

tants of the world (136,20-21, in the second answer). Indeed, 

Jesus was judged to be just another mortal person ( 136, 21-22 ), for 

when he came down into the world he dressed himself in a body 

(136,16-17.19-20). He went about "in the body" (133,17; 138,3; 

139,11), and from the moment of his incarnation he endured a 

life of suffering (138,15-20, in the discussion on suffering; 

139,15-21, in the Petrine sermon). In fact, his entire cosmic 

experience could be considered uniformly as an experience of 

suffering. In the Gnostic Christian interpretation of the tra

ditional credo in the sermon of Peter, the specific moments 

within the suffering of Jesus, from his incarnation until his 

ultimate release from the body when "he rose from the dead" 

(139,20-21), are not interpreted as particulars to be analyzed 

individually, but rather are considered only within a general 

assessment of Jesus' life of suffering. 
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Essentially Jesus' life of suffering is like that of his 

followers (139,24-25). Such a realization is important to the 

Gnostic Christians of the Ep. Pet. Phil., for it is apparent 

that they see themselves as a suffering and struggling communi

ty. They suffer the deadly pains of being incarcerated within 

this cosmic prison and these mortal bodies (137,4-9; 138,19-20); 

they feel the murderous hostility of the powers, the authori

ties, the enslaving forces of heaven and earth (134,8-9; 137, 

10-13); they struggle against those who would entrap their 

souls or spirits, those described as archons (137,13-138,3), 

"synagogues and governors" (138,25-26), "lawless ones" (139, 

29-30). In various ways these Gnostic Christians are going 

through the same sort of suffering and persecution that Jesus 

experienced. In fact, Jesus proclaimed before, and here pro

claims again, such suffering is inevitable and necessary, and 

must be faced with resolve (138,21-139,4). Jesus' suffering 

is like theirs, except that Jesus voluntarily took upon him

self a mortal body, and suffered for them, the light-seed 

fallen into darkness (136,16-18; 138,18; 139,24-25); they, on 

the other hand, are caught in the cosmic web of the mother's 

fall, and suffer only what is their destiny (139,22-23). 

The suffering savior is, paradoxically, the savior who is 

also "a stranger to suffering." He, the fullness and the 

illurninator, is both immortal and dying. And, having descended 

into the dark places of this dark world, the dying illuminator 

rises from the dead, to throw off the mortal cloak of his body
7 

and attain to the pleroma of light. Hence, as a disembodied 

light and voice, the Savior can appear at will from his heaven

ly glory. Referring to that past time when he was embodied, 

the divine voice, free of fetters, continues to lead his people 

with his divine word and glorious light. For he will be with 

them, with power and light, for ever (134,17-18; 140,22-23). 

Secondly, the soteriology of the Ep. Pet. Phil. stresses 

the importance of heeding the call of the Savior, and following 

his way. The call of the Savior goes forth to those who are 

his, and by hearkening to his call they can attain to a liber

ating peace and rest (136,22-28). The word of this heavenly 

illuminator is available to answer the most profound and 
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perplexing questions of a disoriented human condition, and to 

point to the correct path. In addition to such insightful 

answers, spiritual power and divine authority are also granted 

to help in the struggle along this path (134,8; 136,26; 137, 

25-30; 140,19-21.26-27).

The way to follow, then, is that of Jesus, a way of under

standing, of suffering and dying to the corruptible world. 

From his revelatory words may be gained an understanding of the 

true meaning of existence, and from his life may be obtained a 

pattern for the life of the Gnostic Christian. For Jesus is 

the �rxHroc, the author, founder, and originator of true life 

and rest (139,27-28; 140,4); he leads his followers back from 

deficiency to fullness (136,28-137,4), and his followers may 

become mystically identified with him. For, like Jesus, they 

too shall rise out of the darkness, strip off their bodily 

vestments, and return to fullness and light. Their destiny is 

the same as his: like Jesus, they shall finally live as chil

dren of the Father, they shall be full, as glorious illumina

tors. But even now, as they live in these bodies and suffer in 

this world, they can experience a partial realization of this 

salvation. As they free themselves from the slavery of this 

world, and throw off the corruptible yoke, they can become 

"illuminators in the midst of mortal people" (137 ,8-9). Even 

now, while suffering and struggling, they have rest (137,11-12) 

and peace (140,17-21.27). 

Apart from the archetypical place of Christ as �rxuroc, 

and the traditional titles which are applied to him, the corre

spondence between the redeemer and the redeemed in the Ep. Pet. 

Phil. is remarkable. They both have the same origin in the 

light, a similar fall or descent to earth, and similar suffer

ings, though the author of our tractate does point out that 

Jesus' sufferings are pro nobis. Again, both the redeemer and 

the redeemed in the Ep. Pet. Phil. experience the same glorious 

salvation, as fullness and illuminators. Thus, if we may speak 

of the "two natures" of Christ {"fullness" and "mortal model") 

in our tractate, we may also posit a dualistic anthropology, 

with "two natures" for the believers {"the inner person" and 

"that which is corruptible"). 
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Finally, the ecclesiological perspective of the Ep. Pet. 

Phil. reflects the self-understanding of this Christian Gnostic 

group: they are the struggling followers of Christ, worshiping 

together and preaching in the world. As we have seen, the 

themes of gathering and dispersing play a central role in our 

tractate, and seem to reflect the life of these Christian Gnos

tics. Like the apostles portrayed in the tractate, the Chris

tian Gnostics gather for worship. It has been possible in this 

study to identify various liturgical elements which are men

tioned in connection with these gatherings, and which apparent

ly reflect the worship of the group behind the Ep. Pet. Phil.: 

the kneeling posture (133,19-20), the use of prayer (especially 

the two liturgical prayers at 133,21-134,1 and 134,3-9), the 

sermon of Peter, and the liturgical greeting (�cn�zs, 140,14) 

and "Amen" (140,15). In their gatherings for worship the be

lievers realize the enlightening presence and spiritual power 

of the Savior; it is even possible that visions occur as the 

light dawns and the voice of understanding is heard within the 

group. Furthermore, the potent presence of holy spirit may 

prompt wonderful deeds of power, perhaps healings (139,8-9; 

140,10-11) and other mighty and miraculous things (140,6-7) .
8 

It is in teaching and preaching that the spiritual power 

of the Christian Gnostics comes to expression with most signif

icance. In the programmatic statement describing their strategy 

in the world, the Savior recommends that his followers not only 

gather for worship but also "teach in the world the salvation 

with a promise" (137,24-25). For this group is neither passive 

nor escapist in the face of the world of darkness and death. 

Rather, this is an activistic group, with a keen sense of mis

sion in the world. As "illuminators in the midst of mortal peo

ple," they are to carry on the spiritual struggle against the 

world rulers by means of their mission to the world. Like the 

apostles, the Christian Gnostics are to go forth to preach, "in 

the power of Jesus, in peace" (140,27). 



NOTES 

CHAPTER V 

16oH almost certainly translates ouvauL,. Cp. Crum, 815b;
Concordance du Nouveau Testament Sahidique, s.v. "GOH" (GOH 
translates ouvauL, one hundred twenty times, but other nouns 
only occasionally). 

2nex�� could translate crncv or even f��, and Xlll surely
translates forms of Alyw, including participial forms. Cp. 
Crum, 285ab, 754ab; Concordance du Nouveau Testament Sahidique, 
s.v. "ne.x.e-, 11 "x.w. 11 

3
1t could very well be that Peter is thought to have his 

own disciples; see 139,10 and the discussion above, p. 150. 

4It is tantalizing to suggest that the Ep. Pet. PhiZ.
depends upon a Petrine source or sources similar to or identi
cal with those used in the compilation of Luke-Acts. At the 
same time, however, it cannot be maintained that our tractate 
represents, in its present form, a Petrine source that was used 
and modified in Acts. Such a theory would have to account for 
the apparent general awareness of various Christian traditions, 
and place the simple but mature myth of the mother back into 
the first century C.E. Furthermore, this sort of theory would 
also have to recognize that in certain instances, for example 
in the summary statement at 139,4-9, the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. does 
resemble Acts at points where, as it is usually maintained, 
Luke's creative hand is seen with clarity. Naturally, the com
plex problems of the sources of Luke-Acts cannot be considered 
in this volume. In general, we here are concluding that the 
Ep. Pet. PhiZ. in its present form may be dated most safely and 
reasonably in the late second or early third century, when a 
vital Christian Gnosticism like that of our tractate could very 
well have existed. 

5on the soteriological use of �THr in the context of the
third revelatory answer of the Savior (137,8), see above, p. 
197. 

6
on the soteriological use of nAHrUJH� in this second 

revelatory answer of the Savior (137,3-4), see above, p. 197. 

7
on the soteriological use of this stripping theme in the 

third revelatory answer (137,6-9), see above, p. 197. 

8
Whether the Christian Gnostics of the Ep. Pet. PhiZ. re

mained within the Great Church or gathered by themselves for 
worship cannot be said with certainty. On the one hand, these 
Christian Gnostics consciously build upon earlier traditions, 
and use a traditional Christian credo with value. On the other 
hand, the Ep. Pet. Phil. shows an awareness of the "unbelief" 
of the Great Church, interprets traditional materials in a 
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distinctively Christian Gnostic way, and reflects liturgical 
elements with Christian Gnostic leanings. Hence, we would 
prefer to think of these believers as forming their own con
venticles. If they did remain within the context of the Great 
Church, they probably functioned in a manner analogous to 
ecciesioLae in ecciesia. 
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